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Modi has gone back on promises of growth, says Sonia



Activist Irom Sharmila acquitted in suicide bid case by Delhi court



PM Modi pays tribute to Brussels terror attack victims



Htin Kyaw sworn in as Myanmar’s President
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Blast kills 7 CRPF jawans in Dantewada



SETTLING DUES



BRIEFLY Tata Steel seeks British exit LONDON/MUMBAI: Tata Steel



wants to sell Britain’s biggest steelmaker, putting thousands of jobs at risk and forcing the government to seek a solution ahead of an EU referendum dominated by concerns about the economy. The decision was taken at a board meeting in Mumbai. Tata said its financial performance in Britain had worsened sharply in recent months.



쐍 BUSINESS | PAGE 15 Women can enter temples: Bombay HC MUMBAI: The Bombay High Court on Wednesday came out in favour of women’s right to worship, saying there was no law that prevented them from entering a place of worship. A Bench was hearing a public interest litigation petition for the entry of women in the sanctum sanctorum of the Shani Shingnapur temple.



쐍 NATION | PAGE 8 SC backs bid to protect ‘Good Samaritans’ NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court



on Wednesday upheld a Union government notification laying down standard operating procedure (SOP) for the protection and examination of ‘Good Samaritans’ — those who help road accident victims — and make it binding on all States and authorities.It said the notification was a positive signal for efforts to change the public’s attitude of turning away from a road accident victim.



쐍 NATION | PAGE 9



Mallya ofers to pay Rs. 4,000 cr. to banks Says ready to give Rs. 2,000 crore more, subject to outcome of case KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Kingfisher Airlines Chairman Vijay Mallya has ofered to pay banks Rs. 4,000 crore as partial settlement of the carrier’s debts and indicated to the Supreme Court that the atmosphere in India was too vitiated for him to immediately return. The proposal, submitted in a sealed cover on behalf of Mr. Mallya and Kingfisher Airlines, includes an assurance to pay Rs. 4,000 crore by September to a consortium of banks led by the State Bank of India. The defunct airline founded by Mr. Mallya, a Rajya Sabha member, owes more than Rs. 9,000 crore to the lenders. The ofer, Mr. Mallya’s lawyers led by senior advocate C.S. Vaidyanathan told the court on Wednesday, was a result of hectic negotiations held through video conferences, which went on till late Tuesday. The lender consortium’s lawyers later said the proposal mentioned further payment of more than Rs. 2,000 crore, subject to the outcome of a pending suit filed by Mr. Mallya’s businesses. The consortium of 13



Seven CRPF jawans were killed in a landmine explosion triggered by Maoists in Dantewada district of Chhattisgarh on Wednesday. The blast left a five-foot crater and wrecked the vehicle in which the securitymen were travelling. They were returning to their camp after Holi leave, the police said. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT (REPORT ON PAGE 9)



banks, some of them in the public sector, had moved the Supreme Court earlier this month to impound Mr. Mallya’s passport in a bid to restrain him from leaving the country. But on March 9, the first day of court hearing, Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi told the court that Mr. Mallya had left the country. Confirming that he is still abroad, Mr. Mallya blamed the media for fuelling a “surcharged atmosphere” against him. Justice Kurian Joseph, who heads the Bench that included Justice Rohinton Nariman, remarked that the media was just doing its job in public interest and harboured no personal grudges against Mr. Mallya. Taking the proposal on re-



cord, the court gave the consortium a week to respond. “It is for you to tell us whether you reject this or not,” Justice Nariman told the banks. When Mr. Mallya’s lawyer requested confidentiality over the ofer details, Justice Kurian asked whether the businessman was back in India or not. “Where are you? Are you back in India?” he asked. “No. The media has vitiated the atmosphere. The atmosphere is surcharged against me,” Mr. Vaidyanathan responded. The media ultimately stood for public interest, Justice Kurian shot back. (With inputs from Manojit Saha in Mumbai)



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



No proof against Azhar, says Pak. probe team NEW DELHI: Pakistan’s Joint Investigation Team, which is investigating the terror attack on the Pathankot airbase, has told the National Investigation Agency (NIA) that so far it had not found any evidence against Jaish-e-Mohammad chief Masood Azhar that linked him to the January 2 attack. India has sought the voice samples of Azhar and his brother Abdul Rauf Asghar.



112-cr. assets attached in loan fraud case NEW DELHI: The Enforcement



쐍 NATION | PAGE 9 METROPLUS 4 Pages



CM YK



KAVITA UPADHYAY DEHRADUN: Complicating the



legalities around a floor test in the Uttarakhand Assembly that former Chief Minister Harish Rawat had to take on Thursday, a Division Bench of the High Court in Nainital on Wednesday decided to keep the single judge’s order “in abeyance” till April 6. The Centre and the Congress had filed special appeals in the High Court over ambiguities in the March 29 order of the court, where Mr. Rawat was permitted a floor test in the Assembly on March 31. While the Central government had approached the court questioning the permission for voting in the Assembly when the State was under President’s Rule, the Congress approached it questioning the rights of the nine disqualified MLAs to participate in the ballot.



Employment growth slows to six-year low July-September quarter usually sees more jobs added SOMESH JHA NEW DELHI: New jobs in eight la-



bour-intensive industries fell to a six-year low in the first nine months of 2015 — with just 1.55 lakh new jobs being created compared to over three lakh jobs over the same period in 2013 and 2014, according to Labour Bureau data. Analysts said this was not a healthy sign, especially since the July-September quarter usually sees more jobs being added, compared to other quarters in the year as companies conduct recruitment drives. “Our industrial growth has been low and employment takes place only when production is up. There is a lot of rationalisation of staf in the corporate sector and the government



itself is not recruiting people. The main idea of growth is to create jobs. Ultimately, we need to create jobs at all levels, which is not happening,” said Madan Sabnavis, chief economist, Care Ratings. The latest quarterly survey conducted by the Labour Bureau showed 1.34 lakh jobs were created in July-September 2015,



the lowest in the similar quarters since 2009 when the survey was started. In JanuaryMarch 2015, though the number of jobs increased by 64,000, it declined by 43,000 in the quarter ended June taking the net addition of jobs during 2015 to 1.55 lakh.



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12



A-G represents Centre On Wednesday, AttorneyGeneral Mukul Rohtagi, who represented the Central government in court, argued that voting could not be allowed since the State was under President’s Rule. The Congress was represented by its leader Abhishek Manu Singhvi and his team. Both parties claimed that the court order was in their favour.



쐍 NEWS | PAGE 12



Directorate on Wednesday provisionally attached immovable assets worth Rs.112 crore as part of its money-laundering investigations against Century Communication Limited and its promoters in a bank loan fraud case. The firm had been granted Rs. 555 crore loan. Four pieces of property in Andheri (West), Bandra (West) and Khar of Mumbai, over 2 acres in Chennai and another property in the posh Maharani Bagh in Delhi have been attached.



HC Bench stays floor test in Uttarakhand



쐍 AMBIGUITIES CORRECTED, SAYS BJP; SHIV SENA SLAMS BJP | PAGE 12



REPORT ON PAGE 17



Single-window clearance for construction plans MEHBOOB JEELANI NEW DELHI: In a significant policy shift in Delhi’s building by-laws, the Union Urban Development Ministry on Wednesday announced “single-window clearance” for construction plans for both residential and commercial properties within a month, while exempting owners of residential plots up to 105 square metres from seeking sanction of building plan. “The laws have been made user-friendly through unification and simplification of a host of amendments made over the last three decades and integration of approvals by diferent agencies into a single platform,” said Urban Development Minister Venkaiah Naidu at a press conference here. “The new process would reduce human interface and enable approvals in just 30 days,” he added. For residential plots up to 105 square metres, the owner need not obtain sanction of building plans. “You



The new by-laws make construction user-friendly.



(owner) can just submit an undertaking intimating about construction along with requisite fees and other documents to start construction,” said Mr. Naidu, while explaining the new amendments. Previously, applicants had to go through a cumbersome process to get sanction of building plans as it involved scrutiny and approvals from



various government agencies such as the National Monuments Authority, Department of Environment and Heritage Protection, Delhi Fire Services and the Airports Authority of India. With the modification of the building by-laws, an applicant can now file one single online application to the concerned urban local body. Highlighting another key



amendment in the laws, Aishwar Rao, the chief spokesperson of the Ministry, said that payments for obtaining approvals from various departments have also been consolidated in the same online form. “With a click of your mouse, you can make one single payment electronically,” said Mr. Rao. The amendments come in the light of the World Bank’s “ease of doing business” ranking of 2015, in which India is at the 130th position. A senior oicial in Urban Development Ministry told The Hindu that a directive came from Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s oice asking Mr. Naidu to “simplify” the process of granting permits to new constructions. The final goal, the oicial said, is to gain the confidence of foreign investors by creating a “smart” urban infrastructure. After Delhi, Mr. Naidu said that Mumbai would also unify its building by-laws. “After these two major cities (Delhi and Mumbai) we would ask other cities to follow suit,” he added. ND-ND
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JNU sees dip in admission applications



AAP backtracks, agree to table pending Bills



JNU, reeling from a controversy over an event on Parliament attack convict Afzal Guru, has for the first time registered a dip in the number of applications for admission >> Page 4



In what can be seen as a U-turn, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has said his government is ready to once again table the Bills approved in the previous sessions after seeking approval from Najeeb Jung >> Page 5



10-year-old undergoes successful cardiac bypass Fortis Escorts Heart Institute (FEHI) successfully conducted a bypass surgery on a 10-year-old Mathura boy to correct a rare genetic disorder, Homozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia (HoFH). The team conducted the coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) using total arterial grafts. Giving details of the case, Ramji Mehrotra, the director of cardio-thoracic vascular surgery at FEHI, said: “The child came to us with chest pain and breathlessness. Investigations revealed that he already had sufered a massive heart attack and that his heart was failing.” He was immediately shifted to the ICU. Further investigations showed severe coronary artery blockages compromising blood flow to heart muscle, which necessitated an urgent CABG. “A bypass surgery at his age was a challenge as it mandated joining small caliDELHI:



bre vessels to his heart arteries, which are also very minute. The second challenge was imposed by very poor function of his heart [EF 22 per cent],” said Dr. Mehrotra . He added that though there are machines available to support the heart of adults with poor function during a surgery, the same is not available for such young patients. The arterial grafting was therefore planned keeping all these challenges in mind. The surgery was smooth and uneventful, and the boy was discharged a week later. FEHI chairman Ashok Seth said: “HoFH is a rare genetic disorder, in which LDL or bad cholesterol level remains very high in circulation. The liver is unable to remove bad cholesterol from the blood, leading to artery blockage starting at an early age, which results in a heart attack.” A cholesterol screening and management clinic for children and adolescents will soon be launched at FEHI.



BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN



Union Minister Maneka Sanjay Gandhi at the Elephant Conservation and Care Centre in Mathura.



bilitation centre. I hope other State governments also follow this model.” The elephant haven, which incurs a cost of about Rs.1 lakh



JAIDEEP DEO BHANJ NEW DELHI: From huddling around the radio to enjoying live cricketing action on large high definition screens, the experience of following a cricket match outside the stadium has come a long way. As stadiums across the country erupted in cheer or fell silent in despair during the ICC World T20 matches, so did Twitter. The group stages of the tournament have become the most tweeted about international cricket event, with 6.4 million tweets for the league stage. For Indian fans, many of whom consider themselves armchair experts on the game, social media has changed the way the game is experienced. Views and opinions are no longer shared with people in the physical space. Instead, they are broadcast online. Often, some tweets even receive a response from players and experts. The conversation and engagement starts way before the game, with analysis, jokes and memes going viral during



Maneka bats for “gentle giants” in need MATHURA: Located not very far from the Capital is the country’s only elephant rescue centre, which currently houses 18 elephants saved from illegal captivity and circuses. The Elephant Conservation and Care Centre is a project of Wildlife SOS, created in 2009 in collaboration with the Uttar Pradesh Forest Department, to rehabilitate severely abused captive elephants. Appealing for financial help to ensure the rehabilitation for these gentle giants goes on, Union Minister Maneka Sanjay Gandhi said: “U.P. and Wildlife SOS have created a unique model by establishing the India’s first elephant reha-
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The little bird's tale of a match made in heaven The moment India beat Australia saw 16,000 tweets per minute



BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN NEW



NOIDA/DELHI



per elephant month, runs on donations and charity sales. Open to public on special arrangement, one can meet rescued elephants including



Phoolkali, Maya and Sai Geeta. “Hundreds of captive elephants across India are tortured, overworked and starved. daily Often, they do not receive any veterinary care, walk for long hours in the scorching heat on tar roads or stand for long hours during weddings and temple ceremonies with no access to water,” said Kartick Satyanarayan, cofounder of Wildlife SOS. Ms. Gandhi added: “People can sponsor the elephants by visiting www.wildlifesos.org. I would also suggest that the U.P. Tourism Department put this centre on the tourist map, as this is more ethical than places where elephants are ridden and subjected to cruelty, and will bring pride to U.P.,” she said.



the build-up and the excitement continues till way after the match is over. To put it all in numbers, the engagement on Twitter the moment India beat Australia by six wickets saw 16,000 tweets per minute and when India beat Pakistan, there were 12,000 tweets per minute. The India versus Pakistan match was, in fact, the most tweeted T20 international ever, with 1.12 million tweets or 67 per cent higher than #INDvPAK at Asia Cup 2016. Ankur Bhatia, a cricket fan, said: “Every group of cricket watchers has among them the boisterous watchers, the optimists, the pessimists and the nervous ones. We can now include the tweeters who share every emotion online. Their eyes are on the screen, but their fingers are busy typing away and engaging with a million other people.” The experience, said Bindya Singh, makes the experience so much more complete. “Instead of listening to the commentary, which can sometimes get monotonous, the parallel discus-



sion online is a lot more fun. Even if you do not engage in it, a lot of jokes and extra information are being shared.” Social media has also given fans the chance to take part in polls and post-match questions that are answered by the captains of the teams. The tournament has seen a 63 per cent growth in #AskCaptain tweets per match over Cricket World Cup 2015, with 32,000 tweets sent so far. Social media has surely changed the way fans engage with each other during the game and after, with even those who do not follow the cricketing action getting involved with sharing tweets like the one of Virat Kohli shaming trolls who attacked his relationship with actor Anushka Sharma or M.S. Dhoni’s wife Sakshi tweeting to fans celebrating outside her house to keep it quiet so that her daughter does not wake up. The winning moment of the India versus Bangladesh match has even been recreated by the expert commentary team of Star Sports for a bit of fun.



Tracing a way of life from the Bronze age JAIDEEP DEO BHANJ NEW DELHI: For a micro-minority community with a population of just 69,000 persons living in India according to the 2011 Census, the Parsi community has managed to stand out for its excellence in business, industry, food and unique rituals. However, as their numbers dwindle, eforts are being made to keep their lifestyle and culture alive. A recently inaugurated two-month exhibition at the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), “Threads of Continuity: Zoroastrian Life and Culture,” traces a philosophy of life, an ethos that has come down in an unbroken thread from the Bronze Age. Curated by Shernaz Cama, Dadi Pudumjee, Ashdeen Lilaowala and Kritika Mudgal, the exhibition attempts to explain the Zoroastrian philosophy, where the sacred thread signifies a continuity that links together all creation. Dr. Cama said: “The Zoroastrian journey has not been easy. However, the



Some of the exhibits at “Threads of Continuity: Zoroastrian Life and Culture,” the recentlyinaugurated two-month-long exhibition at the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) attempts to explain the Zoroastrian philosophy. — PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



threads of continuity, which bind this small community and their capacity to adapt to circumstances while keeping their core beliefs intact, has enabled this population of less that one lakh individuals across the word to integrate both the East and West, drawing colour and strength from the warp and weft that weaves together a unique tapestry of humanity.” The exhibition is like an illustrated history lesson. As visitors wind their way



through artefacts sourced from museums across the world, maps, ancient texts and videos, a lot can be learned about the origins of one of the oldest religions dating back nearly 3,500 years in Central Asia and following it into the 21st Century. Tributes have also been paid to Homi J. Bhabha and Jamsetji Tata. Detailed sections have been dedicated to the Parsis settled in the Deccan region — Mumbai and



Gujarat. They have even set up a model of an Irani café that have, over the years through their food, given non-Parsis a taste and feel of the community. The exhibition is part of the “Everlasting Flame International Programme,” organised by “the Union Ministry of Minority Afairs under the “Hamari Dharohar” collaboration with the Culture Ministry and Parzor Foundation. The programme will be on till May 27.



New lease of life for Pakistan man BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN NEW DELHI: Assistive technology experts at the Indian Spinal Injuries Centre (ISIC) here have created an innovative assistive device to help a Pakistan man regain some normality in his daily life years after a tragic accident forced doctors to amputate his arms. Employed at an electrical department five years ago, 41-year-old Rano sufered irreparable damage to the arms after coming in contact with high-tension cables at work. He had to undergo bilateral upper limb amputation. His left arm was amputated from the shoulder, while the right one was amputated from just above the elbow. The shock also afected his lower limbs, taking away nearly 20 per cent of mobility. The accident made him completely dependent on his family for the smallest of daily activities like drinking, eating, etc. After consulting many doctors in Pakistan, Rano recently came to India on invitation from a company that ofered him a robotic arm to help ease his daily life. Unfortunately, the advancement did not work for Rano. When he came to the ISIC’s Department of Assistive Technology, the doctors realised he needed a low-cost assistive device that gave him movement and the ability to do tasks he was unable to do earlier. Nekram Upadhyay of ISIC said: “The inclusion of the assistive device we gave him did not require clinical intervention. The device acts like an artificial hand that helps him grip things. Assistive devices are created based on patient-driven approach, where a patient is clinically evaluated for developing innovative and appropriate assistive devices.” Mr. Upadhyay added that the device made for Rano recently ensured that his visit to India did not go in vain. “He is all set to return home with greater independence in his daily life and will also be able to return to work to earn a livelihood.”
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Duo opens fire outside Dwarka court, 2 injured



Nigerian youth allegedly thrown of balcony, dies



Police said the attack followed a heated argument between the accused and family members of the alleged victim



O



The two parties were at Dwarka District Court on Wednesday to attend the hearing. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT “Soon after the hearing got over, an argument broke out between Dagar and the other party over some issues related to the ongoing case. “The argument turned into a heated exchange even though the two parties refrained from a scuffle,” said the oicer. “Things seemed to have got resolved as my son went out of the



court premises to eat something. We did not expect that there would be an attempt on my son’s life,” said Dagar’s father Yashveer. Dagar had a quick lunch at a stall right across the court’s main gate and was having a glass of sugarcane juice at around 12.15 p.m. when the attack took place. The bike-borne duo opened fire on



5 held for assaulting boys who refused to chant ‘Jai Mata Ki’ SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR NEW DELHI: A day after filing an



FIR in connection with the March 26 attack on three Madrasa students in Begumpur who allegedly refused to chant ‘Jai Mata Ki’ and ‘Bharat Mata Ki’ Jai, the Delhi Police have arrested the five accused in the case. The arrested men have purportedly denied attacking the three boys for their refusal to chant the slogans and claimed that the attack was the outcome of an argument over a cricket ball hitting one of them. The accused have been identified as Aditya, Sagar, Ashu, Karamvir and Sachin. All of them are in their early 20s and come from well-of families which are into property business. Most of them have either dropped out



of college or pursuing undergraduate courses through correspondence. They all live in all Pooth Kalan village of Outer Delhi. “The arrested boys say that they were playing cricket at the Banswala or Bamboo Park when the ball suddenly hit one of the three boys. They further said that they were abused and that the accused had slapped, thus escalating the situation into a fight. We are verifying these claims,” said Deputy Commissioner of Police (Outer) Vikramjit Singh. Mr. Singh, however, added that the accused have admitted to have assaulted the three boys – Dilkash, Naeem and Ajmal and had even used the cricket bat for the purpose. Dilkash’s left hand was broken following the blows it sustained. Mr. Singh clarified that the



complaint submitted by Dilkash only has “Jai Mata Ki” as the attempted slogan the boys were told to chant but in their interaction with The Hindu on Tuesday, the three boys had claimed that they had been beaten up for not chanting “Bharat Mata Ki Jai” as well. Devendra Solanki, a local BJP legislator known to the arrested boys, said they are regular visitors of the park and play cricket on a daily basis. The Hindu also visited the park but no eyewitness was available although a gardener said playing cricket was an activity rarely seen there. The teachers of Mohommadi Masjid Madrasa, where the boys are enrolled, dismissed the cricket theory and reiterated that the attack was unprovoked.



Dagar from a close range using a country-made pistol. Bleeding from his chest, Dagar ran across the road into the court premises. “He was screaming that he had been shot. Another man stood holding his bleeding shoulder at the spot where the shooting took place,” said Pintu, an auto driver who claimed to be an eyewitness.



A lawyer at the court recounted that Dagar collapsed a few metres inside the court complex. “Left with no good chance of a second shot at Dagar, the assailants sped away on their motorcycle. It all happened so quickly that no one could attempt to restrain the assailants,” said an oicer based on CCTV camera footage. Dagar, meanwhile, was immediately rushed to Deen Dayal Upadhyay Hospital in a quick response team (QRT) vehicle by the in-charge of the local police post. Arif, the other injured victim, was taken to the hospital in a PCR van a few minutes later. The police said the bullet missed Dagar’s heart by a bit because of which he is expected to survive. “We have taken down his statement in which he has identified the two assailants as the molestation victim’s brother and another person. We have booked the duo for attempt to murder and hope to trace them soon,” said R.A. Sanjeev, DCP (South-West). According to the police probe so far, the victim’s family had arrived at the court in a car and a motorcycle. After the hearing, three persons left in a car while two others arranged for a pistol and attacked Dagar, said the police. It is being probed if the assailants were carrying the pistol in the car.



New police chief tries to build bridges, repair past damage STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Even as the Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) Chief Swati Maliwal on Wednesday made a bid to reconstitute thana level committees where legislators interact with police oicers of their area, the Delhi Police itself has taken an initiative to build bridges with the legislators, most of whom are from AAP. This past week, the Delhi Police Commissioner Alok Verma instructed all heads of police districts to hold meetings with all the MLAs from constituencies (or parts of constituency) falling under their jurisdiction. “The police chief told us to hold meetings and incorporate suggestions in crime prevention, understanding the areas better with the help of representatives. A report has to be further compiled of each meeting



and a copy should be marked to the oice of the L-G as well,” said one of the Deputy Commissioners of Police. The frequency of these meetings would be at least once every three months. Some oicers see this as a bid by Mr. Verma to make up for the deterioration of relationship with the MLAs during the tenure of his predecessor B.S. Bassi. Several confrontations took place between the police and the legislators on various issues since the new government assumed power early last year. Some of the MLAs welcomed this initiative. Former minister and Malviya Nagar MLA Somnath Bharti and Delhi Cantonment’s Surinder Singh said that this will pave the way for better coordination between the public representatives and the men in



Lecture: Bojangles to Ballanchine and Beyond: A Century of American Dance – “Broadway and Concert Dance Midcentury transitions in Ballet and Mod-



khaki, which was going to benefit the public at large. “The relation between the city police and government, and by extension the ruling party, had been taken to its lowest point by the previous regime at the Delhi Police Headquarters. Over and again we had issues concerning those in our constituencies but were unable to raise them,” said Mr. Bharti. Giving specific examples of some of the murders and suspected elements whose presence, he claimed, was alarming in an area with a large military presence as his constituency, Mr. Singh said he repeatedly tried to raise these points with the area police but without much help. “If I keep meeting the DCP at regular intervals, I can present my facts and also keep him updated about the needs and the situation,” he said.



The police have ruled out the possibility of any racial angle in the incident in a room. She claims that the assailants threw Best from the balcony,” said a police officer. However, what has left the investigators puzzled is that the woman did not choose to call the police. Instead, she called a pastor from Noida. The police said they were informed about the Nigerian youth’s death by the authorities of a hospital where the victim was rushed to. Language continued to be a barrier between the woman and the police through Wednesday even as the police were trying to ascertain the facts of the case. “No CCTV camera footage has been found so far. We are yet to establish the sequence of events or even ascertain for sure that the man actually died from the fall,” the officer said, clarifying that the assailants did not sexually abuse the woman.



Abducted man rescued; no money exchanged STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A 50-year-old man was abducted by three persons for a ransom of Rs.5 lakh, but was rescued within hours of the police being approached. No money changed hands, the police claimed, adding that all the three suspected kidnappers were nabbed in quick succession. The kidnap took place in Nand Nagri area on Monday evening while the victim Bachchan Shah was out for some work. The victim has a local business in the area. Shah’s wife Mehrunisha received a ransom call within a few hours of her husband’s disappearance upon which she approached the police the next morning. A.K. Singla, DCP (NorthEast), said that several teams were constituted immediately upon receiving the complaint and were dispatched to Nangloi and Kanjhawala based on their groundwork that the abductors may be located in those areas. The abductors had directed the victim’s wife to visit Nangloi metro station with the cash as well as the ownership papers of her house. The police decided to se-



The abduction took place on Monday evening, when the victim went out for some work cretly send some teams with her. While police teams were deployed outside the gates of the Nangloi metro station, one team stayed near the woman. “As soon as one of the kidnappers approached the woman, we nabbed him. He was later identified as Guddu. “Upon getting to know that the police had accompanied the victim’s wife, the other kidnappers began calling her up and threatened to eliminate her husband,” said Mr. Singla. But the police saw an opportunity in that call as they tracked down the phone’s location to a nearby place. A team was rushed there and they soon found the victim confined to a Hyundai Accent car on the roadside. The victim was safely rescued and a woman suspect nabbed. The caller managed to give police the slip but was soon arrested. The kidnapped victim was badly beaten up, but the injuries were not life-threatening, said the police.



Missing UAE woman found in Mumbai



DELHI TODAY Talk: “A Rude Awakening: Germany, the Refugee Crisis, and the Question of Identity” by Dr. Alexander Goerlach, founder and publisher of the debate magazine, The European. Chair: Ronen Sen, President FIGS at Conference Room II, Main Building, India International Centre (IIC), 6:30 pm



NEW DELHI: A 25-year-old Nigerian youth was found dead outside his rented house under mysterious circumstances during the early hours of Wednesday. While the victim’s female friend alleged that over half-adozen Nigerian men had barged into their house and thrown him off the balcony, the police said they were still probing the circumstances of the death. Police officers ruled out the possibility of any racial angle in the incident. They cited the Nigerian woman’s claims that all the assailants were from her own country. The victim has been identified as Best, a youth who was in India on a student visa. According to the police, the deceased youth was living with his female friend on the third floor of their rented accommodation in West Delhi’s Tilak Nagar. “The woman has claimed that six to seven Nigerian men entered their flat around 4 a.m. (Wednesday) and locked her up



Dagar, 20, is an accused in a molestation case registered against him in 2014



SHIV SUNNY n Wednesday afternoon, two bike-borne men opened fire on a youth accused in a molestation case outside the Dwarka District Court. The bullet injured him and a bystander. The police said that the attack followed a heated argument inside the court premises between the accused and the family members of the alleged victim. The prime target Ankit Dagar was injured by a bullet that pierced his chest in turn injuring a juice stall employee Arif who was standing right behind. The police said both the injured will survive. Dagar, 20, is an accused in a molestation case registered against him in SouthSETTLE West Delhi’s Baba SCORES Haridas Nagar police station in 2014. Molestation “A woman known to him had accused him case of molesting her and Dagar had been subsequently arrested and released on bail,” said a senior police oicer. While Dagar hails from Malikpur village in South-West Delhi, the victim is married to a man in Kheda village, not very far away. The two parties were at Dwarka District Court on Wednesday to attend the hearing. Dagar was accompanied by his father Yashveer. While the woman complainant did not attend the hearing, her husband, brother, father, father-in-law and brother-in-law were at the court premises on Wednesday.



STAFF REPORTER



ern” lecture by Sharon Lowen at Lecture Room II, Annexe Building, India International Centre (IIC), 6:30 pm Music: 69th Shriram Shankarlal Music Festival 2016: vocal by Pt. Dr. Nagaraja Rao Havaldar (vocal), followed by Dr. Ashwini Bhide Deshpande (vocal) at Kamani Auditorium, 1, at 7 pm Paintings: Solo show of paintings by GC Jena at Convention Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), Lodhi Road, 10am to 8pm



Art: “Elements of Being” - a solo show of artworks by Aarrti Zaveri at Gallery 3 & 4, Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, Copernicus Marg, Mandi House, 11 am-7 pm Photography: “Flower Men” - solo show of photography by Adil Ali at Delhi ‘o’ Delhi Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 am-7 pm Exhibition: UN Exhibition: Africans in India – “From Slaves to Generals and Rulers” - through colourful photo-



graphs and texts at South Asian University Gallery, Lobby Level, Akbar Bhavan, Chanakyapuri, 11 am-5 pm Exhibition: “Sacral Signs” - a solo show of sculptures by Péter Márkus at Hungarian Information and Cultural Centre (HICC), 1-A, Janpath, 10 am-4 pm Exhibition: “Raag Basant” - a group show of paintings, sculptures and photographs at Gallery 1 & 2, Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, Coperni-



cus Marg, Mandi House, 11 am-7 pm Exhibition: “Zen Space” - a solo exhibition of sculptures in copper and painting mixed media by Satish Gupta at Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 am-7 pm General: Discourse on Srimad Ramayanam by Sri Krishna Premi Swamigal at Sri Rajaram Temple, Dasarathapuri, 7 pm (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: A 22-year-old woman from the Unit-



ed Arab Emirates, who went missing from her hotel room in Greater Kailash on Tuesday, was traced to Mumbai’s Dahisar on Wednesday morning. According to the police, Sara Khalfan boarded a train from the New Delhi railway station on Tuesday and arrived in Mumbai the follow-



ing morning. “A good Samaritan found the lady in distress and brought her to the local police station. She has provided a written statement in her language and we are now going to send the translated content to the Delhi Police by Thursday,” Deputy Commissioner of Mumbai Police (Zone 12) M . Ramkumar told The Hindu over the phone. A Delhi Police team later visited Mumbai and is bringing her back to reunite her with her parents.



Disclaimer: Readers are requested to verify & make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.
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A first, JNU sees dip in admission applications Received 76,000 applications this year as opposed to 79,000 in 2015; varsity denies that decline has any link to recent anti-nationalism row STAFF REPORTER



J



awaharlal Nehru University (JNU) — reeling from a controversy over an event on Parliament attack convict Afzal Guru — has for the first time registered a decline in the number of applications for admission. The varsity got 76,000 applications this year as opposed to 79,000 last year. While the varsity authorities agreed this is the first time that the number has seen a decline, they denied it was linked to the current state of events in the university post the February 9 event. “The admission numbers have come down and this is the first time that it is on a decline. But we cannot say that this is in any way linked to the February 9 event or the events that followed it. We will have to analyse the state-wise data,” JNU admissions director Bhupinder Zutshi told The Hindu. “Most of the applications that come to JNU are from Rajasthan, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and other north Indian states, so if there is a decline in number of applications from these States, a parallel could be drawn. At this stage, TARNISHED we have not been able to do that,” he added. IMAGE According to data Fallout available with the university’s admissions department, 76,091 applications have been received for the 2,700 seats available for undergraduate, master’s and research programmes at JNU. The month-long application period closed last week and the entrance exams for the courses will be held next month. Mr. Zutshi also clarified that the figures are only for the applications received for the JNU common entrance examination. There are two more application categories - Combined entrance programme for BioTechnology programme and NETJRF candidates. The varsity’s teachers and students’ union also argued that the university being branded as “anti-national” is an idea that “exists only within a small section of society”. “People who are aware about the academic values of the university would know that these things do not matter. Most importantly, a student who is seeking admission in the university will be aware of the realities,” a faculty member at JNU said. After the controversy broke out, the varsity's Centre for Social Studies was ranked at 51st position in the QS World rankings, up by 7 ranks compared to previous year.



DU admissions likely to go online



Kanhaiya in damage-control mode



University refuses to make public prelim inquiry report



Student leader is facing heat, even from his supporters, for remarks on 1984 anti-Sikh riots STAFF REPORTER



NEW DELHI: Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) has refused to make public the report of the preliminary inquiry conducted by three professors into the controversial event of February 9, which led to the arrest of JNUSU president Kanhaiya Kumar and two other students. The university cited exemption clauses of Section 8(1)(g) and 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act saying that “the matter of incidents that took place on February 9, 2016 and subsequent developments relating thereto are under investigation at the university level.” While section 8(1)(h)



NEW DELHI: Under fire over his



comments on 1984 anti-Sikh riots, JNU Students’ Union president Kanhaiya Kumar went into damage control mode on Wednesday saying he will fight against every massacre. While addressing a gathering at a protest march organised by JNU students demanding justice for Hyderabad University student Rohith Vemula, Mr. Kumar said: “We will fight against massacres may it be Bathani Tola massacre, or 1984 riots or the 2002 riots. We will together fight for their closures and we will make sure that the closure is in favour of justice and in favour of society”. “Government wants to tire us in our struggles. But, they should keep in mind that neither is their exploitation new, nor is our struggle new. You have not tired exploiting us and we will also not tire in our struggle,” he added. Mr. Kumar attracted criticism over his remarks earlier this week that the 1984 anti-Sikh riot was a “mob-led massacre” while 2002 Gujarat riots were a “state sponsored violence”. His comments did not go down well even with those who have been his zealous supporters ever since he was arrested in a sedition case over an event against



exempts information disclosure which can impede an ongoing inquiry, 8(1)(g) is against disclosure which could endanger the life or physical safety of any person or identify the source of information or assistance given in confidence for law enforcement or security purposes. The university, while refusing the information to activist Paras Nath Singh, did not give reasons as to how disclosure would impede the investigation, which is mandatory after a landmark order of the Delhi High Court by Justice Ravindra Bhat. — PTI



Barred from meeting Irom NEW DELHI: A group of JNU students



were not allowed to meet Manipuri human rights activist Irom Sharmila, who was in city in connection with hearing of a 2006 case of attempted suicide — the charge was dropped on Wednesday. The students were stopped at the police barricade near Manipur House where Ms. Sharmila is staying. The police said they could not allow Ms. Sharmila to address the students since she was still under judicial custody after refusing personal recognisance bond on ofer on March 22 earlier this month. After an hour-long negotiation, Ms. Sharmila emerged on the other side of the barricade to the loud



JNU Students’ Union President Kanhaiya Kumar and Umar Khalid, along with other students, demand justice for Rohith Vemula during a march from Mandi House to Jantar Mantar on Wednesday. PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



hanging of Parliament attack convict Afzal Guru during which anti-national slogans were allegedly raised. The students demanding justice for the Dalit scholar marched towards Rashtrapati Bhawan to request President Pranab Mukherjeeto take action against the vicechancellor of the Hyderabad University.



Had said the 1984 riots were a ‘mobled massacre’ and the 2002 riots were State-sponsored The protest march, organised by Joint Action Committee (JAC) for Social Justice-Delhi Chapter, began



from Mandi House, but was halted by police near Jantar Mantar where the students held a meeting to express solidarity with the Hyderabad Central University students. The demonstrators appealed to President requesting him to take action against the police clampdown in HCU.



cheer of the students. She acknowledged the students’ support through hand gestures as the students raised slogans against the AFSPA, which Sharmila has been fasting for the last 16 years to get revoked. JNUSU vice-president Shehla Rashid condemned the “state agencies” for not allowing Ms. Sharmila to address the students. “We condemn this attitude of the state agencies who do not want us to meet Ms. Sharmila and support her cause. We need to keep fighting,” said Rashid. The students then held a march from near Manipur House to the main road at Chanakyapuri. — PTI



JNU teachers, students come out in support of suspended Ranchi prof. KRITIKA SHARMA SEBASTIAN NEW DELHI: Teachers and students of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) have come out in support of the Jharkhand University professor, who was suspended for inviting a colleague from for a lecture in the university. Professor Shreya Bhattacharji was suspended by the vice-chancellor of Central University of Jharkhand after she invited retired JNU professor M.N. Panini to an event to mark the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel earlier this month. The varsity adminis-



tration accused her of “tarnishing” the institution by inviting a “professor who mentors anti-nationals”. Condemning the act, JNU Teachers’ Association (JNUTA) on Tuesday said it was “outrageous” that prof. Bhattacharji’s invitation to prof. Panini was deemed a “misconduct”. It has demanded that the suspension be revoked. “The presumption underlying the accusation that the credentials of prof. Panini were questionable as he is considered to be a ‘mentor of the group of students of JNU, who were involved in anti-national activities in JNU campus



Want V-C of Jharkhand University to apologise to invited JNU prof., revoke suspension of prof. Shreya Bhattacharji recently, would be laughable if it were not a scandal,” it said in a statement. “The maligning of prof. Panini is simply on account of his association with JNU, where he served on the faculty for many years before his retirement, and has absolutely no relation with recent



incidents in JNU,” it added. “The JNUTA demands immediate withdrawal of the suspension orders and termination of all disciplinary proceedings against prof. Bhattacharji. It also demands that the v-c of Central University of Jharkhand issue a public apology to prof. Panini,” the statement added. Meanwhile, JNU students along with students of Jharkhand University took out a march in support of the professor in Ranchi. Around 300 students marched from Jaipal Singh stadium to Rajbhawan in Ranchi. Former JNUSU



SDMC starts using recycled water



Road block



STAFF REPORTER
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NEW DELHI: Delhi University is



NEW DELHI: Recycled water will now



likely to take its admission process completely online from this year. While the university has not issued an oicial conformation on this, there are talks within the education department that this should be considered. The university oicials had considered taking the process online in the last academic session, but there were many challenges and it could not be implemented. The university has constituted a 24-member committee, comprising deans from faculties of science, commerce and arts, nine college principals and members from the executive and academic councils, to formulate an admission policy that will be notified by next month. The admission panel headed by the Dean of Students Welfare has had two meetings in the last fortnight and it will submit its final recommendations to the vice-chancellor, who will then take a call on the admission policy for the session. So far, the university has both online and oline admission process in place. Last year, a major number of applications received in the varsity were through its website. “We have been mulling over the idea of taking the admission process completely online but there are a number of challenges that need to be addressed. First, we need to have a strong backend system to make sure that the server does not crash during the process. Usually when a large number of people are trying to apply, the system crashes,” a university oicial said. “Though the University Grants Commission has already given a go ahead for the online system, we need to still figure it out,” he added. The admissions will start from May for its various undergraduate courses. DU admits 54,000 undergraduate students in various courses across 60 colleges.



be used at two parks in Munirka, with the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) on Wednesday launching the eco-friendly scheme. In a step to improve the groundwater level and stop misuse of drinking water, the SDMC partnered with the Jaypee Vasant Continental to provide recycled water to the parks. The hotel will process the sewage at an eluent treatment plant to make it fit for use in parks. The SDMC had laid pipelines from the ETP to the parks in Munirka Enclave and Munirka Vihar. Union Urban Development Minister Venkaiah Naidu, who inaugurated the project, said the scheme needs to be expanded. The head of the SDMC Standing Committee, Radhey Shyam Sharma, said the project would save one lakh litres of water. Other South Delhi hotels will also be roped in, he added.



president Ashutosh Kumar and vicepresident Anant Prakash Narayan also took part. “It is highly unfortunate that a professor has been suspended for inviting a JNU professor for an event. It is like after targeting the university students, people are targeting everyone who is associated with JNU,” said Mr. Narayan. He added that the students will continue to support prof. Bhattacharji and hold more protests in the future if the issue is not resolved. The students also tried to submit a memo to the Jharkhand Governor but could not do it.



Discoms told to file tarif pleas by April 7 SWETA GOSWAMI



CM YK



More than a week after a major portion of the road caved in near Bhairon Mandir, repair work is still going on. PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



BJP leaders raise a stink over garbage collection DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: The future of gar-



bage collection in the North Delhi Municipal Corporation continued to be unclear on Wednesday, with leaders of the ruling-BJP locked in a bitter battle with each other over outsourcing the job. The contract for collecting garbage in the Sadar Paharganj, City and Karol Bagh Zones was set to expire on March 31. A new proposal, which included the Narela Zone as well, was presented before the House on March 10. The civic body carries out garbage collection in Narela Zone on its own, while the remaining Rohini and Civil Lines have a diferent contract for door-to-door collection. While the House passed the proposal, Mayor Ravinder Gupta refused to sign the minutes of the meeting, which was



Contract for collecting garbage in the Sadar Paharganj, City and Karol Bagh Zones will expire on March 31 needed as the final approval of the Corporation. Mr. Gupta insisted that the Rs.1,300 per tonnes rate being quoted in the proposal was too high. “I will not sign the minutes. The work can be done for Rs.500 per tonne. The Corporation is undergoing a financial crisis; we cannot aford to waste money,” Mr. Gupta said. Leader of the House Yogender Chandolia, however, said the rate was the best possible as the contractor would have to deploy more trucks, excavators and compactors. He even wrote to Delhi BJP president Satish Upadhyay complaining about the Mayor “over-step-



ping” his powers. As the stalemate continued, the Standing Committee decided at a meeting on Wednesday that garbage collection would not stop. Mohan Bhardwaj, chairperson of the panel, said: “We will not allow garbage collection in these three zones to sufer.” Mr. Chandolia said the current concessionaire would be asked to continue till the work orders of the new contract were issued. “The new Mayor will sign the minutes,” said Mr. Chandolia, referring to the Mayoral polls in April. This unprecedented public spat between BJP leaders has the Opposition Congress amused. “The BJP is too busy fighting amongst itself. Our real concern is that the sanitation services should not sufer,” said Leader of Opposition Mukesh Goel.



NDMC has said that service will not be affected. FILE PHOTO



NEW DELHI: After missing



the January deadline, the Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission (DERC) has directed the city’s distribution companies to file their petitions for annual power tarif revision latest by April 7. However, there seems to be a lot of confusion among the discoms over drafting their petitions as Friday onwards they will no longer be guided by any tarif regulation. The Multi Year Tarif (MYT) Regulations, 2011 which was extended for the second consecutive year in 2015 will expire on Thursday. But, the DERC (Composite Terms and Conditions for Tarif & Accounting) Regulations, 2015, which is to replace the MYT Regulations, are yet to be notified by the regulator. DERC member B.P. Singh said, “The discoms were asked by the regulator to submit their 201617 petitions along with a business plan of up to March 2018 based on the draft DERC (Composite Terms and Conditions for Tarif & Accounting) Regulations, 2015. However, they failed to file the same within the first deadline after which they had sought an extension.” But, the discoms are of the view that filing petitions on the basis of “draft” regulations is not legally possible. “We are filing the present petition as per the MYT Regulations, 2011 as the 2015 regulations have not been notified till now,” said an oicial of Tata Power Delhi Dis-



Confusion among discoms as they can no longer rely on tariff regulations 2011 tribution Limited (TPDDL). The two BSES discoms thought the MYT Regulations would be extended by one year. “But now it seems that we will have to file on the basis of the draft regulations, although ambiguity still remains about many aspects,” said a BSES oicial. This confusion is leading to inordinate delay in the process of tarif determination as usually, petitions are submitted latest by the end of January every year. However, the DERC ruled out the possibility of extending MYT Regulations and said that the draft regulations will be notified once all petitions are received from the discoms. “Unlike the MYT regulations, which has to be reviewed every three years, the draft regulations, 2015 once notified will be a permanent framework. The DERC Regulation is very vital as it includes tarif and accounting frameworks for not only the distribution sector, but also for generation and transmission,” said an oicial of the power regulator. For the first time, the new regulations will also include accounting of the discoms. For instance, it is proposed that any financial loss on account of underperformance with respect to AT&C loss level targets shall be to the licencee’s account. ND-ND
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AAP backtracks, agrees to table pending Bills again Kejriwal urges Union Home Ministry to return the Bills instead of sitting over them



Budget passed with VAT rollback on shoes, textiles



MARIA AKRAM



I



n what can be seen as a U-turn, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has said that his government is ready to again table the Bills approved in the previous sessions after seeking approval from the Lieutenant-Governor. Mr. Kejriwal, however, added that instead of sitting over the Bills, the Union Home Ministry should immediately return them to the Delhi government. “We are ready to table the Bills again after following the procedure. But, please return our Bills,” the Chief Minister said during the Assembly session on Wednesday. Requesting Leader of Opposition Vijendra Gupta to ask the Home Ministry to return the files, Mr. Kejriwal said the Centre was neither rejecting the ASSEMBLY Bills, nor clearing them. SESSION “They are sitting Fresh move on the files like a snake guarding them. I request you (Leader of Opposition) to talk to your government (NDA at the Centre) and get our files back. We will again table them after following the due procedure,” Mr. Kejriwal said. At present, 14 Bills cleared by the Delhi Assembly in the last one year are awaiting the Home Ministry’s nod. Among these are the AAP government’s ambitious Jan Lokpal Bill, which the Assembly had cleared with much fan-fare, and the MLAs Salary Amendment Bill, which proposes to increase salaries and perks for legislators by 400 per cent. According to experts on the Constitution, the Delhi government has to seek approval from the L-G and the Home Ministry



MARIA AKRAM NEW DELHI: The AAP govern-



before tabling any money Bill or amendments to an existing Bill in the Assembly. This is because Delhi is not a full State. Explaining his government’s decision to directly tabling the Bills before the Assembly, the Chief Minister said that Section 26 of the Government of New Capital Territory of Delhi (GNCTD) Act empowers the government to table Bills. “We checked with a senior MHA oicial and were assured that there is no violation in doing so,” Mr. Kejrwal said. In fact, the CM and his cabinet ministers have met Home Minister Rajnath Singh and L-G Najeeb Jung, urging them to clear pending Bills. Softening



‘Expel O.P. Sharma’ STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: The threemember ‘strong’ Opposition in the Delhi Assembly is likely to be reduced to two members. The Ethics Committee of the Assembly, which tabled its report on BJP MLA O.P. Sharma’s conduct in the House in connection with a case of passing ‘sexist remarks’ against one of AAP’s women legislators, has ‘unanimously’ recommended stripping Mr. Sharma of his membership of the House. As The Hindu reported on Wednesday, the report by the nine-member committee has called Mr. Sharma a “habitual ofender”. Sources said he will be expelled from the House after the members vote. Mr. Sharma, meanwhile, trashed the recommendation of the committee by calling it “biased and politicallymotivated”. “We will approach the High Court in case of expulsion,” said Mr. Sharma.



However, experts on the Constitution say that the move is not unprecedented. Former Secretary General of the Lok Sabha, PDT Achari, said the member can approach the court, but the House has the power to expel a member. “The court can only look into the course of the proceedings, but not question the decision of the House. If there are any malafide intentions, they can ask for a re-examination. But once expelled, the MLA loses his membership from the House and cannot be called an MLA for the remaining period,” he said. Another expert, Dr Subhash Kashyap, said that the court cannot intervene in the House proceedings. The committee, in its 13-page report, said Mr. Sharma was called before the panel seven times, and that each time he said that he had used ‘sexist’ remarks against Chandni Chowk MLA Alka Lamba, during the Assembly session in November.



The CM and his Ministers have met the Home Minister and L-G, asking them to clear Bills his stance against the Centre, the Chief Minister called for ‘cooperative federalism’ and sought the Centre’s help in managing the affairs of the Capital better. “We need cooperative federalism for Delhi,” he said. Sources in the government said the AAP’s image was taking a hit because of many projects hanging fire, rising corruption and the pending Bills. “The Centre and



L-G are engaging in petty politics, but we don’t want the public to sufer. The reason we agreed to table the Bills again shows that we don’t want to make it an ego issue. We are open-minded,” said a close-aide of the CM. Opposition leaders, who have been harping on the need for seeking the L-G’s approval, said that Mr. Kejriwal hadn’t achieved anything in the past one year as all his Bills were pending. “He has wasted the time and money of the public. He had to do a course correction,” said Vijender Gupta, Leader of Opposition. “The U-turn has come as people are talking about their incapability,” he added.



NEW DELHI: The Delhi High



Court on Wednesday asked the Union government if its recent decision to ban over 300 fixed dose combination (FDC) drugs was based on the failure of manufacturers to get approval



for them, or was it the lack of their therapeutic eicacy. The court’s query sought to get the line of arguments on a batch of writ petitions clarified. Justice Rajiv Sahai Endlaw of the High Court asked Additional Solicitor General Sanjay Jain whether the issue of legiti-



ment on Wednesday withdrew the proposal to levy 5 per cent Value Added Tax (VAT) on shoes priced below Rs. 500 and all kinds of fabric. Some of the AAP MLAs had opposed the tax on these items, which was proposed by Finance Minister Manish Sisodia while presenting the Budget. The MLAs argued that it would hurt the livelihood of traders dealing in these items. The Delhi Assembly passed the Rs. 46,600 crore “tax-free” Budget on Wednesday after the government announced the rollback. “It is a budget of the people of Delhi. In the budget, we have taken care of every section of the society. Within 24 hours of the proposed imposition of VAT on textile and shoes, we reversed our decision. Soon after the budget was presented on Monday, a delegation of cloth merchants had come to meet me and demanded the rollback of levy of VAT on textiles,” said Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, adding that his government believed in taking “quick decisions”. “We don’t want to take any steps that will hurt the livelihood of the people of Delhi. We are proud of taking this Uturn. There is no shame in saying that we have rolled back our decision,” Mr Kejriwal said.



Ball set rolling for by-polls to 13 wards



The Delhi government has withdrawn a proposal to levy 5 per cent VAT on shoes priced below Rs. 500 and all kinds of fabric. FILE PHOTO



The focus of the 2016-17 Budget is on education, health, transport sectors, and rationalisation of the VAT structure that will bring down prices of readymade garments, shoes and watches, among other items. Taking a dig at the Centre, the Chief Minister said that Prime Minister Narendra Modi could learn from the AAP and rollback the 1 per cent excise duty imposed on gold and diamond jewellery. “Earlier, the BJP was called the traders’ party, but now the AAP is considered the traders’ community party. I appeal to the Centre to rollback the excise duty,” Mr. Kejriwal said. In its second budget, the AAP government has set aside Rs. 10,690 crore for education sector, a rise of 8.68 per cent from last year. Of this, Rs. 4,645 crore is for planned expendi-



Kejriwal urges Prime Minister Narendra Modi to rollback the excise duty imposed on jewellery ture (23 per cent) — the highest among all heads. The Budget has also proposed to provide drinking water to all authorised and unauthorised colonies by December 2017 through pipelines, for which the government had set aside Rs. 676 crore. For its three-tier public health roadmap, the government has allotted Rs. 5,250 crore, which forms 16 per cent of the total expenditure, as against last year’s allocation of Rs. 4,787 crore. The transport sector has emerged as another priority area with Rs. 1,735 crore being allocated to it.



Audit for buildings with potential energy savings SWETA GOSWAMI NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-



DAMINI NATH NEW DELHI: Preparations for bypolls to 13 municipal wards have begun with the Delhi State Election Commission appointing observers for the elections. The by-polls are likely to be held in May. The wards, seven of which are in the South Delhi Municipal Corporation, four in the North Delhi Municipal Corporation and two in the East Delhi Municipal Corporation, were vacated by councillors who tried their luck in the 2013 and 2015 Delhi Assembly elections. Hearing a PIL, the Delhi High Court had in January ordered the State Election Commission to hold the by-elections in three months. The commission, which has been given till the end of May to complete the elections, has appointed election observers, State Election Commissioner Rakesh Mehta said. Mr. Mehta held a meeting with returning oicers and assistant returning oicers on



Wednesday to get the preparations going.



GEARING UP The voter’s list for each ward is being prepared, and polling stations are to be identified soon. Mr. Mehta added that the polls will most likely be held in the first or second week of May. The election notification will be issued after the ongoing session of the Delhi Assembly and elections to the post of Mayor in the three municipal corporations.



Full elections to the three corporations are scheduled for next year. The commission had started the work of delimitation of wards, but preparations for the by-polls have delayed the process. These by-polls will mark the debut of the Aam Aadmi Party in a municipal election. While the AAP has announced its candidates for the 13 wards, the BJP and the Congress — the ruling and opposition parties in the corporations respectively — are yet to name their candidates.



High Court asks Centre about approvals to FDC medicines MOHAMMED IQBAL



CM SAYS HIS GOVT. BELIEVES IN ‘QUICK DECISIONS’



macy of approvals needed to be considered. Mr. Jain said that though the March 10 notification had banned FDC drugs on the ground of lack of therapeutic justification, most manufacturing firms did not hold a valid licence. Senior advocate Kapil Sibal,



appearing for drug companies including Pfizer, said that while the ban could be challenged, the manner in which the provisions in the Drugs and Cosmetics Act were applied was objectionable. “If they are banning a drug on the pretext of it being a new medicine, they



ment is going to audit all its buildings in the Capital to find out the potential for energy savings in them. Besides, it has also decided to replace all the existing street lights with LED bulbs along the 1,260-km long roads that fall under the jurisdiction of the Public Works Department in the city. The directive, which came from the State Power Minister, is aimed to decide the various modes of energy conservation techniques that can be undertaken. There are approximately 28-30 buildings under the Delhi government, all of which will have to be powered by solar energy. “I have asked the power department to audit all the buildings of departments/ undertakings of the Delhi government including the Secretariat,” said Power Minister Satyendar Jain while speaking at the “Technical Meet of certified Energy Managers and Energy Auditors” organised by the government.



have to show that it is a new drug. Otherwise, they have to show there is no therapeutic justification,” said Mr. Sibal. Pharmaceutical companies opposing the Centre’s decision have contended that the prohibition was imposed without considering any clinical data.



Zbee makes a buzz ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: Zbee, an electric com-



mercial vehicle, which started its commercial operations at DLF CyberHub in March 2016, is gaining popularity and around 1,000 people have already taken a ride on it since it launched operations. Currently there are over 10 Zbee’s running and connecting some of the leading corporate buildings of the area such as, IndusInd bank (Cyber City Station), Ericsson India, Vodafone Belvedere Towers, Belvedere park, and Standard Chartered bank with DLF Cyber Hub. Reena, IT professional: “After experiencing a ride with Zbee, the public transport standard and perception changed. It was real fun.” The tickets for the Zbee are available at DLF Cyber Hub exits (P1 and P2) and soon over 15 Zbees will be added to the existing fleet. CM YK
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SITUATIONS VACANT



EDUCATIONAL



GENERAL ADMIN/ACCOUNT MANAGER to stay & work on remote project site at Gogamukh in Northeast. Take care of procurements, logistics and simple accounting. Good communication skills needed in English and Hindi. Contact [email protected] / 98842 56149
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Dwarka Expressway gets a shot in the arm National Highway status has been granted to the much-delayed Northern Peripheral Road



The move will also boost the real estate projects along the expressway that are stuck because of lack of access



ASHOK KUMAR GURGAON: With Union Minister for Road Transport, Highways and Shipping Nitin Gadkari recently granting “National Highway” status to the much-delayed Northern Peripheral Road, popularly known as Gurgaon-Dwarka Expressway, the announcement is likely to give impetus to its completion and provide relief to thousands of investors who have put their hard-earned money into the residential and commercial projects coming up on both sides of the road. According to National Highway oicials, the road will now get dedicated funds for maintenance and recarpeting and have to meet highway norms on parameters such as dimension, central verge, crust, and lighting. Also, disputes related to compensation are resolved more quickly when a road is being built by the NHAI. After the transfer, the road will be under a highway administrator appointed by the NHAI. The move will also boost the real estate projects along the expressway that are stuck because of lack of



The road will now get dedicated funds for maintenance and re-carpeting.— PHOTO: MANOJ KUMAR



access. “The statement of Mr. Gadkari is sure to bring a smile on the faces of realtors and investors. A National Highway is a pedestal higher than any other road network, and with the Dwarka Expressway becoming one, the residences in the vicinity would be immensely bene-



fited,” said Vivek Singhal, president- Corporate Strategy, M3M Group. Rajesh K Gouri, vice-president, Homestead, said: “The announcement of National Highway status for Dwarka Expressway has given hope to thousands of buyers who



are awaiting possession of their homes.” Northern Peripheral Expressway is a 150-m-wide and 18-km-long artery provided in the development plan of Gurgaon-Manesar Urban Complex (GMUC). The road links Dwarka and South-West Delhi with



Gurgaon-Manesar and beyond, and was acquired in the year 2008-2009. However, a number of writ petitions were filed challenging acquisition and consequently, 1.3 km stretch of this road could not be undertaken for construction. In order to facilitate the construction of this artery, the State Government had framed a proposal to re-settle these persons in Sectors 37C and 110A, Gurgaon. The Punjab and Haryana High Court disposed of these petitions vide its separate orders in May last year. “We have received over 600 applications from the afected families for allotment of plots. We are in the process of scrutinising these applications following which plots will be allotted to them in Sectors 37 C and 110A. They will then be allowed six months’ time to construct their houses. We expect the expressway to be completed next year,” said HUDA Administrator Hardeep Singh. About 1.3-km stretch of the NPR also falls in Delhi.



DCW seeks women’s views on exemption NEW DELHI: The Delhi Commis-



sion for Women (DCW) on Wednesday sought the views of women on the issue of exemption of cars driven by them during the second phase of the fortnight-long odd-even restrictions beginning April 15. The first phase of the odd—even scheme was rolled out on January 1 for 15 days.



BIRTH CENTENARY



DEATH



CM YK



Delhi Transport Minister Gopal Rai had said CNG cars have been kept out of the ambit of the odd—even scheme, while a decision on whether women drivers will continue to be exempted will be taken soon. The Commission asked women to share their views via email to [email protected], latest by April 4.— PTI



DEATH ANNIVERSARIES
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RIGHT TO WORSHIP



No law prevents women from entering temples: HC Observation came on a petition seeking their entry into Shani temple sanctum SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: The Bombay High



Court on Wednesday came out in favour of women’s right to worship saying there is no law that prevents women from entering a place of worship, and if men are allowed entry, women should be allowed too. A Division Bench of Chief Justice D.H. Waghela and Justice M.S. Sonak said: “There is no law that prevents entry of women in any place. If you allow men, then you should allow women also. If a male can go and pray before the deity, why not women? It is the State government’s duty to protect the rights of women.” The Bench said if temple authorities imposed restrictions on someone’s entry in a religious place, they could face six months’ imprisonment as per the Maharashtra law. The Bench was hearing a public interest litigation (PIL) plea filed by activist Vidya Bal and advocate Nilima Varta seeking the entry of women, in not just the temple but also the sanctum sanctorum of the



CM YK



Shani Shingnapur temple. The petition claims that the prohibition is arbitrary, illegal and violative of the fundamental rights of a citizen. The Aurangabad Bench of the High Court is already hearing two PIL petitions seeking entry of women in the temple. The court remarked: “If it is the sanctity of the deity that you are worried about, then let the government make such a statement. Under the Maharashtra Hindu Place of Worship (Entry Authorisation) Act, 1956, if any temple or person prohibits any person from entering a temple, then he or she faces a six-month imprisonment,” the court said. The court also said the government should give wide publicity to the Act and issue circulars, informing the general public at large about the Act and its provisions. The court has directed additional government pleader Abhinandan Vagyani to take instructions on the basis of the Act on whether or not it will ensure that women will be allowed to enter the temple, and make a statement on Friday.



Trupti Desai (right), chief of Bhumata Ranragini Brigade, has been leading the protest at the Shani temple. — PHOTO: PTI



PIL on Haji Ali dargah entry SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: On February 9, the Bombay High Court reserved its verdict on a PIL plea that challenges the ban on the entry of women in the sanctum sanctorum of Haji Ali Dargah, a centuries-old Sufi shrine in Mumbai. The PIL was filed by the Bharatiya Muslim Mahila Andolan



that states that women have always been allowed at the dargah, but in June 2012, the Dargah Trust restricted the entry of women to the sanctorum. The Maharashtra government, in its submission, said equality must rule over tradition and customs, and that the Dargah Trust should only administer, not regulate, tradition.



Row in A.P. Assembly after Jagan’s mike is turned of SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT HYDERABAD: The Andhra Pra-



desh Assembly was adjourned amid noisy scenes for more than 30 minutes on Wednesday when the YSR Congress members rushed to the podium and raised slogans after the mike of Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy, Leader of the Opposition, was turned of during Question Hour. While asking supplementary queries on a question relating to Special Development Fund (SDF), Mr. Jagan charged the government with releasing funds under the scheme to former MLAs, constituency incharges and defeated candidates of the ruling TDP, and read out the names of two former MLAs when the Speaker asked him to refrain from mentioning names. He did not allow him to speak further. Urging the Chair to allow Mr. Jagan to speak, YSRC members rushed to the well and raised slogans forcing the Speaker to adjourn the House for about 35 minutes. Earlier, B. Rajendranath Reddy (YSRCP) alleged that the Assembly Constituency Development Fund (ACDF) was replaced with the SDF since funds would have to be given to all the 175 MLAs under the former scheme.
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Sharmila acquitted in suicide bid case SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT DELHI: Manipuri civil rights activist Irom Sharmila was acquitted on Wednesday in a case of attempted suicide registered in 2006 when she undertook a fast-unto-death at Jantar Mantar here. Metropolitan Magistrate Harvinder Singh asked her to furnish a personal bond for Rs.10,000. When she refused, the court extended the bond she furnished when she was granted bail earlier. The magistrate said since Ms. Sharmila was in judicial custody in other cases and her presence could be secured before the appellate court if the present



NEW



Irom Sharmila leaving the Patiala House Courts after the hearing in New Delhi on Wednesday. — PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



order was challenged, her personal bond was being extended for six months. Ms. Sharmila launched her fast-unto-death at Jantar



Mantar on October 4, 2006 demanding the repeal of the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act. She was put on trial on March 4, 2013.
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PANEL RECOMMENDATION



Norms for clinical trials eased Govt. exempts academic institutions from taking DCGI permission; move a setback, say health experts Monthly Index of Medical Specialities. “The only defence for this decision can be that this is academic, not commercial, research. These are academic exercises. They cannot experiment with new molecules. The element of risk is lower but ethics committees need to be independent. It will depend on the institutions how they use it, which leaves a huge loophole.”



VIDYA KRISHNAN NEW DELHI: With the aim to speed up innovation and research in India, the Health Ministry has amended the Drug and Cosmetics Act, exempting clinical trials conducted at academic institutions from taking the hitherto mandatory permission from the Drug Controller General of India (DCGI). Public health experts say the move is a setback for those working towards a safer, more transparent clinical trials regime. The once booming clinical trials in India came under the Supreme Court scrutiny in 2013, after at least 370 deaths were attributed to Serious Adverse Events (SEAs) during such trials. In September 2013, the apex court ruled that no new clinical trials be permitted until the regulatory mechanism was reformed.



Meanwhile, the latest amendment to the D&C Act follows recommendations by the Professor Ranjit Roy Choudhury Committee, which had suggested that academic research should be approved by the Institutional Ethics Committees. “We want to create a system in



which research and innovation are not caught in red tape. This is part of the government’s ease of regulation reforms. Many students test existing drugs and their study is delayed because of permissions required from the DCGI. Now, their institutions’ ethics committees are



authorised to allow them, which should nurture an environment of research in the country,” said G.N. Singh, DCGI, Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation. Chances of misuse are obviously higher if you give anyone a free hand, said C.M. Gulhati, Editor of



Violation of rights In 2013, the Supreme Court banned trials after a public interest litigation petition brought to light that trials conducted in various parts of the country had violated patient rights as informed consent was not taken, and the patients subjected to clinical trials included newborns, children, pregnant women and mentally challenged persons.



‘Media in Chhattisgarh facing pressure’



Jawans were returning from holiday



STAFF REPORTER



RAIPUR: Seven jawans of the



RAIPUR: A fact-finding team of the Editors Guild of India, which visited Chhattisgarh to “verify and assess the threats and challenges faced by journalists in the State,” has concluded that the media is working under tremendous pressure. The team, comprising Editors Guild general secretary Prakash Dubey and executive committee member Vinod Verma, went to Jagdalpur, Bastar and Raipur between March 13 and 15. “The Bastar division is fast becoming a conflict zone. There is a constant battle between security forces and Maoists. Journalists, caught in the middle, are under attack by both the state and non-state actors. Several incidents of attacks on journalists have been reported over the past few months. At least two, according to the reports, were arrested and imprisoned and others threatened and intimidated to a point where they had to leave Bastar fearing for their lives. The residence of at least one journalist, according to the information, was also attacked,” the report said. “The team came to the conclusion that the media reports of threats to journalists are true. The media in Chhattisgarh is working under tremendous pressure. In Jagdalpur and remote tribal areas, the journalists find it even more diicult to gather and disseminate news. There is pressure from the State administration, especially the police, on journalists to write what they want or not to publish reports that the administration sees as hostile. There is pressure from Maoists as well on the journalists working in the area,” it added.



PAVAN DAHAT



Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) were killed in a landmine explosion triggered by Maoists in Dantewada district of Chhattisgarh on Wednesday. “A vehicle of the CRPF’s 230th battalion was blown up by Maoists near the Malewara market on the DantewadaSukma road around 3 p.m. Seven jawans were martyred in the blast,” Dinesh Pratap Seven CRPF jawans were killed in the explosion triggered by Upadhyay, Deputy Inspec- the Maoists in Dantewada district. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT tor-General of the paramiliMr. Upadhyay confirmed tary force, Dantewada Range, injuries, suggesting the presthat his men were shot at by told The Hindu. The blast ence of Maoists at the spot. According to some local Maoists even after the left a five-foot crater and blew the Tata 407 vehicle in- sources, the Maoists had explosion. “The blast was so powerful brought some people carryto pieces. “The jawans belonged to ing traditional weapons, pos- that the bodies were thrown the Ghusaras CRPF camp in sibly to snatch the weapons 100-150 metres away. Almost Dantewada and were return- from the CRPF men. Howev- all of them might have died in ing after leave for Holi,” Su- er, a reliable police source the explosion or would have perintendent of Police Kam- confirmed that all seven ja- been on the verge of death. wans belonged to the “non- But it is true that Maoists lochan Kashyap said. The bodies of two of the combat” staf and were car- shot some of the bodies,” he seven CRPF men bore bullet rying no weapons with them. said.



Mr. Kashyap said two bodies had bullet injuries. The deceased jawans were identified as Sub-Inspector D. Vijay Raj, constables Pradeep Tirkey, Rupnarayan Das, Devendra Chourasia, Ranjan Dash and Mritunjoy Mukharjee and driver Saindane Nana Usesing. The jawans were going in a single vehicle without any support party or a road opening party. Asked whether there might have been some lapses on the part of the jawans, Chhattisgarh Special DG (Anti-Naxal Operations) D.M. Awasthi told reporters on the Assembly premises that the all CRPF men were in plainclothes. “We issued instructions a few days ago. We will begin a probe to find out what went wrong,” he said. Chief Minister Raman Singh said a probe would be conducted to find out whether or not the norms were followed [by CRPF men].



ED attaches Rs. 112-cr. SC upholds rules to assets in loan fraud case support Good Samaritans SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Enforcement



Directorate on Wednesday provisionally attached immovable assets worth Rs.112 crore as part of its moneylaundering investigations against Century Communication Limited and its promoters in a bank loan fraud case. The firm had been granted Rs. 555 crore loan. Four pieces of property in Andheri (West), Bandra (West) and Khar of Mumbai, over 2 acres in Chennai and another property in the posh Maharani Bagh in Delhi have been attached. In February, 2012, the Cen-
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tral Bureau of Investigation registered a case against the company and its promoters — Prabodh Kumar Tewari and his family members — on a complaint from a consortium of 10 banks, led by Indian Overseas Bank. The role of bank oicials is also under the scanner. Based on the CBI probe, the ED initiated investigations under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act to recover the proceeds of the alleged fraud. The agency filed a charge sheet stating that the company was sanctioned four term loans totalling Rs.555.52 crore between January 2004 and May 2009.



LEGAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court



on Wednesday upheld a Central notification issuing standard operating procedure (SOP) for the protection and examination of ‘Good Samaritans’ — those who help road accident victims — and make it binding on all State governments and authorities. A Bench led by Justice V. Gopala Gowda endorsed the January 21, 2016 notification issued by the Transport Ministry as a positive signal for a concerted efort to change the public’s attitude of turning away from helping a road accident victim reach critical



medical care. The court said wide publicity should be given by the Centre and the States about the guidelines. The SOP was framed by the government on the orders passed by the Supreme Court on a PIL plea filed by NGO SaveLIFE Foundation in 2012, highlighting the fact that more lives of accident victims can be saved if a law can be made to protect Good Samaritans from legal and procedural hassles at the hands of police and hospitals. The Centre issued a series of guidelines on May 12, 2015, to protect Good Samaritans.



‘It was torture on wheels’ YUNUS Y. LASANIA HYDERABAD: Apart from the fact that they are all students of the University of Hyderabad, Amol Singh, Deepak Sudevan and Rajat Thakur have another thing in common: they were prison buddies for five days, after they were jailed by the police along with 24 others. But the time spent in prison was the better part of the week, after they were arrest- Rohith Vemula's mother Radhika and brother Raja greet the ed. Amol, Deepak and Rajat students who were released on Tuesday. - PHOTO: PTI said on Wednesday that they The trio said they were tak- sign the arrest document by were brutally assaulted in the van while being taken to the en to the Miyapur police sta- the Gachibowli police inpolice station on March 22. tion last Tuesday after being spector, without reading it,” “After removing their badges, picked up, then to the Balana- alleged Deepak. All three said they were not the cops, three or four of gar station and, finally, to the them, took turns to beat up judicial magistrate’s house in allowed to speak to the maeach one of us, picked up Tarnaka on Wednesday gistrate, when they were takfrom the Vice-Chancellor’s night. “We were abducted, as en to her house, after which lawn last Tuesday,” recalled no one was informed of our they were taken to the CherAmol, a student from the Po- whereabouts. Some faculty lapally jail. Reaching prison members who had come turned to be a boon for all of litical Science department. Amol said he was with 17 searching for us at the Miya- them, where they even atothers in a police van after pur police station saw us,” tended classes conducted by the professor. Among the being picked up, while nine said Deepak. All 27 accused finally met other batch of nine who were others were detained separately. Describing the van as at the Kondapur Government picked up was Munsif, a stu‘torture room on wheels,’ he Hospital on Wednesday, dent from the communicasaid: “Deepak was shooting a where they were taken for tion department. While their video of the cops beating up medical examination. It was ordeal was the same as that of the students using his phone, here that Professor K.Y. Rat- Amol and Deepak, the group which is why he was picked nam’s blood pressure was was shown some kindness by up. His device has still not found to be over 200, said a constable from the ChandaAmol. “We were also asked to nagar police station. been returned to him.”



Volume on Guruvayur temple released STAFF REPORTER THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: Tryst with the Sublime, a comprehensive compilation on the Guruvayur Sreekrishna temple brought out by The Hindu Group was released by poet Sugathakumari on Wednesday. In the event held under the shade of the ‘Jnanapeetha thenmavu’, a mango tree planted by the late poet O.N.V. Kurup, she handed over a copy of the volume to C.P. Nair, a former Chief Secretary of Kerala. Present at the event were filmmaker Adoor Gopalakrishnan, poet Puthussery Ramachandran and writer Ezhumattoor Rajaraja Varma. The Hindu Group had in 2015 brought out Guruvayur Sreekrishna Temple: A SoulNourishing Pilgrimage, a volume that explored the spiri-



tual and cultural aspects of the temple. The feedback the volume received from devotees across the world encouraged The Hindu to re-visit the shrine and bring out a second volume. Tryst with the Sublime has a carefully-curated collection of articles and photographs that bring out little known



facets of the famed shrine. An article by historian M.R. Raghava Varier examines how the temple grew in stature in the second half of the 20th century. T.V. Gopalakrishnan, a disciple of Carnatic music legend Chembai Vaidyanatha Bhagavathar, remembers his guru’s ainity for the temple and the institution of a musical festival in his memory. Art historian M.G. Sasibhooshan observes the striking symmetry, simple structures and absence of ostentation which enhance the architectural beauty of the temple. K. Jayakumar, former Chief Secretary of Kerala and Vice-Chancellor of the Thunchath Ezhuthachan Malayalam University, discusses the lore and beliefs on the temple that provide the bedrock on which the faith of the devotee rests.



FIR against ‘Radhe Maa’ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: The Airport police on Tuesday registered an FIR against self-styled godwoman Sukhvinder Kaur alias ‘Radhe Maa’ for allegedly carrying a ‘trishul’ (trident) aboard a domestic flight last year. The FIR was filed after a Mumbai court ordered the police to do so. Earlier this year, Asad Patel, an RTI activist, had approached the police and, subsequently, the Metropolitan Magistrate’s court in Andheri seeking an FIR against Ms Kaur. Mr. Patel had come to know that she had carried a ‘trishul’ on a Jet Airways flight from Aurangabad to Mumbai in violation of rules.



Set to achieve pinnacle of glory B.V.S. BHASKAR CHINTURU (ANDHRA PRADESH):



Doodi Bhadraiah will perhaps be the first person from a poor tribal community in the country to climb Mount Everest, if all goes well. Mr. Bhadraiah is from the Koya community of Kothapalli village in Chinturu mandal that was recently merged into the East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh from Khammam in Telangana. Mr. Bhadraiah, along with Konda Sahadev, a taekwondo coach, will start from Hyderabad on April 7. The expedition is scheduled to conclude on May 23. The road to becoming part of a two-member team was not easy for Mr. Bhadraiah. Last year, he visited the rock-climbing school at Bhuvanagiri in the Nalgonda district of Telangana, and met eight-times Arjuna Award winner and coach B. Sekhar Babu. The latter responded favourably to his plea to admit him in a 23-member team. After a training session at Bhuvanagiri fort, Mr. Bhadraiah emerged as one of the two persons selected CM YK



Bhadraiah with ITDA project officer K.V.N. Chakradhara Babu releasing the logo of A.P. - PHOTO: S. RAMBABU



Doodi Bhadraiah will be the first person from Koya community to climb Mt. Everest to climb the Everest. After completing an industrial training programme from Kothagudem College, he worked for the Andhra Pradesh Power Generation Corporation plant near Mothugudem on contract



basis. “My parents are farm labour. Our habitations, except for a few colonies, will soon submerge in the Polavaram project” he said. On February 21, Mr. Bhadraiah lost all his academic certificates in a fire accident. K.V.N. Chakradhara Babu, ITDA (Integrated Tribal Development Agency) Project Oicer, helped Mr. Bhadraiah get his passport and the financial support for the expedition . ND-ND
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Never fight with Delhi thursday, march 31, 2016



Disrupting the disruptors he decision to allow 100 per cent FDI in ecommerce entities running online marketplaces is a belated yet welcome step by the government. It clears the air a great deal on the norms governing a rapidly expanding part of the economy, and makes de jure what has hitherto been de facto. Billions of dollars have already been committed as investment in the sector, and online shopping is now an established retail habit. The growth potential of the segment has drawn in venture capital and private equity investors in droves, and e-commerce players had exploited the policy ambiguities and loopholes to obtain attractive valuations for their enterprises. The latest guidelines make it clear that as long as a business entity acts purely as a marketplace, facilitating online transactions between a seller and a buyer, 100 per cent overseas ownership is allowed in the venture. Safeguards have also been specified from the marketplace operator’s perspective, so that the responsibility for both delivery and quality of the product and related warranties will lie with the seller. E-commerce firms can provide support services to sellers, including warehousing, logistics, call centres and payment collection. The rub for them lies in some of the other conditions pertaining to what the foreign-owned ecommerce marketplaces cannot do hereafter. The imposition of a 25 per cent cap on the value that sales from a single seller and group companies can contribute to overall turnover at the marketplace means some of the largest e-commerce players will have to redraw their business strategies. The unequivocal assertion that any ownership of inventory by the entity running the marketplace will render its business into the inventory-based model, where FDI is barred, also makes it clear that these foreign-owned e-commerce enterprises can no longer sell wares sporting their own brand names online. And the most worrisome norm is the vaguely worded one prohibiting ventures from “directly or indirectly” influencing the sale price of goods. This is construed by most observers as a deterrent for discounts. If the idea is to level the playing field, would e-sellers be allowed to slash prices only if their oline counterparts are ofering discounts? Would pricing decisions be dictated by a government nod instead of market forces? Brick-and-mortar retailers, some of whom had moved court seeking an end to the deep-pockets-backed discounts ofered by e-tailers that they claimed were ruining their businesses, might be pleased. But for the consumer, strict enforcement of the guidelines could make it diicult to access value-for-money deals. E-commerce, including m-commerce spurred by India’s smartphone surge, have been a significant disruptor in the way domestic consumers shop. If consumers lose interest, the Centre’s guidelines could well disrupt this disruption and end up staunching the very flow of foreign capital it aims to attract.



T



To my mind, M.G. Ramachandran (MGR) was India’s Ronald Reagan, an actor whose greatest role was played in real life, as a leader of his people. Both were politicians who unSANJAY derstood political realities HEGDE without being doctrinaire. In March 1977, MGR’s All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) fought the Lok Sabha elections in alliance with the Indian National Congress and together they won 34 out of the 39 Lok Sabha seats from Tamil Nadu. The AIADMK won 17 seats. It was a great victory for a political party hitherto untested on a large scale at the hustings. However, despite its good numbers in Tamil Nadu, the Congress lost its overall majority in the Lok Sabha. The first non-Congress government at the Centre was formed by the Janata Party. In June 1977, barely two months later, when it came to the Assembly elections, MGR and the AIADMK opted to fight the elections on their own. He abandoned the Congress which had lost power at the Centre. After winning the elections and becoming Chief Minister, for the first time, MGR became an ally of the Janata Party. When some of his associates asked MGR the reason for his switch in loyalties, he is said to have remarked, “Never fight with Delhi.” He remembered the way the Karunanidhi government had been dismissed and President’s rule imposed in 1976, events that had paved the path for MGR’s ascension to power.



MGR’s old caution that it was in State governments’ interest to stay on the Centre’s right side is still heeded by regional parties. With the courts hearing cases relating to President’s Rule, there will hopefully be more clarity on Central overreach dira Gandhi, MGR was strong enough to win the ensuing Assembly elections again. Nevertheless, he turned sail and allied with the Congress at the Centre, an alliance that continued till his death in 1987. The “never fight with Delhi” formula, has now almost become the rule for ruling parties in Tamil Nadu and has never openly been abandoned for any considerable length of time. Recent events may make the former Chief Ministers of Arunachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand well wonder whether they could have emulated MGR and avoided a fight with New Delhi. I venture to submit that, but for the anti-defection law, many a Chief Minister would have succumbed to the



and today, there has been a jurisprudential outreach that ofers a slim harbour of hope to beleaguered governments. A rash of dismissals In 1977, the new Janata Government dismissed State governments headed by Congress Chief Ministers and dissolved the Assemblies on the ground that they had lost the people’s mandate. The matter was carried to the Supreme Court in the State of Rajasthan v. Union of India. A seven-judge bench dismissed the petition on several preliminary grounds, including its refusal to get into the thicket of political questions. Some judges even held that presidential satisfac-



In avoiding confrontation with the Centre, a Chief Minister from a regional party has a certain manoeuvrability, which is denied to a Chief Minister elected by a national party



‘MGR doctrine’. In avoiding confrontation with the Centre, a Chief Minister from a regional party has a certain manoeuvrability, Holding out to the Centre which is denied to a Chief Minister elected MGR’s logic was that for a State not part by a national party. The MGR formula of 1977 was taken to its of the Hindi heartland, it made no sense to quarrel with the party in power at the Cen- logical extreme in 1980, when after Indira tre. The Centre could at any time make out a Gandhi’s return, Bhajan Lal, the then Janata case for President’s rule, dismiss the State Party Chief Minister of Haryana, walked government and run the State through its across to the Congress with a majority of the proxies. On the other hand, cooperation MLAs. He then continued to rule Haryana with the Centre meant an undisturbed reign as a Congress Chief Minister. These events of the past must be re-told in the State, easy access to federal funds, and even a share of Central power. Thereafter, because they illumine our present. The rebarring brief aberrations, MGR was always turn of a government with a strong majority in tune with the rulers in Delhi. Two at the Centre has culminated in an extension AIADMK MPs, Satyavani Muthu and Ara- of its countrywide reach and an attempt to vinda Bala Pajanor, even joined Charan bring under its flag all outposts that stand in Singh’s short-lived government when he be- opposition. BJP MP Kailash Vijayvargiya is on record stating that after Arunachal Pracame Prime Minister. When MGR’s government was dismissed desh and Uttarakhand, eforts will be made in 1980, his rival Dravida Munnetra Kazha- to bring in Himachal Pradesh and Karnataka gam (DMK) had allied with a resurgent In- also under Central rule. But between 1980



tion in invoking Article 356 of the Constitution was not justiciable. Mrs. Gandhi’s return in 1980 saw her return the favour by dismissing Janata Party governments in the States. This action went unchallenged in the courts in the wake of the Rajasthan judgment. The routine invocation of President’s Rule to get over political horse-trading continued through the 1980s, most notably in Jammu and Kashmir, where the Farooq Abdullah Government was replaced with his brother-in-law G.M. Shah’s ragtag battalion, aided by Governor Jagmohan. In 1985, a constitutional amendment made retail floorcrossing a disqualification for membership of Parliament or Sate Assemblies. The Supreme Court in Kihoto Hollohan v. Zachillhu and Others ruled that the Speaker’s decisions on disqualification were subject to judicial review. The end result was that defection became a game of footloose legislators, ambitious leaders-in-waiting



CARTOONSCAPE



Lessons from the Palmyra victory he recapture of the ancient city of Palmyra by Syrian government forces marks one of the biggest setbacks for the Islamic State since the group announced its ‘Caliphate’ in June 2014. It also demonstrates the continued weakening of the IS on the battleground. It lost about 14 per cent of the territory in Iraq and Syria last year, including the city of Ramadi, to Iraqi troops. Several factors have been at play in structurally weakening the IS over the past few months. The tide started turning against it when in June it lost Tal Abyad, a strategically important town on the TurkishSyrian border, to Kurdish rebels. The town was one of the IS’s main access points for smuggling in weapons, materiel and fighters. Turkey’s move to tighten its long and porous border with Syria after jihadists began attacking Turkish cities and international pressure mounted on Ankara, squeezed the IS’s cross-border supply lines. Pointed U.S. air strikes on the group’s oil infrastructure and training camps too weakened it both financially and organisationally. But the final blow came from Russia. From the beginning of its intervention in Syria, Russian President Vladimir Putin kept saying that the best answer to the terrorists in Syria would be the “restoration of statehood”. This is what Russia achieved in Syria. Five months of Russian intervention has bolstered the regime of Bashar Al-Assad, raised the morale of its troops and helped it make major advances on the ground. The ceasefire in Syria, which led to a partial suspension of the fighting with the rebels, may also have helped government forces to use their resources more efectively. Palmyra is an instance that could be repeated in future battles against the IS: first weaken the organisation through multiple attacks and then launch a final ground ofensive by the most organised military force — in this case the Syrian national army — to recapture territories. For the IS, territory is important. It is its hold over territories that makes the IS diferent from other jihadist groups. The claim of establishing a ‘Caliphate’ comes out of the territories it controls. So every time it loses land the ‘Caliphate’ shrinks, weakening its terror machinery further. The fight against the IS will not be complete unless its core is destroyed. This is not an easy task, however. The group seems to be deeply entrenched in Raqqa, its de facto capital. Mosul is still under its control. If the advances made in Ramadi and Palmyra are to be taken forward, there has to be coordination between the anti-IS forces, including the U.S. and the Syrian army. President Assad is less of a threat than Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Mr. Assad’s fate could be decided through a political process, which is now under way, but not that of Baghdadi. Both the peace process in Syria between the regime and the rebels and the war on the IS in Syria and Iraq could continue simultaneously. The international community must help the Syrian and Iraqi governments continue their campaigns to free more territories from the IS.
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and grim court battles. The success of a political operation to topple a sitting government became dependent on Speakers cooperating and courts staying away. Clarity after Bommai The destruction of the Babri Masjid saw P.V. Narasimha Rao’s government dismiss four State governments lead by the BJP. In 1994, the challenge to this dismissal and earlier impositions of President’s Rule came to be decided by a nine-judge bench in the S.R. Bommai v. Union of India case. The judgment held that the President’s satisfaction in the invocation of Article 356 could be inquired into by the courts. It upheld the dismissal of the BJP governments to protect secularism, which was part of the Constitution’s basic structure. It held that the President was required to act on objective material and that Article 356 could only be resorted to when there was a breakdown of constitutional machinery as distinguished from an ordinary breakdown of law and order. The court also held that in no case should a State Assembly be dissolved without Parliament approving the proclamation, and that a test of numerical strength could only be conducted on the floor of the Assembly and not outside it. Relying on a Pakistani Supreme Court decision in Nawaz Sharif’s case, the judgment ruled that an improperly dismissed government could be restored to oice. Thus, during Narasimha Rao’s minority government, citizens saw the Supreme Court becoming a strong bulwark of constitutional right and propriety. The doctrine in Bommai came to be applied by the Supreme Court in the Bihar case of Rameshwar Prasad & Ors v. Union of India. In 2005, Governor Buta Singh, after an inconclusive election, recommended the dissolution of the State Assembly, without it being convened even once. The Court struck down the imposition as unconstitutional but refused to restore the Assembly because another election had already been ordered. Governor Buta Singh resigned in the wake of the judgment. Since 1994, the instances of the imposition of President’s rule have dwindled considerably. It is only in recent times that a spurt has been seen, and more instances seem to be on the horizon. This year, the Supreme Court has heard for nearly a month the challenge to the imposition of Article 356 in Arunachal Pradesh. Here, a fresh alignment of forces may have overtaken any relief that was possible at the hands of the court. The Uttarakhand case too is soon likely to reach the Supreme Court. The doctrines and parameters of judicial review have already been set out. The question is of the willingness of the judiciary to cut through the political thicket in time to be of consequence to the political process. A majority government may well be tempted to brave an adverse verdict in the distant future, if there is an immediate gain of adding another outpost to the empire. Our quasi-federal Constitution with unitary features has from time to time seen centrifugal forces overpower centripetal accelerations. But a unitary empire, where Centre and States are always in political tandem, is not what the Constitution makers envisaged. Willing partnerships cannot be turned into forced marriages. India that is Bharat was to be a Union of States. It is now sought to be turned into a state of Union. The Union government may well heed William Butler Yeats’s apocalyptic warning of a world where: “Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;/ Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,/ The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere/ The ceremony of innocence is drowned;/ The best lack all conviction, while the worst/ Are full of passionate intensity.” Sanjay Hegde is a senior advocate of the Supreme Court.



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Rebels of the hills When a legislator gets elected on a party ticket, his win, unlike that of an independent, can be attributed to the party and its machinery (“HC orders floor test allows, disqualified MLAs to take part” and “Congress and BJP claim victory”, Mar.30). He needs to follow party discipline and has to abide by the orders of the whip as and when issued. He has the liberty to disagree with the party but if he turns into a rebel and starts working for its downfall, he cannot be allowed to hold on to his seat. M. Bhimashankar, Hyderabad



Rahul’s warning The Congress crown-prince has reportedly told the Assam electorate that if the BJP is voted to power in the State, then the entire show will be run by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and the Prime Minister’s Oice (PMO) (“PMO, RSS will run Assam if BJP wins: Rahul”, Mar.30). Mr. Gandhi seems to have forgotten the decade-long, uninterrupted rule of the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) at the Centre when an extraconstitutional authority was running the whole show from behind the curtains. The entire exercise was based on a simple principle — enjoy power without having any responsibility. Arun Malankar, Mumbai



FDI in retail That the Union government has given its nod to 100 per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) in ecommerce retail business (“Centre
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gives nod for 100% FDI in ecommerce retail”, Mar.30) is welcome. This will allow India to considerably enhance its foreign exchange earnings. Also, domestic retailers will have to raise their standards to compete with their superior quality peers from other countries. However, the government needs to ensure that sub-standard/discarded products don’t enter the country through the online route. Frankly speaking, it is not the consumer who is the sovereign in our country. S. Ramakrishnasayee, Ranipet



Quota through violence The Haryana Assembly’s nod for providing job and education quotas to the Jat community has demonstrated that when faced with a situation where the choice is between political opportunism and national interest, parties will always select the former (“Haryana passes Bill to provide Jat reservation”, Mar.30). Apart from the fact that mindless expansion of the reservation pie strikes at the root of meritocracy and creates social discord by pitting communities against one another, the moral hazard of governments genuflecting before organised violence will have serious consequences for the nation’s unity and stability. It is ironical that a nation that successfully used the tool of nonviolence as a weapon to gain freedom from colonial rule has tacitly accepted violence as a legitimate form of social protest. Peaceful protests rarely catch the attention of the rulers and the media whereas violence makes it to



the front pages of newspapers and forces governments to rush to buy peace with the arsonists and destroyers of public property. We as a nation have failed to realise the fact that democracy in its true spirit cannot function and survive if violence is treated as the normal. V.N. Mukundarajan, Thiruvananthapuram



Encryption breach The FBI’s breaching of encryption code of the iPhone used by the San Bernardino attacker has farreaching implications. It implies that any computer system/phone is vulnerable to third-party attacks. Any password, despite multilayered authentication, can be broken. What is more dangerous is that a number of third parties are in the business of cracking codes — individuals and hired private contractors apart from government agencies. This way, no system or website can be deemed safe. All of this calls for foolproof methods to be evolved. A.V. Narayanan, Tiruchirapalli



Pakistan’s terror demons In fleshing out terror from the country, action by Pakistani military establishment may be seen as the easy way out. (“Even as Lahore limps to normalcy”, Mar.30). However, to bring about a long-term solution, the government needs to get some basics right. First, it needs to prevent radicalisation of vulnerable youth and bring them into the mainstream. This is possible only through inclusive welfare measures. Also, it needs to bring about some basic changes to



the curriculum in schools, keeping religion out of the domain of education. The current government needs to, thereby, step away from the policies of its predecessors. Karan Choudhary, Pathankot



WTO’s decision It is unfortunate the U.S. moved against India’s solar policy at the World Trade Organisation (WTO), a measure that is likely to thwart India’s renewable energy sector (“India’s case on its solar policy”, Mar.30). The policy, aimed at using solar power to meet India’s huge power requirements while lowering the atmospheric emissions, does envisage the use of domestic inputs in solar cells. However, it is diicult to understand how this is tantamount to the creation of trade barriers for the United States, especially when, as the editorial points out, at least nine States there provide protection to their domestic manufacturers. This is an example of how developed nations try to apply brakes on well-intentioned and essential schemes of developing nations like India by citing insignificant reasons. India should remain firm in its formulated policy while trying to bring about an amicable settlement. S.R.S. Ayyar, Mumbai



Brussels death The death of Infosys technology professional Raghavendran Ganeshan in the Brussels attack comes as a devastating news not only to his family members but also



to all Indians, including professionals employed abroad by Information Technology companies. It is heartening to note that Infosys has assured all possible support to his family in this hour of grief. However, the Tamil Nadu State government also needs to step up and provide all the assistance possible. C.A.C. Murugappan, Kothamangalam



Tryst with democracy Given the complexity of Myanmar’s polity, where the military is unlikely to cede full control to a civilian government, the picture of Aung San Suu Kyi shaking hands with the country’s military chief augurs well for its democracy (“Myanmar’s slow, incomplete transition to democracy”, Mar.29). Friends of democracy will be happy that the same military that denied Ms. Suu Kyi the presidency is reportedly willing to concede four ministerial births to her, including the foreign ministry. Her close associate, Htin Kyaw, has been given the presidency though she is likely to retain control. Nature has endowed Myanmar with abundant natural resources like oil, gas and timber, but 90 per cent of its population still lives in poverty. Muslim Rohingya, a stateless minority group, have been forced into overcrowded refugee camps and live in fear of majoritarian groupings. Only time will tell how Ms. Suu Kyi is going to improve her country’s democratic credentials and bring succour to the poor and the persecuted minority. Kangayam R. Narasimhan, Chennai ND-ND
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POLICY WATCH



Road map for a robust defence industry



On the margins in a city of dreams Behind the haze of the Deonar fire in Mumbai is the story of how agrarian distress and ‘development’ programmes have forced people into an unliveable habitat



THOMAS MATHEW



S. PARASURAMAN



After the Modi government came to power, one of the early reforms ushered in was the raising of the Foreign Direct Investment limit in defence from 26 per cent to 49 per cent under the automatic route. The reform could have hardly been deferred. India, the world’s largest arms importer, relies on imports to meet more than 70 per cent of its defence requirements. This figure could rise embarrassingly if the value of foreign components in defence ware, touted as indigenous products, is not excluded from the category of defence imports. The new policy evidenced the rejection of misplaced notions of patriotism and protectionism that had previously, in all but name, frustrated the entry of both the domestic industry and foreign companies into the defence sector. The reform was further leavened by the Prime Minister’s statement that a robust indigenous defence industry is imperative to make India “self-reliant in the area of security”.



A week after a fire broke out in the Deonar dumping ground in Mumbai, fires in smaller pockets continue to blaze. But toxic smoke is only an addition to a long list of problems in Deonar. The oldest and largest dumping ground of India receives over 5,500 metric tonnes of waste, 600 metric tonnes of silt, and 25 tonnes of biomedical waste daily. Between March and June every year, the daily amount of silt rises to more than 9,000 metric tonnes because of drain cleaning before the monsoon season. As of December 2014, the waste had reached a height of around 164 ft, equivalent to the height of an 18-storey tower. The high mounds of trash in which children and stray dogs loiter around, and around which the air smells of burnt plastic and putrefying garbage makes Deonar most certainly unfit for human habitation.



Upbeat response Major corporate houses are now scrambling to forge tie-ups with foreign defence companies. While this is a very encouraging development, many attendant reforms need to be embraced to achieve the policy goal outlined by the Prime Minister. This is because the defence industry is like no other. It is evolutionary, highly technology-intensive, and demands continuously high levels of research and development (R&D) investment. Therefore, the focus of any policy should be to draw foreign defence manufacturers to India and, in the process, gain technology transfer. To accomplish this, an enabling architecture that would guarantee the protection of their Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and commercial interests is key. This would require two strategic changes: the FDI ceiling in defence should be revised upwards and the Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) has to be fine-tuned to integrate its various components with the liberalised investment regime. The following strategies related to these two aspects could be implemented to yield rich dividends. First, with regard to FDI, we are almost there. Given the peculiarities of the sector, it would be pragmatic to permit even 100 per cent under the automatic route, subject to certain conditions. The case for this is compelling. Even after raising the ceiling to 49 per cent, the inflow in 2015 under the head “defence industries” was only $0.08 million. A major reason is that there is no real diference between 26 per cent and 49 per cent for investors, save their entitlement to larger profits. Profit is not the main issue; it is the absence of the desired level of control that investing entities will have over their technologies with 49 per cent ownership that acts as the dampener. As economics professor Jurgen Brauer has cautioned, no transferring country will idly stand by while their products are “shipped abroad and efective competition is created”. Given the overwhelming concern for safeguarding IPR, the removal of the FDI ceiling would yield rich dividends. The transformation of the Indian automobile industry after 100 per cent FDI was permitted may be an educative example. It helped India become an important export base for some of the best brands. Arguments that lifting the ceiling on FDI in defence would “decimate” the local industry do not deserve any serious consideration as they are starkly similar to the fears expressed when limits were lifted in the automobile sector.



The focus of any policy should be to draw foreign defence manufacturers to India and, in the process, gain technology transfer



Ofset obligations Second, use the mandatory ofset (compensations that buyers obtain from sellers) to bolster the ‘Make in India’ programme. When using this strategy, it would be wise to remember that ofsets do not come free. They are indeed paid for by the buyer. A study conducted in Belgium concluded that an additional cost of 20-30 per cent was loaded on contracts as expenses for discharging ofset obligations. Such loading emanates from the fact that ofsets are trade distorting. As ofsets come at a substantial cost, they would need to be steered. For fulfilling ofset obligations, identify equipment from a shelf of projects carefully created to fill identified gaps in Indian defence technology. Make it compulsory for companies to locally produce such equipment with predetermined levels of indigenisation to be achieved over the years. For such projects, permit up to 76 per cent FDI under the automatic route, thereby giving foreign investors suicient control over the established entity. Third, complement the above strategy by employing multipliers (assigning higher value) where foreign companies manufacture defence wares identified to be of critical need for the services. In such cases, allow 100 per cent FDI, mandating only a reporting requirement to the Ministry of Defence. Fourth, establish a separate Department of Overseas Acquisitions in the Ministry of Defence for establishing Special Purpose Vehicles with identified private sector entities to take over foreign companies. The department should in efect function as a Defence Sovereign Wealth Fund. Fifth, finance and support R&D/production in the private sector as the U.S. does (the development and production of U-2, the highly successful reconnaissance aircraft, in the 1950s is a good model). Sixth, create a body in the Ministry of Deference consisting of civilian oicers, defence personnel and industry leaders to evaluate FDI flows, steer these flows and ofsets, identify foreign companies for acquisition, etc. The mandate of this body should be to achieve convergence of various strategies being implemented by multiple bodies. In conclusion, development of the indigenous industry in the country would require multiple strategies, a synergic approach and unconventional thinking, taking some lessons from China which has successfully adopted many of them. With the present conducive political environment, it is a goal that is immensely achievable. Thomas Mathew is an additional secretary to the President of India. The views expressed are personal



FROM THE ARCHIVES (dated March 31, 1966)



Madras colleges not for Tamil medium Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, Vice-Chancellor of the Madras University, said here [Madras] to-day [March 30] there was poor response from colleges to the University’s suggestion that they might introduce Tamil as medium of instruction. The ViceChancellor told the Senate, which met to-day [March 30], that the University sometime ago sent out circulars to colleges suggesting that Tamil might be introduced as alternative medium of instruction and asking them to let the University know about their decision before January 31. But, no college had so far come forward to implement the suggestion. Dr. Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar said Tamil should be an “useful” and not “burdensome” medium. It should be left to the principal to decide when and to what extent Tamil medium should be adopted in his college. “This is the only rational method”, he said. CM YK



The Vice-Chancellor said he did not want students to be made “guinea pigs” in this experiment. “If you want to provoke them again”, he remarked, “this is the surest method”. The Senate rejected a resolution moved by Mr. A. Hirudayaswami Reddiar seeking introduction of Tamil medium in colleges for all students whose mother tongue was Tamil.



‘Kilomile’ (A letter to the Editor) Sir,– I noted with surprise that the Tamil equivalent for Kilometre has been written as “kilomai” in the kilo-metre stones all along the road-route from Mettupalayam to Coonoor. It is at once misleading and erroneous. The term “kilometre” means, as every one knows, a thousand metres and to translate it as a kilo mile (1,000 miles!) is to say the least, absurd. Will the Highways Department look into it and set right the mistake? S. Santhanam, Ootacamund
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From slums to dumping grounds Since the early 1970s, this peripheral ward has evolved into a space for dumping garbage, waste from polluting industries, from abattoirs, and so on. It is not only unwanted things but “unwanted” people too who were and are dumped in this place. Poor people living in inner city slums, and migrants displaced from other parts of the country were all forced by circumstances to settle here. In 1972-73, poorer residents from inner city areas were relocated to Shivaji Nagar, Baiganwadi, and Lotus Colony. More people (largely Dalits and Muslims) relocated around the dumping ground, following acute droughts in rural Maharashtra and other parts of the country. In 1976, people were internally displaced within the ward, when residents of Janata colony within and around the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre were shifted to Cheetah Camp. The Prime Minister’s special grant for urban renewal from 1986 to 1993 resulted in massive eviction of poor people from inner city areas to Deonar. This trend of relocating a large number of slum households from all over the city for “development” continued from 2003 to 2006, with World Bank-funded infrastructure projects. Now, M-East ward, with over 80 per cent of its people living in slums, has emerged as an expanded poverty space. Along with the lack of decent housing, there is lack of potable water, adequate drainage, electricity, and welfare services such as public health facilities and government secondary schools. Housing is not the only prism of legality and realising fundamental rights. When people are dislocated, or when they migrate to the city because of distress conditions back home, they are uprooted from their social, economic, and environmental contexts. They may put up/rent a hut in the ward, but lose access to workplaces, schooling, water and sanitation, and social capital. The cost of being displaced from established slum areas and villages and being relocated close to



“The high mounds of trash in which children and stray dogs loiter around, and around which the air smells of burnt plastic and putrefying garbage, make Deonar unfit for human habitation.” Picture shows a garbage collector in Deonar. — PHOTO: MUKESH TRIVEDI



the dumping ground is devastating particularly for children, women, the elderly, and persons with disability or illness. People’s rights to minimum standards of living here are challenged on a daily basis. M-Ward’s Human Development Index is the lowest in the city, at a meagre 0.2. The unemployment rate is 52 per cent. Of those ‘employed’, the income of 71 per cent of the ragpickers is uncertain. The average monthly income of a family is Rs. 8,000. Talking about the sudden shift from village life to life in a garbage dump, Aamna Bi, 16, who has come from Kolhapur to Nirankari Nagar after marriage, says: “It feels strange to live with garbage all around you. The water is not clean, and the place stinks all the time. But what is good is that this very dump is also a good source to fill our stomachs. If you work hard to collect suicient recyclable garbage, you will have food at the end of the day. The dump sees to it.” But with the Municipal Corporation deciding to cancel licenses of ragpickers, the economic condition of Amina Bi and several thousand families is bound to get desperate. There are at least 17 settlements on the edge of the dumping ground. The people here are constantly afraid of the threat of eviction, particularly during peak monsoon season. Their lives take on a repetitive pattern of construction and breakdown — first families reclaim the land from the marsh, lay the ground, build the walls, and raise the tin roof. Then a bulldozer accompanied by the police mows these houses down. After a few days, the families start rebuilding their lives all over again. Says Salima of Nirankari Nagar: “Working filled with insects, with just our heads above it, my husband and I slowly pushed it back, made the ground solid, and built a home on it. And we paid registered rents



to the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corpo- India’s villages. This has to be addressed ration. Suddenly ward oicials came with through accountable and eicient welbulldozers and the police and demol- fare and development programmes. It is ished it. They said this is not my father’s here that the late President Abdul Kaland.” Straddling the Shankar Nagar lam’s vision of creating secured villages housing colony and the vast dumping (through the Provision of Urban Ameniground, the residents of Nirankari Nagar ties to Rural Areas framework), and comlive on the edges of both. Even though prehensively articulated by Prime Ministhey are registered renters to the BMC, ter Narendra Modi as the Sansad Aadarsh the expanding garbage dump has now Gram Yojana, becomes important. This spilled over into their homes. programme has the potential to retain With open defecation, acute air and people in the villages and ensure that water pollution, and decaying garbage, they live with dignity. Such rural prosperM-East Ward has the lowest life expec- ity can contribute substantially to creattancy rate of less than 50 years, and the ing sustainable cities and better economhighest infant mortality rate with around ic development. 20 per cent of all deaths in 2015 accounted Forty years ago, when Mumbai emfor by infants. Every second child is un- barked on several redevelopment proderweight. Over 90 grammes, spatial per cent of pregnant transformations, Rural prosperity can women in 2014-15 ‘beautification’ and contribute towards were anaemic, and ‘cleansing’ drives to there is a high increating sustainable cities become the economstance of maternal ic capital of India, it and ensuring better mortality. There is a seemed to close its economic development high threat of contacteyes to communities ing diseases such as tuberculosis. Health- which are at the very bottom of its class, care is grossly inadequate; the ‘health ser- caste and gender pyramid. In M-East vice’ providers are mostly quacks. ward, over half a million people living in Education is poor, and seven out of ten the most diicult conditions contribute households have no access to piped water immensely to keep the city moving. They connection. maintain our antiquated colonial sewage To add to the challenges, factors such disposal system, clean the streets, take as caste, religion, region of origin, and oc- away and sort garbage, work as security cupation also afect the experience of staf, as maids in well-of households, as poverty. The parameters of human devel- constables, and provide other basic seropment in parts of this ward are, in fact, vices. Their abject standard of living has comparable to some of the poorest re- no place in a ‘global city’. Surely, Mumgions in the world, and overall ward de- bai’s rich and powerful are capable of velopment is still much lower than the showing some compassion to address the rest of the city. existential problems of a few millions of fellow citizens who were dumped, along Rural prosperity with the city’s garbage, in M-East Ward But M-East ward is not an isolated phe- and other peripheries of the city. nomenon of our human condition. At its S. Parasuraman is Director, Tata Institute of Social roots is the systemic agrarian distress in Sciences, Mumbai.



What they talk about when they talk New Delhi and the Prime Minister could benefit from a more structured approach to talks with Pakistan, so that dialogue is about issues that India wants to address security relationship alone. The question that arises is, if the NSAs had indeed built a strong relationship, with a commitment not to go public before they had spoken to each other, why did this not apply to the spy case? What makes it more worrying is that Pakistan has chosen to play up the arrest domestically, with a minister and Inter Services Public Relations chief at the press conference, and also internationally, with the Army chief attempting to bring up the issue with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani. The Pakistani allegation that Mr. Yadav was arrested in Chaman along the Afghan border and that he was working on a plot to target Chinese hotels in Gwadar adds to the international implications of those accusations.



SUHASINI HAIDAR



What finally matters is not the truth of Kulbhushan Yadav or the authenticity of his confessional video; it is the timing of its release, which has dealt a body blow to the bonhomie generated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Christmas visit to Lahore. By New Year’s day, the operation to attack Pathankot airbase had begun; within two weeks of that, the Foreign Secretarylevel composite dialogue was put of; and events that followed haven’t done much to stem the inexorable slide to a stop. The one possible game changer, the proposed meeting between the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan in Washington this week, was felled by Sunday’s Easter bombing in Lahore, which forced Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to cancel his trip. Better security relationship While the diplomatic process floundered over the past few months, the security relationship between India and Pakistan seemed to fare better. After National Security Advisers (NSA) Ajit Doval and retired Lieutenant General Naseer Khan Janjua met in Bangkok in December 2015, where they famously broke the ice over a pack of cigarettes, they have been in regular touch over the telephone. The results have been unprecedented. Even as security forces finished battling Jaish-e-Mohammed terrorists in Pathankot, the NSAs spoke. Mr. Doval asked for prompt action against the JeM, and Mr. Janjua reportedly swore to crush the group. While the Pakistan government has taken action against the JeM before, seldom has it ofered to act so quickly, reporting that JeM oices were raided and some unidentified leaders taken into custody soon after. Next came the news that the Pakistan government was filing an FIR in the case, based on Mr. Doval’s information, and sending a Joint Investigation Team (JIT) to India to gather evidence in order to prosecute the culprits. While it never confirmed this directly to the Ministry of External Afairs, news that Masood Az-



“While the diplomatic process floundered over the past few months, the security relationship between India and Pakistan seemed to fare better.” Picture shows members of Pakistan's Joint Investigation Team with officials at the National Investigation Agency headquarters in New Delhi. — PHOTO: PTI



The spy storm couldn’t have come at a worse time for India-Pakistan ties, hinged as they are on the security relationship alone



there will be zero tolerance on terror, it made no comment after the Pampore attack by suspected Lashkar-e-Taiba militants. Third, serving military oicers from the ISI and military intelligence were allowed access to the Pathankot airbase, a completely unique precedent worldwide. Eventually, these can all be har was in ‘protective custody’ was posi- chalked up to good communication both tive. And then came the even more star- at the prime ministerial and NSA levels. tling news that Mr. Janjua had passed on Even the date of arrival for the SIT, information about 10 suspected terror- rushed through despite the fact that they ists entering India to carry out attacks on had not sent the requisite letter rogatory, Mahashivaratri, as a result of which some seemed timed before the Prime Minisoicials even claimed three of them were ters’ travel to the U.S. It is then extremely puzzling that the killed. This now denoted a whole diferent order of cooperation between the Pakistani establishment should choose NSAs. That camaraderie finally bore exactly the same time to release details of fruit when, after some political jostling the arrest and confession by the former and a few diferences within the Indian naval oicer accused of spying and fundCabinet, the five-member JIT/Special In- ing Baloch groups, who claims to report vestigation Team from Pakistan landed to Mr. Doval and the Research and Analyin India to carry out its investigations in sis Wing chief. While Mr. Yadav’s confessional statePathankot and Amritsar on March 27. On the Indian side, the government ment isn’t quite convincing, the circumhas been criticised for extending its hand stances around his appearance in Pakistoo far to ensure the visit happens. First, tan certainly need investigation by India. there was criticism that it didn’t call of What is clear is that the storm couldn’t the Foreign Secretary talks altogether. have come at a worse time for India-PaNext was that despite its statements that kistan relations, hinged as they are on the



Taking talks forward It is in order for the government to consider its next steps very carefully, with firm grounding rather than the flair and fireworks of Prime Minister Modi’s Lahore stopover. It may also be necessary to rethink the primacy of NSA-toNSA engagement after the spy case, and giving back the reins of the dialogue to diplomats. Prime Minister Modi and his government could benefit from a more structured approach to dialogue, which doesn’t have to depend on domestic debate each time, and resolve to meet, say, once a month to take talks on terror forward. In any case, with the Prime Minister still expected to travel to Islamabad in November for the SAARC summit, several oicial meetings where an IndianPakistan concord is necessary are unavoidable over the next few months. To its credit, the government has made it clear that it intends to keep the lines of engagement open, even if it is only to avoid the constant international focus on India-Pakistan that India wishes to avoid. “We have found that when we stop talking to Pakistan, others we talk to talk to us about talking to Pakistan,” a senior government oicial admitted to journalists recently. It is time then to wrest back control of the India-Pakistan engagement, and make the dialogue about issues that India most wants to talk about. [email protected] ND-ND
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Vijay Mallya



grounded since October 2012 and Mr. Mallya has been declared as wilful defaulter by banks like the State Bank of India and the United Bank of



India. “The bank along with other consortium members, will examine the same,” State Bank of India, the leader of the lenders’ consortium said in a statement. The airline owes a total of about Rs. 9,000 crore, of which Rs. 6,903 crore is the principal. Bankers said since the additional Rs. 2,000 crore is conditional and hence uncertain, they may not be in a position to take a haircut to settle dues. “No bank will be in a position to take a haircut,” said a senior banker.



Employment growth slows By contrast, 3.04 lakh new jobs were added in JanuarySeptember 2014 and 3.36 lakh in the same period of 2013, a Labour Bureau survey showed. There was a sharp decline in hiring of contract labour in 2015. Contractual jobs declined by 21,000 in January-September 2015 against an increase of 1.20 lakh in the corresponding period of 2014. Direct employment rose by



1.76 lakh in 2015 compared to an increase of 1.84 lakh in 2014. The Labour Bureau, under the Ministry of Labour and Employment, started conducting this quarterly survey after the 2008-09 global crisis to gauge its impact on employment in eight crucial sectors — textiles, leather, metal, automobiles, gems and jewellery, transport, information technology (IT)



and handloom. Indian Staing Federation president Rituparna Chakraborty expressed surprise at these numbers. “The staing industry is going at a healthy 18-20 per cent. The data released by the Labour Bureau doesn’t give a comprehensive landscape of the job growth in the country as it doesn’t capture many sectors,” she told The Hindu.



PM for simultaneous LS, Assembly polls NISTULA HEBBAR NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Na-



rendra Modi is in favour of simultaneous polls for the Lok Sabha and State Assemblies, even as the Uttarakhand government teeters on the brink of dissolution before its term is up. At a closed door meeting of the BJP’s national oice bearers on March 19 in New Delhi, just before the party’s national executive meet was kicked of, Mr. Modi spoke in laudatory terms for simultaneous polls for Lok Sabha and state Assemblies. The Hindu spoke to at least three oice bearers of the party who were present at the meeting who confirmed this and said that Mr. Modi’s remarks were in the context of administrative issues arising out of frequent and successive elections in various states. “The Prime Minister was concerned that the way the electoral calendar of the country is set up, there are polls every year in some part of the country or the other.



With the Model Code of Conduct coming into force in one State or the other and even for the Centre in some cases, this leads to administrative lethargy, and issues,” said a senior general secretary of the party. “This was just referred to as a desirable thing, but no credible plan to take it forward was proposed,” said the oice bearer. The Prime Minister, sources confirmed, referred to the 78th report of the parliamentary standing committee of Law and Justice that had been asked to go into the issue in detail. The report was submitted in December 2015. The committee recommended a two-phase election schedule to make the Lok Sabha and Assembly polls coterminous, but had raised uneasiness in diferent political parties. The Congress and the Trinamool Congress had rejected the proposal as being unfeasible, while the AIADMK asked for fixed dates for polls and not at the whims of the Election Com-



Appoint law oicers on merit, says SC KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: Appointment of law



oicers, from Advocate Generals to those below, by State governments to fight cases involving crucial public and State interests should not be reduced to an exercise of political aggrandisement, appeasement or personal benevolence by those in power, the Supreme Court said on Wednesday. In a judgment dealing with a batch of petitions challenging appointment of law oicers, including assistant and additional advocate generals in Punjab and Haryana, a Bench of Chief Justice of India T.S. Thakur and Justice Kurian Joseph said it is “high time” fair, transparent and



objective criteria based on merit were adopted for the appointment of law oicers. “Appointments are made not because they are required but because they come in handy for political aggrandisement, appeasement or personal benevolence of those in power towards those appointed. “The dangers of such an uncanalised and unregulated system of appointment, it is evident, are multi-dimensional, resulting in erosion of the rule of law, public faith in the fairness of the system and injury to public interest and administration of justice,” Chief Justice Thakur, who authored the verdict for the Bench, observed.
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mission. The first general elections to the Lok Sabha was held simultaneously with all State Assemblies in 1951-52. That practice continued in three subsequent general elections held in the years — 1957, 1962 and 1967. However, due to the premature dissolution of some Legislative Assemblies in 1968 and 1969, the cycle got disrupted. In 1970, the Lok Sabha was itself dissolved prematurely and fresh elections were held in 1971. The term of the fifth Lok Sabha was extended till 1977 under Article 352. After that, the eighth, tenth, fourteenth and fifteenth Lok Sabha could complete their five year terms. The sixth, seventh, ninth, eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth ones were dissolved prematurely. As a result of premature dissolutions and extension of terms of both the Lok Sabha and various State Assemblies, the last 48 years have seen separate elections to the Lok Sabha and the Assemblies.



No proof against JeM chief, says Pak. Visiting team seeks call records of former Gurdaspur SP Salwinder Singh, his cook and friend VIJAITA SINGH NEW DELHI: Pakistan’s Joint Investigation Team (JIT) probing the terror attack on the Pathankot airbase has told the National Investigation Agency (NIA) that so far it has not found any evidence against Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief Masood Azhar linking him to the January 2 attack. The team said it was still verifying whether the JeM founder — who was released from an Indian jail in 1999 in exchange for passengers of the hijacked IC 814 aircraft — had any role in the storming of the forward base of the Indian Air Force, a senior security establishment oicial told The Hindu. At multiple forums, India has in the past said Masood Azhar and his brother Abdul Asghar Rauf were directly linked to the attack, which was planned at the JeM’s Bahawalpur headquarters. “We posed pin-pointed questions about Masood Az-



Members of Pakistan's Joint Investigation Team arrive at the National Investigation Agency headquarters in New Delhi on Wednesday. — PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



har; they neither confirmed nor denied that he was in detention. The JIT told us that though it had made a few detentions in the case, so far no direct evidence has surfaced against Masood Azhar,” the official said. India has sought the voice samples of Azhar and his



More claims likely in ‘RAW spy’ case NATIONAL BUREAU NEW DELHI: Despite New Del-



hi’s stout denial of Pakistani claims about nabbing a senior R&AW operative, many in the Indian security establishment believe Islamabad will come out with more startling claims based on the alleged interrogation of Kulbushan Yadav. Many oicials said Pakistan could be expected to release statements based on Yadav’s claims. “The efort would be to create three global impressions — one, that India is actively involved in creating unrest within Pakistan, especially in Balochistan; two, that he was working towards targeting Chinese in Gwadar port; three, India is using Iran as a base for such operations,” a senior oicial said. “We can expect a series of videos and claims which will lead right up to the top,” another senior oicial said, pointing out that Pakistan had never had such a senior Indi-



an oicer in its custody. “The propaganda value is immense,” he said. Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju on Wednesday accused Pakistan of cooking up stories to defame India and said the video showing the former Indian naval oicer’s so-called confessions was doctored. “The MEA [Ministry of External Afairs] has already come out with a statement regarding the forged, doctored video and the made-up story being created by the Pakistani establishment. We don’t have to pay attention to that, and I feel that this is an internal game in the Pakistani establishment, their government, the Prime Minister and their agencies,” he said. At least one source said New Delhi was working towards resolving the issue, and hinted that there was informal contact between the two sides. However, it might not succeed immediately, he admitted.



brother Abdul Rauf Asghar, who planned and coordinated the attack. Asghar was also involved in the 1999 hijack. Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh, addressing an election rally in Assam, said Pakistan had acknowledged the Pathankot attack and filed



an FIR. “Pakistan had been continuously saying that it has no involvement in militant and terror activities in India. But now it has acknowledged the Pathankot attack and filed an FIR. Their [probe] team has come here and our team is going to Pakistan,” he told rallies in Assam. On Wednesday, the NIA handed over to the JIT a list running into 34 pages. The list pertains to the evidence required by India to build a foolproof case against the JeM. The JIT is learnt to have informed the NIA of the progress made in an independent investigation being done by it. Pakistan has asked for a series of documents and evidence from India. “The call detail records of the former Gurdaspur SP, Salwinder Singh, his cook Madan Gopal and friend Rajesh Verma have been sought by the JIT. The terrorists had made calls to their handlers in Pakistan through these phones only after they snatched them from



AMIT BARUAH NEW DELHI: Hurling allegations and using rhetoric comes naturally to oicialdom in India and Pakistan. It’s an art that the two countries have perfected down the decades. But when a former Indian Navy oicial is “arrested” in Pakistan and the Army goes to town making allegations about the Indian “role” in subversive activities in Pakistan the spying game gets raised to a new level. “The arrest [of Kulbhushan Yadav] is good for domestic politics in Pakistan. The government and the Army have been saying that R&AW [Research & Analysis Wing] is behind what is happening in Balochistan and Karachi. Now it seems their contentions are confirmed,” Kamal Siddiqi, editor of the Pakistani newspaper Express Tribune, told The Hindu. Rana Bannerji, a retired R&AW oicer with long experience of dealing with Pakistan, feels that this is an “outlandish attempt” by Pakistan to pin the blame on In-



Kulbhushan Yadav



dia’s external intelligence agency. “It’s possible that some other [intelligence] agency may have lured him [Mr. Yadav],” Mr. Bannerji told this correspondent. Given that Indian and Pakistani versions of the truth are vastly diferent, it’s quite



NEWS ANALYSIS likely that the full story of what the former Naval oicer was doing and whether he was actually arrested in Pakistan may never be known. It’s interesting that the Ministry of External Afairs has confirmed that Mr. Yadav is an Indian national without securing consular access to



SRIRAM LAKSHMAN BRUSSELS: Prime Minister Na-



Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Belgium Foreign Minister Didier Reynders (left) pay tribute to blast victims outside the Maelbeek metro station on Wednesday. — PHOTO: REUTERS



NEW DELHI: The Union Cabinet
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him. Given that a forged documentation may have been used, this does raise questions. Even in the case of the arrest of a fisherman, the Indian High Commission in Islamabad normally sends a query to the person’s village and only after receiving the police report would the issue of nationality be settled. The former R&AW chief C.D. Sahay is of the opinion that Mr. Yadav’s arrest will not impact bilateral relations between India and Pakistan. “Even the Pathankot incident has not derailed bilateral relations,” Mr. Sahay said. “I must say that the timing of the alleged revelations is interesting given that the Pakistani Joint Investigation Team probing the Pathankot attack is in India,” the former intelligence chief maintained. Mr. Siddiqi, too, felt that the arrest of Mr. Yadav will not impact the bilateral relationship that revived after Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s sudden decision to stop over in Lahore on December 25.



Modi pays tribute to blast victims in Belgium capital



SMITA GUPTA



Union Telecom Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad told journalists, adding that it had become necessary as in the government’s view the State’s Assembly had failed pass the Budget and Appropriation Bill. This meant, he continued, that no money could be withdrawn from the State’s Consolidated Fund. And since Ut-



their owners. They also sought the post-mortem reports and other details,” the official said. On Thursday, Singh, Gopal and Verma, along with the doctors who conducted autopsies on the four terrorists (whose bodies were found at the airbase), will interact with the JIT as “witnesses” to assist in their investigations. “We have asked for the voice samples of Masood Azhar and his brother Abdul Rauf, as also those of Khayyam Baber [mother of terrorist Nasir killed during the Pathankot attack],” NIA chief Sharad Kumar said after the meeting. Nasir was said to have spoken to his mother during the attack. The NIA sought access to Azhar and Rauf and told the visiting team that till the time India’s request was pending with authorities in Islamabad, it would like the Joint Investigation Team to question them about their role in the attack and hand over their statement to the Indian agency.



Spy case won’t derail ties



rendra Modi arrived here on Wednesday for an oicial state visit to Belgium as well as the 13th EU-India Summit hosted by Donald Tusk, European Council President, and Jean Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission. Mr. Modi’s day started of with meeting Members of the European Parliament and interacting with Indologists. The symbolic high point was perhaps Mr. Modi’s visit to the Maalbeek metro station, shortly after noon, where he laid a wreath in tribute to those who were killed in last week’s terror attacks in Brussels. One of the bombs exploded on a train



passing through Maalbeek, killing, among others, an Indian national, Raghavendran Ganeshan, whose body was repatriated to Chennai on Tuesday. Mr. Modi was received at the metro entrance by Didier Reynders, Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister of Belgium, as well as India’s Military and Air Attaches from Paris. Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar and India’s Ambassador to Belgium Manjeev Singh Puri were among those who accompanied Mr. Modi to Maalbeek. The delegation then proceeded to Egmont Palace, where the Belgian Foreign Ministry is located, for a ceremonial welcome and a pri-



vate dialogue between Mr. Modi and Belgian Prime Minister Charles Michel. Their interaction included a discussion on the need for a comprehensive convention on terrorism, visa issues, as well as areas of possible cooperation such as ports and infrastructure. Also discussed were agreements on mutual legal assistance and an extradition treaty. “These have been pending with Belgium for some time, and both sides have now agreed to initiate discussions on these and on a treaty for the transfer of sentenced persons,” Vikas Swarup, spokesperson for the MEA, said in response to a question from The Hindu. There was a lunch meeting with CEOs and business



Cabinet nod for Uttarakhand, enemy property ordinances Sena slams BJP on on Wednesday approved the issuing of two ordinances, one to authorise expenditure beyond April one in Uttarakhand which is under President’s Rule, and the other to amend the Enemy Property Act, 1968. In the second case, the Cabinet recommended the re-promulgation of an earlier ordinance that had been issued in January as Parliament failed to pass a bill to replace it within the stipulated time. Interestingly, the decisions were taken at a meeting of the Union Cabinet chaired by Home Minister Rajnath Singh as Prime Minister Narendra Modi is in Brussels. “The Union Cabinet met today [on Wednesday] and in view of the situation in Uttarakhand has recommended an Ordinance for the consideration of the President,”
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PATHANKOT ATTACK



Mallya ofers to pay Rs. 4,000 cr. “They just want the money taken from the banks to be brought back.” In the previous hearing, the banks had faced uncomfortable questions from the court about their decision to grant such huge loans to the industrialist, especially when they admitted that only “a fraction” of Mr. Mallya’s assets were in India. The consortium of lenders, which confirmed the receipt of an ofer for settlement of dues from Kingfisher Airlines, will meet on Thursday to decide on Mr. Mallya’s offer. Kingfisher Airlines is
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tarakhand was under President’s Rule “the Cabinet has recommended an Appropriation Ordinance for Uttarakhand, so that valid withdrawal of the government revenue can be done.” This comes in the wake of the Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Afairs (CCPA) recommending proroguing the Budget session of



Parliament, a rare development, followed by the seeking and receiving of Presidential assent. This has enabled the government to recommend the promulgation of the two ordinances in what would have otherwise been the middle of the session. Parliament’s Budget Session that began on February 23, has been in recess since March 16 and was to meet again on April 25. With just two days left for the next financial year to begin, there was no time to pass the State Budget in Parliament — hence the Ordinance route to enable the State to meet its expenditure needs beyond April one. On Tuesday, the CCPA had also recommended proroguing of the Rajya Sabha to enable the government to issue an ordinance on the Enemy Property Bill. “We had passed an Enemy



Property Ordinance, which was ratified by the Lok Sabha and, when it went to the Rajya Sabha, it was referred to a Select Committee. The duration of this ordinance is going to expire in the first week of April. Therefore that ordinance has also been re-promulgated till the receipt of the report of the Select Committee,” Mr. Prasad said. The ordinance for amendments in the 48-year-old Enemy Property Act was promulgated in January this year. The Bill to replace the ordinance was passed by the Lok Sabha on March 9 after the government rejected demands by some Opposition parties that it be sent to the Standing Committee. However, it could not be cleared by the Rajya Sabha where the government is in a minority and the Enemy Property (Amendment and Validation) Bill, 2016, was eventually sent to a Select Committee.



Uttarakhand fiasco SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT MUMBAI: The Shiv Sena’s cold



war against the BJP continued on Wednesday with yet another editorial in its mouthpiece Saamna, this time questioning the sanctity of the BJP’s move in dismissing the Uttarakhand government and imposing President’s Rule a day before the floor test, and claimed the moral high ground for preventing an Uttarakhand-like political crisis in Maharashtra by supporting the Devendra Fadnavis government. “The Uttarakhand government may have lost its ‘majority’, but that decision should have been taken in the State legislature. The Uttarakhand Governor had given Chief Minister [Harish] Rawat time till March 28 to prove his majority on the floor of the



House, but what was achieved by imposing President’s Rule a day before the floor test?” the editorial questioned. Titled Lokshahicha Mrityu Ki Hatya? (‘Is this Democracy’s death or murder?’), the editorial said: “The test for majority was scheduled on March 28, and the Constitution gives this right to a democratically elected government. But a sting video emerged accusing the CM of indulging in horse trading, questioning his morality, and the democratically elected government was strangled to death.” Drawing parallels between the dismissal of the Congress government in Arunachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand, the editorial said the political grapevine says Congress governments in Himachal Pradesh and Manipur will be the next targets.



leaders that was followed by the remote activation of the India Belgium AIRES (Aryabhatta Research Institute for Observational Sciences) telescope, the largest fully steerable optical telescope in Asia. Upon arriving at the Egmont Palace for the press statement following the telescope activation, private media were told that Prime Minister Charles Michel had cancelled the event. MEA sources at the media centre at the delegation’s hotel did not seem aware of this initially. When it became evident that Mr. Modi was speaking on television, the press were told the session had been “reinstated.” An embassy source told The Hindu that no private media were present.



Ambiguities in earlier order corrected: BJP KAVITA UPADHYAY DEHRADUN: With a Division Bench of the Uttarakhand High Court in Nainital on Wednesday deciding to keep the single judge’s order on the floor test “in abeyance” till April 6, Shyam Jaju, who is the State in-charge of the BJP, said, “There were ambiguities in the order of the single Bench [which allowed Rawat to give floor test on March 31]. The double Bench has corrected that order.” Projecting the court’s decision as a win for the Congress and a loss for the Central government, Congress in-charge for Uttarakhand Ambika Soni said, “The court heard out our concerns and the time has been extended to April 6 with our consent.” ND-ND
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Chief Electoral Officer Rajesh Lakhoni has set tough targets: 100 per cent enrolment and turnout



In campaign, EC is the front runner in T.N. W



“The trick is to run it like an election campaign,” Mr. Lakhoni says. “Everyone gets involved, and frankly it is quite boring otherwise, isn’t it?”



RAMYA KANNAN



ith a month-and-a-half to go for the polls in Tamil Nadu, one slogan doing the rounds is a clear favourite. It’s not quite what you are imagining, unless you are thinking “100 per cent”. Run a Google search on Rajesh Lakhoni, and a few of the results will take you to pages which slots him variously and loosely as “oicer”, “celebrity” and “Indian politician”. They couldn’t have been so right and wrong at the same time, but that’s the thing with being a high-profile Chief Electoral Oicer of a State going to polls — everyone has an opinion on you. Mr. Lakhoni, heading the election process in Tamil Nadu, where polling will be held during the last phase, on May 16, is a man who is obsessed with “100 per cent”. His only aim, he says in characteristic ELECTION his modest manner, is PROCESS “to get a 100 per cent voter turnout”. No awareness modest goal this. If you take it at face value, that’s getting every single member on the electoral rolls to the booth to vote. If you take the historical context, then you realise what a tall order it is. The best voter turnout in the State was in the 2011 Assembly elections, at 78.01 per cent. During the Assembly elections in 1967, 76.57 per cent of the electorate voted, and in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, 73.7 per cent. Historically, the voter turn-



GET INKED: An Election Commission awareness rally in Chennai. — PHOTO: R. RAGU



out in the State has averaged largely around the 60 per cent mark with an unsettling dip — 59.07 per cent — in 2001. Huge challenge Rousing the electorate to go there and cast the vote — every single one of the nearly 5.79 crore (that number is likely to go up with the final additions) currently enrolled — is, to put it plainly, no joke. Even if we do not take a literal view of the numbers, the challenge is still huge: how do you



get folks to step out of home and vote? For Mr. Lakhoni’s team, the answer is: keep it simple, inspire them. And the “100 per cent” slogan appeared in a Eureka moment, as a heuristic solution: this time, it would fit the bill. “It is not just 100 per cent voter turn out, if you can remember we also have ‘100 per cent registration’ for new enrolment, ‘100 per cent fairness’ for the fair conduct of polls. 100 per cent is an absolute, true, but unless we aim for that, we cannot address all the



Sex workers in Bengal feel they have only NOTA option KOLKATA: As West Bengal prepares to vote in a few days, sex workers in the State despair over the unfulfilled promises made to them by political parties in the previous elections, saying they want “concrete” measures this time. The Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee, representing 1.5-lakh sex workers in West Bengal, say they feel cheated because no political party has kept its promise to look into their demands. “Whenever elections come, political parties make tall promises, but none of them is put in to action. We have been regularly placing a charter of demands for the



Say none of the political parties has kept the election promises made to them



workers is spread across 16 States. “We will send letters to political parties listing our demands and raising issues that concern sex workers and their families,” she says.



past several years, but nothing has come out of it,” Bharati Dey, president of All-India Network for Sex Workers and Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee (DMSC), says. Frustrated, the roughly five million sex workers in the country under the network want to exercise the NOTA (none of the above) option during polling to express their disapproval, Ms. Dey says. The national network of sex



Charter of demands The demands that the Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee (DMSC) has made over the years are pension rights for retired sex workers, removal of Immoral Traic (Prevention) Act, legalisation of the profession, covering sex workers under labour laws and setting up of a self-regulatory board to stop minors from being forced into the profession. — PTI



bottlenecks,” he says. And the way ahead was also clear: create as loud a buzz as possible and make the message simple. And thus the team, under the leadership of this IIT-Delhi graduate, began to think out of the box. An ad agency was roped in to make smart ads and harness the power of social media. Banners and posters came up all over town, awareness camps, enrolment drives, quizzes on Twitter were held, and celebrities were roped in for endorsements.



Target group A clear target group was the 1829 age group, comprising nearly 23 per cent of the electorate. Much of the early part of the campaign targeted this segment, exhorting them to enrol themselves, using the classic tools of persuasion — providing inspiration, shaming the laggard, giving “how-to” information — and it caught on with the youth. If social media performance alone is any indicator, then the Election Commission is running a successful campaign in a State where parties are yet to begin theirs. But let’s go beyond social media. Simultaneously, the team geared itself up to move from awareness campaigns into actual intervention. People would want to enrol themselves, and when they do, they should be able to, or the campaign fails. Harnessing technology right from the word go, the election team sought requests for enrolment on the electoral rolls. Requests came from rehabilitation homes for beggars, homes for senior citizens, and in one case, from the Banyan: the EC took advantage of a loophole in the law — the specification of “unsound mind” — to grant permission to enrol to women who might have been mentally ill at some point but can take informed decisions now.



MAKING IT COUNT: Election officials sealing electronic voting machines in Assam on Wednesday. The machines will be used for the first phase of polling in Jorghat district. A total of 1.98 crore voters in 126 constituencies are expected to cast their votes in 25,000 polling stations. — PHOTO: RITU RAJ KONWAR



NEW DELHI: Flying squads and
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KOLKATA BUREAU



KOLKATA: Twenty per cent of



KOLKATA: The Congress has invited



the candidates in the first phase of the Assembly elections in West Bengal have criminal cases pending against them, says a report published by a civil society organisation. While polling will be held in 18 constituencies in the south and western districts of the State in Phase 1(A) on April 1, 31 will go to the polls in Phase 1(B) on April 11. The report, which was released by West Bengal Election Watch here on Wednesday, said that in their aidavits to the Election Commission, 21 of the 133 candidates in Phase 1(A) had declared that they faced criminal cases. Seventeen of the candidates faced “serious criminal cases” of murder, attempt to murder, rape, kidnapping, robbery and crimes against women. Three of the 18 candidates of the Bharatiya Janata Party; two of the 18 of the Trinamool Congress; two of the five of the Congress; and one of the 11 of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) face the serious cases. Election Watch has named constituencies where three or more candidates face criminal cases as



Communist Party of India (Marxist) leaders to share the stage with party vice-president Rahul Gandhi during the first round of his election campaign in West Bengal over the weekend. This is the first time in recent history that the top leaders of the two parties will be sharing the stage in the State. Mr. Gandhi will address three meetings on Saturday and CPI(M) leaders are expected to be seen with him in at least two in Bardhaman district. The rallies will take place in Durgapur city and the Kulti industrial area. There will also be a separate rally led by Mr. Gandhi in Bankura. Confirming the development, CPI(M) State secretary Surjya Kanta Mishra said at least two of his party colleagues would attend Mr. Gandhi’s rallies. CPI(M) State Secretariat member Rabin Deb said senior leaders Bansa Gopal Chowdhury and Goranga Chatterjee “will attend the meeting along with the party candidates”. Meanwhile, senior Congress leader Abdul Mannan released a booklet earlier in the day, explaining the necessity of the Left-Congress tie-up to “oust” the Trinamool Congress from power. In the booklet, titled Lortey Hobey Eksathey (We shall fight together), Mr. Mannan says the “political situation in Bengal pushed them to forge an alliance”. The success of the ‘Bihar Model’ where the RJD, the JD(U) and the Congress formed a grand alliance is recalled.
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red-alert constituencies. In Phase 1(A), Salboni in Paschim Medinipur district and Purulia in Purulia district fall in this category, the report said. In Phase 1(B), 37 of the 163 candidates face criminal cases. Among them, 32 face “serious” allegations. “One candidate namely Hemant Prabhakar of the CPI(M) from the Asansol Dakshin constituency has declared one charge related to murder and six candidates have declared cases of attempt to murder,” the



SIVASAGAR/AMGURI: Slamming the alliance led by the Bharatiya Janata Party in Assam as the coming together of “two dangerous forces of communalism and divisiveness”, Congress president Sonia Gandhi on Wednesday accused Prime Minister Narendra Modi of “insulting” the people of the State and going back on promises of development. Taking potshots at the Prime Minister for his remarks linking his humble origins as a tea seller with Assam tea, she said, “Those working in the tea gardens as well as the tribal people are asking when will the good days (achche din) come.” Alleging that the BJP had “insulted” the people of Assam and the North-east, Ms.



Election Watch report stated. Twelve candidates of the BJP, 10 of the 31 of the Trinamool, seven of the 19 of the CPI(M) and three of the Congress face criminal cases. Jamuria, Pandabeswar, Indus and Kulti are redalert constituencies. Women candidates The report said that in Phase 1(A), only nine per cent of the candidates are women and in Phase 1(B), only 13 per cent. Twenty-three of the 296 candidates are crorepatis. In Phase 1(A), three candidates, all from the Trinamool, have declared assets worth over Rs. 1 crore. In Phase 1(B), 20 candidates have declared assets worth over Rs. 1 crore.



Gandhi said the composite culture of the State was in “danger”, and if the alliance of the BJP, the Asom Gana Parishad and the Bodoland People’s Front came to power, the “era of peace and development” ushered in by the 15-year rule of Tarun Gogoi in the State would be under “threat”. Counter-force Positioning the Congress as the counter-force to these powers, Ms. Gandhi asked, “Why so they oppose the Congress and its workers? Because they know it well that the Congress represents all sections of Assamese society. They know that in 15 years of Gogoi’s rule, Assam has emerged as a progressive State.” — PTI



Cong. failed in checking intrusion in Assam: Rajnath



‘20% of Bengal candidates in Phase 1 face criminal cases’



The cases include murder, rape, kidnapping and crimes against women



Congress president Sonia Gandhi at a meeting in Sibsagar district of Assam on Wednesday. — PHOTO: RITU RAJ KONWAR



Seal of safety



EC raids yield highest sum in Tamil Nadu surveillance teams of the Election Commission have seized over Rs. 32 crore in illegal cash in the five States going to the polls in April and May. The highest amount of Rs. 15.19 crore was from Tamil Nadu. West Bengal followed with Rs. 5.64 crore. In Assam, the figure stands at Rs. 5.43 crore, while Rs. 5.27 crore has been seized in Kerala. In Puducherry, about Rs. 30 lakh has been seized, the latest Election Commission data show. The seizures have been made by the special teams appointed by the commission and those drawn from the Income Tax Department. “The total figure of seizures made till now is Rs. 31.83 crore,” a senior oicial said. The model code of conduct came into force on March 4 when the Election Commission announced the schedule for the elections in the five States, and soon afterwards, the special teams were deployed to curb the use of illegal inducements to voters. The commission, as part of its measures to curb the use of black money in the elections, has deployed “expenditure observers” drawn from Central revenue services such as the Income Tax, Customs and Excise departments. — PTI



Modi has insulted Assam, says Sonia



Rahul, CPI(M) leaders to share stage



DULIAJAN: Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Wednesday said the Centre will “completely seal” the Indo-Bangladesh border within a reasonable time frame to stop illegal immigration from Bangladesh even as he accused the Congress of having failed to check intrusion. Addressing election rallies in Assam, Mr. Singh took a dig at Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi for accusing the BJP of fomenting riots in Assam, and said it was during the Congress rule that most riots took place, be it the Nellie killings in Assam in 1983 or the anti-Sikh riots in Delhi in 1984. “The Congress governments ignored illegal immigration for years and they did not take any step,” the Minister said. — PTI



For Punjab 2017, Congress thinks much can happen over cofee MEHBOOB JEELANI NEW DELHI: Amarinder Singh, the likely chief ministerial candidate of the Congress in the elections due next year in Punjab, has been asked to become more accessible to the people. For that, one of the key outreach programmes is “Cofee with Captain”, an interactive session launched in Amritsar on Wednesday. Nearly 500 people participated in the first round of the programme, which is somewhat similar to the “Chai Pe Charcha” programme of Prime Minister Narendra Modi during the campaign for the Lok Sabha elections in 2014. Sitting on a dais, Capt. (retd) Singh talked about the compelling political and social issues, and took questions from the crowd. The author of “Chai Pe Charcha” and “Cofee with Captain” is the same — the celebrity poll strategist Prashant Kishor. The Congress leader is expected to shun his princely habits and mingle with the people on the ground. The aim of the programme, said the Congress general secretary in charge for Punjab, Shakeel Ahmed, is to send Capt. Singh “out to charm the younger generation”. “As a common man, Captain will be open to all ideas. He will take inputs from peo-



COFFEE WITH CAPTAIN: Amarinder Singh is most likely to be the



chief ministerial candidate of the Congress in the Assembly elections in Punjab in 2017. — PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



ple and also promise them some significant changes — that if he becomes the Chief Minister, he will eradicate the drug menace [in Punjab] within four weeks and also break the nexus among drug cartels, politicians and police,” Mr. Ahmed said. Former Chief Minister of Punjab and one of the few older leaders in the Congress who had a close proximity with former Congress Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, Capt. Singh has a reputation of being a strong-headed politician who would never back down from his demands. In December 2015, he reportedly “arm-twisted” the Congress high-command to take over the party oice in Punjab by replacing PCC president Pratap Singh Baj-



wa, a former youth Congress activist, who a few years ago was handpicked for the president’s post by Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi. Many embittered The change in the leadership had left several young Congress leaders embittered as Mr. Singh is known to be comfortable around his own coterie. To change those perceptions, a senior Congress leader said Mr. Singh is “working in tandem” with Mr. Kishor. So far, Mr. Kishor has “convinced” Mr. Singh to encourage people that instead of calling him “Maharaja Sahib,” he should simply be called “Captain.” ND-ND
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Htin Kyaw promises to change the charter which bars Suu Kyi from presidency ASHIS RAY YANGON: Myanmar has sworn



in Htin Kyaw, a close aide of pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi, as the country’s first civilian President in more than 50 years. The 69-year-old leader, in a brief address to a joint session of Parliament after the swearing-in ceremony, suggested that the military-drafted Constitution, which barred Ms. Suu Kyi from becoming the President, be changed. “We have a duty to work for the emergence of a Constitution that is appropriate for our country and also in accordance with democratic standards,” he said. “Our new government,” he promised, “will implement national reconciliation.” The President also gave an Myanmar's new President Htin Kyaw (left) and National League for Democracy party leader undertaking that the govern- Aung San Suu Kyi arrive at Parliament in Naypyitaw on Wednesday. — PHOTO: REUTERS ment will “enhance the living Neither was present to witWhile on paper she will be can hope to see greater busistandard of the people.” Ms. Suu Kyi has been ap- ness interest in India free Minister for Foreign Afairs, ness their mother’s triumph. pointed as a minister in Mr. from residual baggage of the the President’s Oice, Educa- A source at the British EmHtin Kyaw’s government. past and a fuller development tion and Energy, in practice, bassy said that as far as he “This is just the beginning of of relations across the board the buck will stop with her on knew neither was in Myana road,” she said in a recent in- as democracies under a pop- all non-security matters in mar. Htin Kyaw, a London-eduterview, referring to the ularly elected leader and the new administration. In efect, the NLD, which cated economist, was dressed country’s democratic transi- government.” Even in her moment of won a three-fourths majority in a dark, check longyi and a tion. Until recently, Mr. Htin conquest, though, she is com- in Parliament, will cohabit fawn coloured, collarless Kyaw was running a charity pelled to walk a tightrope in with the military, which has jacket — which in Myanmar founded by Ms. Suu Kyi. His respect of her ties with the directly or indirectly ruled traditionally reflects an antiwife, daughter of one of the armed forces, if she is to per- India’s north- eastern neigh- colonial and nationalist sentiment — and a pinkish gaung founders of the National suade them permanently bour since 1962. Despite being the NLD’s baung or silk head wrap. Two League for Democracy, is an back to the barracks. Apart from controlling the undisputed leader, she was Vice-Presidents — one from MP. Reacting to the momen- ministries of home, defence prevented from becoming the armed forces — took the oath with him, administered tous development, the Indian and borders afairs, the men the head of government. A law enacted by the by Parliament Speaker Mahn Ambassador in Myanmar, in uniform occupy 25 per cent Gautam Mukhopadhaya, re- of seats in Parliament. Under armed forces debars her from Win Khaing Than. (Ashis Ray is a marked: “With the reforms, the existing Constitution, an holding this position as her sons are British peace process, free elections 80 per cent majority is re- two London-based journalist and the new government, we quired to amend any part of it. nationals. currently in Myanmar)



Dhaka court orders Khaleda Zia’s arrest



Associated Press cooperated with the Nazis, says historian



HAROON HABIB



PHILIP OLTERMANN



DHAKA: A court here on Wednesday issued an arrest warrant against Bangladesh Nationalist Party chairperson and former Prime Minister Khaleda Zia and 27 others in connection with a deadly arson attack on a bus last year. The incident took place on January 23 during a violent transport blockade by the BNP-led 20-party alliance, which was protesting against the 2014 general election that they had boycotted. The attack left one person dead and over 30 badly injured, while over 150 were killed during the course of the threemonth-long protests. The court also directed the police to submit a report by April 27 on the execution of the warrant. The court will now hear the state’s argument on framing of charges. Ms. Zia, who is already being tried in two corruption cases, will have another legal battle on hand in the charges are accepted. Meanwhile, Mirza Fakhrul Islam Alamgir, who was appointed as the BNP’s Secretary General during the day by Ms. Zia, was granted bail just four hours after being arrested in an arson case.



BERLIN: The Associated Press news agency entered a formal cooperation with the Hitler regime in the 1930s, supplying American newspapers with material directly produced and selected by the Nazi propaganda ministry, archive material unearthed by a German historian has revealed. When the Nazi party seized power in Germany in 1933, one of its first objectives was to bring into line not just the national press, but international media too. The Guardian was banned within a year, and by 1935 even bigger British-American agencies such as Keystone and Wide World Photos were forced to close their bureaus after coming under attack for employing Jewish journalists. Associated Press, which has described itself as the “marine corps of journalism” (“always the first in and the last out”) was the only western news agency able to stay open in Hitler’s Germany, continuing to operate until the U.S. entered war in 1941. It thus found itself in the presumably profitable situation of being the prime



The news agency allowed the Nazis to use its photo archives for anti-semitic propaganda.



channel for news reports and pictures out of the Reich. In an article published in Studies in Contemporary History, historian Harriet Scharnberg shows that AP was only able retain its access by entering into a mutually beneficial two-way cooperation with the Nazis. The agency ceded control of its output by signing up to the so-called Schriftleitergesetz (editor’s law), promising not to publish any material “calculated to weaken the strength of the Reich abroad or at home.” This law required AP to hire reporters who also worked for the Nazi



of Excellence in recent years. It has quite a mature capability now. We continue to work with them on the nuclear security front,” she said. The U.S. oicials did not elaborate the nature of the “deeper” bilateral relations that it sought with India and the further measures it expected India to take. “I’ll let India speak for itself on those points. We’re eager to work with any country who wishes to work with us to improve nuclear security,” Ms. Holgate said.



VARGHESE K. GEORGE



President in five decades



party’s propaganda division. One of the four photographers it employed in the 1930s, Franz Roth, was a member of the SS paramilitary unit’s propaganda division, whose photographs were personally chosen by Hitler. AP has removed Mr. Roth’s pictures from its website since Ms. Scharnberg published her findings. AP also allowed the Nazi regime to use its photo archives for its virulently antisemitic propaganda literature. Publications illustrated with AP photographs include the bestselling SS brochure Der Untermensch (The Sub-Human) and the booklet The Jews in the USA, which aimed to demonstrate the decadence of Jewish Americans with a picture of New York mayor Fiorello LaGuardia eating from a bufet with his hands. When approached, AP said that Ms. Scharnberg’s report “describes both individuals and their activities before and during the war that were unknown to AP,” and that it is currently reviewing documents in and beyond its archives to “further our understanding of the period.” — © Guardian Newspapers Limited, 2016



WASHINGTON: As leaders from more than 50 countries are set to discuss measures to prevent nuclear terrorism, the U.S. said the battlefield deployment of nuclear weapons by Pakistan was an enhanced threat though it has taken several other measures to prevent nuclear material from falling into the hands of terrorists. Senior U.S. oicials, briefing journalists on the agenda and expected outcomes of the fourth Nuclear Security Summit, however, said the risks of nuclear terrorism have been substantially reduced over recent years, thanks to measures taken by various governments and agencies, including Pakistan. Prime Minister Narendra Modi will be leading the Indian delegation to the summit. Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif cancelled his trip to the U.S. capital following the terrorist attack in Lahore on Easter Sunday.



Deeper cooperation Laura Holgate, Special Assistant to the President and Senior Director at the National Security Council, said the U.S. was looking at Mr. Modi’s presence as “a chance to highlight steps that India has taken in its own nuclear security to go beyond, perhaps, some of the activities that it has done before.” “We really would like to see an even deeper bilateral cooperation with India proceed going forward out of the summit,” she said. Rose Gottemoeller, Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security, said forward deployment of nuclear weapons enhances the risks. “Our concerns regarding the continuing deployment of battlefield nuclear weapons by Pakistan relate to a reality of the situation: When battlefield nuclear weapons are deployed forward, they can represent an enhanced nuclear security threat,” she said. “We found this lesson ourselves out in Europe during the years of the Cold War.
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Senior U.S. officials Laura Holgate (left) and Elizabeth SherwoodRandall briefing journalists in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday ahead of the fourth Nuclear Security Summit. — PHOTO: AFP



And so I do think that that is a reality of the situation. It’s not related particularly to any one country. Wherever battlefield nuclear weapons exist, they represent particular nuclear security problems,” the Under Secretary said. Pakistan continues to reject



repeated U.S. calls to hold back its deployment of tactical nuclear weapons. Ms Gottemoeller, however, added that the U.S. has “a very solid cooperation with Pakistan on nuclear security.” “They have developed their own Nuclear Security Center



Doval meets Rice Meanwhile, Indian National Security Advisor Ajit Doval met U.S. National Security Advisor Susan E. Rice on Tuesday. “Ambassador Rice and NSA Doval exchanged views on the terrorist threat posed by ISIL [Islamic State] in the region and the importance of combating the ideology that fuels such groups,” a White House statement said.



‘Address root causes of nuke terror’ ATUL ANEJA BEIJING: Chinese state media



has slammed the U.S. for its approach to counterterrorism ahead of Thursday’s fourth Nuclear Security Summit, amid concerns that extremist groups could now blow up atomic power plants in the aftermath of the recent bombings in Belgium. A commentary on Wednesday in the staterun Xinhua news agency stressed that Washington was focusing on fighting symptoms rather than the root causes of nuclear terrorism threats. “As world leaders grapple with intensified nuclear security threats, they should not be distracted by the immediate urgency of safeguarding nuclear facilities and slack of in addressing the fundamental problem of



terrorism,” observed the agency. President Barack Obama is hosting the fourth and last two-day nuclear security summit in Washington. China’s President Xi Jinping and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi are also participating in the event, where Japanese President Shinzo Abe and South Korean President Park Geun-hye are among the invited guests. President Obama will hold talks with President Xi, along with a trilateral meeting with guests from Tokyo and Seoul — a mini-summit on the sidelines that is bound to focus on the escalating nuclear crisis in the Korean Peninsula. Despite flaying Washington, it is evident that mutual accommodation is also part of the complex SinoU.S. nuclear story. People’s



Daily, China’s oicial newspaper, on Wednesday listed five areas of institutional cooperation that have contributed in the development of peaceful nuclear technology and curbed proliferation of atomic weapons. First, China and the U.S. have established an annual dialogue mechanism on nuclear security. Second, the two countries have established a China-based nuclear security centre, which began operations earlier this month. Besides, nuclear waste management is a joint priority, along with curbing illicit traicking of nuclear material. The daily said that a training centre on radiation detection has been established at the port of Qinhuangdao in North China’s Hebei Province to counter nuclear smuggling.



‘Easter bombing a test of Sharif’s clout’ Author says the attack marks a clear rejection by terrorists of Pakistan PM’s minority outreach SUHASINI HAIDAR NEW DELHI: The Easter attack in



Lahore that killed more than 70 people, including many women and children, was aimed at clearing out minorities, and is a test of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s recent outreach to the country’s Christians and Hindus, says Pakistani author and former member of Parliament Farahanaz Ispahani. “By attacking Christians celebrating Easter, the terrorists are continuing their quest to purify Pakistan of all religious minorities and those who don’t conform to their limited vision,” Ms. Ispahani, who authored a book on minorities in Pakistan this year called Purifying the Land of the Pure. “It was also a clear rejection of Mr. Sharif’s participation in Christmas celebrations this past winter and the announcement of Easter, Diwali and Holi as publicly mandated holidays,” Ms. Ispahani told CM YK



Farahanaz Ispahani. — PHOTO: WILSON CENTRE



The Hindu in response to questions sent by e-mail. According to the Pakistani census, Christians account for about 1.6 per cent of population, or 2.9 million, about the same as the Hindu population, figures that are on the decline. In a statement, Ehsanullah Ehsan, the spokesperson of the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (JA) had claimed responsibility for the attack, saying that “the target was Christians,” and added a dire message for the Pakistani Prime Minister.



“We want to send a message to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif that we have entered Lahore.” The TTP (JA) has carried out at least four other bombings, including one at Wagah border in the past few months. The attack comes as severe blow to Pakistan’s “National Action Plan” on terrorism that was launched after the killing of more than 130 children at the military school in Peshawar in December 2014. At the time, PM Sharif had vowed to make no distinction between “good terrorists and bad terrorists.” By September 2015, a Terrorism portal claimed terror attacks had decreased by as much as 70 per cent and hit their lowest in years. Further, an operation against sectarian group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, which targeted minorities in Punjab, was seen as a signal that the government would also act against groups previously not targeted by security forces. “They make distinc-



tions among terrorist groups but terrorists protect each other,” said Ms. Ispahani, countering that view. “As long as one group is allowed to function others will continue to operate in their shadow,” she added. In another signal from Mr. Sharif, the government ordered the execution of Mumtaz Qadri, the bodyguard of the former Punjab Governor Salman Taseer on March 1. Far from stemming the tide of Islamist radicalism, the execution has seen large crowds come out in support of Qadri and demanding that Sharia law be implemented in Pakistan. “The pro Qadri rally in Islamabad shows once again that Islamist mobs can overtake the capital of Pakistan, attempt to attack parliament and hold public rallies and we see no strong action by the government for many hours,” Ms. Ispahani said, adding that Mr. Sharif’s clout to stay the course in fighting terrorism, is now on test. ND-ND
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Credit growth is expected to be around ten per cent on the back of poor demand of large value credit - SANTANU MUKHERJEE, MD, State Bank of Hyderabad



SENSEX 30-03-16 25,338 29-03-16 24,900



438 POINTS



GOLD 30-03-16 29-03-16



MUMBAI



28,370 28,160



Tata Steel to sell U.K. operations The company attributes its decision to the deteriorating financial performance of the subsidiary PARVATHI MENON



W



ith Tata Steel rejecting a two-year, £100-million rescue plan proposed by steel unions to save Port Talbot, the biggest of its steel manufacturing plants in the United Kingdom, and deciding instead to put its entire U.K. steel operation on the market, the country’s beleaguered steel industry has been plunged into crisis. Thousands of workers at Port Talbot, and in plants at Rotherham, Corby and Shotton face imminent job losses should the company opt for closure before a buyer can be found. Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn has called for parliament, currently in recess for the Easter break, to be reconvened to discuss the “strategic risk to the United Kingdom if it loses its steel-making industry,” the BBC reported. The government DISTRESS is looking at the opSALE tion of a management-worker buyout corus of the operation, a plan that the unions had put forward to Tata Steel, and which the company had rejected. With the livelihoods of 15,000 steel workers and their families, and another 45,000 in the supply chain, at risk, the call for renationalising the steel industry has been raised by the unions and several parties across the political spectrum. The British Steel Corporation was privatised in 1988. Media in the U.K has quoted Mr. Koushik Chatterjee, Group Executive Director, Tata Steel Limited as saying that the decision to sell had come after a nine-year period in which the company had made losses of two billion pounds. Tata Steel in a statement attributed its decision to “deteriorating financial performance of the UK subsidiary in the last twelve months.” It added that global steel demand has remained “muted” following the financial crisis of 2008. In ad-



Amazon starts work on biggest campus outside U.S. in Hyderabad



E



-commerce giant Amazon has begun work on its biggest campus outside the US in Gachibowli, Hyderabad and said that India continues to be one of the highest priority markets as it looks to invest with a long-term focus. Spread over nearly 10 acres, the campus will be Amazon’s biggest campus in the country and as well as the largest outside the U.S. This marks Amazon’s second significant investment in Telangana in one year. Last year it had inaugurated one of its biggest fulfilment centres in the country here. Telangana Minister for IT and Panchayat Raj K.T. Rama Rao laid the foundation stone at the new site on Wednesday. The new state-of-the-art campus is expected to be ready by 2019 and will house thousands of employees managing back-end operations for Amazon’s various global business and technology teams, a release said. — PTI



Exchange Rates Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m on March 30



TT TT Currencies Buying Selling U.S. Dollar 66.17 66.49 Euro 74.96 75.34 Pound Sterling 95.42 95.89 Jap Yen (100 Units) 58.87 59.15 Chinese Yuan 10.20 10.28 Swiss Franc 68.69 69.06 Singapore Dollar 48.92 49.17 Australian Dollar 50.74 51.00 Canadian Dollar 50.81 51.06 Swedish Kroner 8.11 8.15 Danish Kroner 10.06 10.11 New Zealand Dollar 45.83 46.06 Hongkong Dollar 8.53 8.58 Malaysian Ringitt 16.82 16.94 Kuwaiti Dinar 218.78 220.57 UAE Dirham 18.01 18.11 Bahraini Dinar 174.30 177.62 Qatari Riyal 18.21 18.25 Saudi Riyal 17.68 17.72 Omani Riyal 171.27 173.29 Source: Indian Bank



Bullion Rates March 30 rates in rupees with previous rates in brackets



Chennai Bar Silver (1 kg) Retail (1 g) 24 ct gold (10 g) 22 ct gold (1 g)



36,770 39.30 29,100 2,721



CM YK



(36,265) (38.80) (28,750) (2,688)



The Corus steelworks at Teesside, northern England. With the livelihoods of 15,000 steel workers and their families, and another 45,000 in the supply chain, at risk, the call for renationalising the steel industry has been raised by the unions. — PHOTO: REUTERS



Tata Steel says that it cannot hold on to its loss-making steel operations for much longer dition, the global oversupply of steel – a reference to dumping of steel by China – and “significant increase in third-country exports into Europe, high manufacturing costs, continued weakness in domestic market demand in steel and a volatile currency” are behind the decision to sell. Only last week, Tata Steel sold its two Scottish plants at Clydebridge and Dalzell to the Scottish government, from whom Liberty House will buy them. Tata Steel is already in the process of selling its business in Scunthorpe, U.K. to Greybull Capital, an investment firm. Roy Rickhuss, General Secretary of the steelworkers’ union Community, the largest in the



steel industry has called upon the Tata management to act as a “responsible seller.” Tata Steel has made no commitment on a time frame to sell, but has indicated that it cannot hold on to its loss-making steel operations for much longer. Acquisition timing Piyush Pandey from Mumbai adds: In 2007, when the global economy was healthy with no hint of an impending economic disaster, Mr. Ratan Tata, then chairman of Tata Group made India’s largest overseas bid of $12 billion to buy Anglo-Dutch steel-maker Corus, propelling Tata Steel to the big league of the global steel industry. The deal was funded mostly through debt. A senior Tata Sons oicial, who has worked closely with Mr. Tata, told The Hindu, “When we acquired Corus (renamed Tata Steel Europe), people said it’s a logical move for Tata Steel. It catapulted



Tata Steel into the top 10 in the world. Corus at that time was profitable. But, acquisitions are not easy.”In 2009, Mr Tata himself admitted to the wrong timing of the acquisition. “If one had known there was going to be a meltdown, then yes (we went too far) but nobody knew,” Mr. Tata had said in an interview to the Sunday Times. Standard & Poor's Ratings Services (S&P) said that Tata Steel’s decision to sell its UK assets will be positive for the credit profile of the company. “The restructuring will help strengthen the financial ratios of Tata Steel,” said Mehul Sukkawala, Standard & Poor's credit analyst. “However, this improvement may not be enough to raise the rating, given that the ratios are currently very weak. Also, in the absence of a finalized restructuring plan, the impact on Tata Steel's credit ratios is currently uncertain.” Tata Steel shares jumped 6.75 per cent to Rs. 324.40 in Mumbai on Wednesday.
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Foxconn to buy Sharp after slashing original ofer



SunEdison bankruptcy risk casts solar shadow



TOKYO/TAIPEI: Taiwan’s Foxconn



G. BALACHANDAR



agreed to acquire Japan’s Sharp Corp at a big discount to its original ofer, capping a month of wrangling that sowed more doubt over whether the two companies can work well together and fend of fierce competition from rivals. Foxconn, formally known as Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., will pay about $3.5 billion for a two-thirds stake, cutting its initial ofer by nearly $900 million following the emergence of previously undisclosed liabilities at Sharp. The deal marks the largest acquisition by a foreign company in Japan’s insular tech industry and the end of independence for a 100-year-old company that started out making belt buckles and mechanical pencils. It also gives the world’s top electronics contract manufacturer control of Sharp’s advanced screen technology which it does not have, and helps strengthen its pricing power with major client Apple Inc. Under the revised terms, Foxconn will pay 88 yen per Sharp share, the companies said in a statement, a 35 per cent discount to Wednesday’s close and likely reflecting in part Chinese obsession with the lucky number eight. Foxconn has also agreed to buy all 200 billion yen ($1.7 billion) worth of preferred shares owned by Sharp’s two main creditor banks, a source familiar with the matter said. It also has the option of increasing its stake in Sharp next year. The firms had been on the verge of finalising terms last month when contingent liabilities at Sharp were suddenly revealed, causing Foxconn to hit the pause button on the deal. That revived ill will from four years ago, when Foxconn agreed to take a stake in Sharp. — Reuters
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CHENNAI: The escalating fears



of a possible bankruptcy at U.S. solar company SunEdison have cast a shadow in India. Industry representatives and analysts are concerned that the trickle down impact on its Indian arm may drag down the pace of growth in the solar energy sector. The U.S solar firm has not only a huge pipeline of solar projects in the country, but has also committed huge investments. The company is also known for its aggressive bidding on solar projects. In fact, this aggression is also cited as the principal reason for solar tarifs falling below Rs.5 per kWh. “Their pipe-



the parent, has come as a shocker. It has warned that SunEdison had liquidity diiculties and and hinted at the possibility of going bankrupt. Also, it has said that SunEdison may not be able to perform some agreements relatNEWS ANALYSIS ing to projects in India. This has fuelled a big concern line was very big. They over its impact on the Indian thought that the projects arm and its business here. Pashupathy Gopalan, Head they were developing or buying from outside could be of Indian operations, SunEdisold” to TerraForm, a renew- son, was not available for able energy consultant told comment as his oice said he The Hindu on the condition was travelling to the U.S. Though SunEdison’s agof anonymity. “As long as you keep rotating the money, it is gressive bidding made the fine. If something stops, all government and others hapthe problems shoot up. With py as the solar tarif was fallthe fall of its arm, SunEdison ing, the model remained a is in trouble, and it will defi- major concern throughout nitely have an impact on In- the sector as many a serious dian business,” he said. It is player felt it was not a susalso gleaned from sources tainable model. Even as the company’s balthat none of the projects that are bid below Rs.5 in the solar ance sheet was depleting, it segment have achieved fi- continued its aggressive bidding in India, which, the innancial closure as yet. In January 2015, it entered dustry analysts felt, was not a into an agreement with Guja- right approach. “Yes, everyone wants the rat-based Adani group to invest up to $4 billion in a solar solar tarifs to go gown, and PV (photovoltaic) manufac- that is good for the industry turing unit. A few months and people. But, there is a ago, SunEdison said that it phase through which it has to would execute close to 2 GW move so that the industry of projects during the next takes that kind of a shock. It can’t be too fast either,” the couple of years. Read against this back- industry consultant added. Unless the companies that drop, the warning from TerraForm Global , a listed arm were building the projects of SunEdison that owns and made money, the industry operates solar farms built by could not go forward.



E-commerce norms may prove to be a dampener SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



NEW DELHI: The government’s



foreign direct investment norms for e-commerce marketplaces issued on Tuesday may prove to be a dampener for consumers due to the clampdown on pricing freedom for marketplace operators and lack of adequate post-sales safeguards. . “There are many anti-consumer points… It says that discounts will be to a certain point and by sellers only. How can a government dictate terms of business to anybody? If there is anything called as predatory pricing, the Competition Commission should be looking into it,” said Arvind K Singhal, Chairman, Technopak. Terming the policy as “irrational” and “ill-conceived”, he said, “Marketplace business models have been operating in India for many years. It is not that the government has opened up the sector now, they just legalised it. Then the question to the government should be why they allowed these companies to operate illegally till now.” Mr Singhal also said that the new policy will cast a cloud of uncertainty on several Indian start-ups that have raised funding from foreign entities. The Hindu spoke to a wide array of retail businesses, industry groups and experts to assess the impact of the new FDI guidelines. Oline Vs Online battle “The biggest take away is that now e-commerce players will operate as technology providers and not as retailers. Marketplaces should behave like marketplaces and provide technology platforms to sellers by charging a fee rather than getting into an inventory-based model. Fees should be their only income; this can put an end to the predatory pricing and provide level playing field for all,” Kishore Biyani, Group CEO of Future Group told The Hindu. Govind Shrikhande, Managing Director of Shoppers



Retailers will not be able to extend lucrative discounts to attract customers Stop Ltd said the new norms would make the market more mature. “It will help the whole ecosystem. So far, marketplaces were busy building valuations. Initially, the business was created with good intention but it was lost in the craze to build valuation. Now, everyone knows what is legal and what is illegal and will operate accordingly.” Consumer electronics and cell phone makers, which are among the hardest hit by ecommerce discounts, are also hopeful that the new guidelines would put an end to predatory pricing. “All trade was impacted as a result of deep discounts ofered by these marketplaces, particularly those selling books, mobile phones and footwear, and even vegetable vendors,” said Tarvinder Singh, Vice President of All India Mobile Retailers’ Association. Consumer Conundrum While e-commerce companies said they are still evaluating the implications of the FDI policy stance on pricing decisions, a senior executive in one of the top marketplaces said that discounts are usually ofered by them in association with the inventory owners (read sellers). It’s not yet clear whether this will mean an end to all discounting practices or specific marquee sales organised by marketplace operators on specific occasions. “Going by the current guidelines, marketplace retail-



ers will not be able to extend lucrative discounts to attract customers. However, it appears that with the consent and association of the owner of the inventory, the e-retailers may yet be able to provide additional promotional discounts,” Aamir Jariwala, Secretary, E-commerce Coalition said. Additionally, the customer might be left in the lurch thanks to two other conditions in the policy. Marketplaces have been allowed to provide services such as warehousing, logistics support, order fulfillment and payment collection to the seller. However, ‘post sales, delivery of goods to the customer and customer satisfaction will be the responsibility of the seller.’ “If a customer is buying from Amazon or Flipkart and they are not satisfied, then the platform has to be accountable for that, because any normal customer won’t (connect with) the sellers,” said Mr Singhal. Experts also said that if the marketplace can provide logistics support, then they should be accountable for the quality of the final product they deliver. Who benefits? The restriction, on a single vendor or its group companies in contributing no more than 25 per cent to an e-commerce platform’s sale value,would afect players like Flipkart and Amazon who get “a healthy portion of their business” from WS Retail and Cloudtail, their group companies, respectively. “Exact numbers are not available, but it is definitely more than 25 per cent (in these cases),” said Sanchit Vir Gogia, Chief Analyst and CEO, Greyhound Research.”
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‘Market access for India’s services key to BTIA’ The two governments hope to make progress on the deal during the 13th EU India Summit in Brussels on March 30 the liberalisation of trade in services in the BTIA talks. Being considered ‘data secure’ is crucial for a number of services especially in the IT and ITES sectors. Similarly, for the textile sector, “if access is not available, the negotiations go through a diicult patch. We still negotiate hoping there will be some give and take,” Ms. Sitharaman said. In response to a question on what had stalled the negotiations, Ms. Sitharaman said, the contours of the discussions had recently been widened by the EU to involve investments, not just trade in goods and services, converting a free trade agreement into a broader scope trade and investment agreement.



SRIRAM LAKSHMAN



O



btaining greater access to the market for services in the European Union (EU) is key for the progress of the Broadbased Trade and Investment Agreement (BTIA) between the EU and India, Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharman told The Hindu in an exclusive telephone interview in Brussels. The two governments are hoping to make progress on the trade deal during the BRUSSELS 13th EU India Summit in Brussels on SUMMIT March 30. In a global ecotrade nomic climate of falling demand and competitive currency devaluations, the textile industry was among those that had approached the Commerce Ministry and expressed a view that a free trade agreement with the EU would be beneficial to it, Ms. Sitharaman said. How-



We still negotiate hoping there will be some give and take, says Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharman



ever, she added that India would also take up the issue of market access for its services in the EU. ‘Data secure’ “On services, for instance, In-



dia cannot be sitting and watching on data security,” Ms. Sitharaman said. India has not been granted “data secure” status by the EU, and this has hampered the progress of negotiations around



Visa issues Re-iterating that India was not happy with higher fees for temporary United States work visas (H-1B and L-1 caterogies) Ms. Sitharaman said, “We are very clear we are taking them [the U.S.] to the WTO.” India initiated a dispute with the U.S at the WTO



on this issue on March 3. This is against an increasingly disputatious background between India and the U.S. in the WTO with the trade body recently ruling in favour of the US in a case involving domestic component requirements in India’s solar panel program. India is also considering filing a counter complaint with the WTO on similar practices in the U.S. The government’s objections to visa regimes extend beyond the U.S. After Brussels, Ms. Sitharaman will go to London where she will discuss U.K. visa issues with Immigration Minister, Mr. James Brokenshire. Ms. Sitharaman said U.K. visa rules discriminate against Indian technical professionals including because they have hiked visa fees and have numerical caps on visas. Earlier in March, the U.K. government announced a fee hike across most visa categories including Tier 2 visas, used to employ skilled foreign workers in the U.K.



ADB lowers India’s growth forecast to 7.4 % for 2016-17 gross domestic product is forecast to grow to 7.8 per NEW DELHI: With the failure of cent for the fiscal year to the government to push March 2018, according to the through the Goods and Ser- latest Asian Development vices Tax and the Land and Outlook 2016 released on Labour Reforms, the Asian Wednesday. During the fiscal year endDevelopment Bank has lowered India’s growth forecast ed March 31, 2016, a pickup in to 7.4 per cent from an earlier manufacturing, private conestimate of 7.6 per cent for the sumption, and capital expenfinancial year ending March diture by the government helped ofset a double-digit 31, 2017. “The potential growth of decline in exports. Imports contracted largely the country can be raised further if it can successfully im- due to a sharply lower oil bill, plement necessary reforms while inflation remained including unifying the tax re- broadly subdued on the back gime, improving labour mar- of lower global commodity ket regulations, and opening prices, although there was a further to foreign direct in- pickup in food prices in the vestment and trade,” said second half. Measures to enADB Chief Economist Shang- courage more foreign direct Jin Wei. India is one of the fas- investment resulted in a dratest growing large economies matic surge in investment, acin the world and will likely re- cording to the report. Ongomain so in the near-term, he ing eforts to curb spending and increased tax revenues said. The South Asian nation’s saw the government achieve SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



India still faces significant challenges to finance the infrastructure



The potential growth of the country can be raised further if it can successfully improve labour market regulations, says ADB Chief Economist Shang-Jin Wei. — FILE PHOTO



its budget deficit reduction target. After two years of decline, consumer inflation is likely to accelerate, fuelled by the salary hike for civil servants and a



mild pickup in global oil prices, with inflation expected to average 5.4 per cent in the fiscal year ending March 31, 2017, rising to 5.8 per cent in next year.



During the subsequent financial year, a weak global economy will continue to weigh on exports, particularly India’s refined petroleum products, ofsetting a further pickup in domestic consumption, due in part to an impending salary hike for government employees on the implementation of the seventh pay commission award. Public investment, though, will remain strong as the government taps savings from lower oil costs to boost spending, according to ADB. Strengthened public banks and corporate deleveraging will result in an uptick in bank credit and boost private



spending, including on infrastructure. As large economies show a mild growth rebound, ADB expects exports to recover. “With government policy actions in place, the business environment should improve.” India still faces significant challenges to finance the infrastructure it needs to deliver sustainable growth, with funding requirements estimated at around $200 billion a year through 2017-18. Public banks’ non-performing assets and an overleveraged corporate sector leave limited scope for more private investment in infrastructure and highlight the need for policy actions, according to ADB. In 2017-18, strengthened public banks and corporate de-leveraging are expected to result in an uptick in bank credit and boost private spending, including on infrastructure.
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Budget sets priorities for government spending TCA SHARAD RAGHAVAN NEW DELHI: Budget 2016-17 has introduced a new classification system for the Centre’s spending, according the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme the highest priority by deeming it ‘Core of the Core’. The new system divides Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS) into three categories: Core of the Core, Core, and Optional Schemes. This system is based on the recommendations of a subcommittee of chief ministers formed by Niti Aayog for the rationalisation of the CSS. “For efective outcome based monitoring of implementation of the programmes and schemes and to ensure optimum utilisation of resources, an exercise to rationalise Plan and NonPlan schemes of all Ministries and Departments had been undertaken,” a Plan Outlay document tabled in Parliament along with the Budget said. “The existing programmes and schemes have been re-organised into outcome-based Umbrella programmes and schemes to avoid thin spread of resources.” This system has been put in place as a run-up to the next financial year, when the Plan/Non-Plan distinction in government expenditure will be done away with. As per the new system, the Core of the Core schemes will retain their expenditure allocation framework. For example, MGNREGA had 75 per cent of the material expenditure from the Centre and 25 per cent from the states. The Core schemes will have a 60:40 formula, while the Optional schemes will have a 50:50 formula, with the states having the flexibility to decide whether to invest in these or not. “This new classification system is meaningless,” M Govinda Rao, Professor Emeritus at the National In-



The rural sector, a priority, is in a mess, so the Centre has to take action stitute of Public Finance and Policy said. “You cannot have 30-odd specific-purpose transfers (where central funds are transferred for a specific use) without any standard of outcomes. The new system does not address this issue of linking expenditure to outcomes, it simply re-classifies the expenditure.” Under the new classification, eight schemes will be classified as Core of the Core. including MGNREGA and all the umbrella schemes for the upliftment of minorities, Scheduled Castes, and Scheduled Tribes. The Core schemes, 33 in number, include schemes as far-ranging as the Krishi Unnati Yojana, the Smart Cities programme, and the modernisation of the police force. “It is a good move. The classification is trying to segregate the schemes by importance,” Rajiv Kumar, senior fellow at the Centre for Policy Research told The Hindu. “The state governments were earlier taking their own decisions regarding many of these schemes. Now the Centre has said that some are important schemes and the states can take their own decisions regarding the others.” “Till 2014-15, out of 66 CSS, almost 86 per cent of the Central assistance was accounted for by only 17 schemes (known as 'Flagship Schemes' on account of their size and scale). The balance 49 schemes received low budgetary allocations,” the report by the Niti Aayog subcommittee found. “However, since even in the low-budget schemes, some Central assistance was available; the States therefore felt compelled to implement them all, so as to avail of matching assistance,” the report added.
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Srikanth shown the door BADMINTON / Saina and Sindhu advance; Ajay Jayaram goes down fighting NEW DELHI: Defending champion K. Srikanth failed to play the big points better against World No. 7 Tian Houwei and became the first major casualty of the $300,000 India Open badminton at the Siri Fort Indoor Stadium here on Wednesday. Srikanth, unseeded this time after going out of the top-10 in world rankings, had his chances in the deciding game but Houwei came out superior with a 21-13, 17-21, 24-22 victory. This was Houwei’s sixth victory in seven meetings with the Indian. This result also helped him avenge the lone defeat suffered last month at Hyderabad in the Asian Team championship. Ajay Jayaram and B. Sai Praneeth also could not survive the first round. Germany’s Marc Zweibler stopped Ajay and Indonesia’s Sony Dwi Kuncoro dumped Sai Praneeth in straight games. Defending champion Saina Nehwal and P.V. Sindhu, the country’s hopes for the ladies title here, made short work of qualifiers to enter the second round. After Saina rolled past compatriot Tanvi Lad, Sindhu made the second round late in the evening by drubbing Italian qualifier JeanineCicognini in quick time. Important results (first round, Indians unless stated): Men: Sony Dwi Kuncoro (Ina) bt B. Sai Praneeth 22-20, 21-13; Marc Zwiebler (Ger) bt Ajay Jayaram 21-12, 13-21, 21-19; Tian



CHENNAI: A consultant for the



BREEZY START: Saina Nehwal had an easy opening round against



compatriot Tanvi Lad in the Indian Open Badminton Championship. — PHOTO: SANDEEP SAXENA Houwei (Chn) bt K. Srikanth 21-13, 1721, 24-22. Women: Saina Nehwal bt Tanvi Lad 21-7, 21-13; Wang Shixian (Chn) bt Ruthvika Shivani Gadde 21-



10, 21-14; Rituparna Das bt Anura Prabhudesai 21-18, 21-15; P.V. Sindhu bt Jeanine Cicognini (Ita) 21-8, 21-8. — Special Correspondent



Multi-class championship gets under way today PERNEM (GOA): The scenic setting



of the Chapora river’s estuary will serve as the quay for the Goa International Sailing Week’s multi-class championship that gets under way on Thursday evening. The serrated sand banks of the pier present a pretty picture of the traditional alongside the modern, as fishing vessels rub shoulders with high speed motor boats. The hilly ridge opposite the wharf has the medieval ChapCM YK



Kohli’s brilliance earned him the respect of the Aussies: Sriram S. DINAKAR



SAILING



A. JOSEPH ANTONY



CRICKET



ora fort, a silent sentinel to a bygone age, at the tip that ends in the Arabian Sea. Launch operations may require tow boats if there is a high tide, but beyond that barrier, it should be sailing nirvana with winds averaging 15 knots and expected to gust stronger over the coming days. Coastal national championships in the Laser, Laser Radial and Hobie 16 classes will be conducted along with the Boardsailing National ranking event and the Topper Grand



Prix. They will be open to the fully paid up members of the appropriate class’ national or state associations. The regatta will be governed by The Racing Rules of Sailing. The class and championship rules of each international class association will apply except for any that are altered by the Notice of Race (NOR) or the sailing instructions. Crew substitution is not permitted except in case of proven accident or illness and on approval by the organising authority.



Australian team, along with Michael Hussey, in the ICC World Twenty20, S. Sriram provided a fascinating insider’s account of the gripping clash in Mohali in an exclusive chat with The Hindu. He believes India is the favourite for the title. “Before the match (against India), the talk in the Aussie dressing room was whoever won that league game would go on to win the cup. India will be hard to beat from this point, having found momentum and confidence.” The former India cricketer recalled the vibrant clash. “I was sitting next to Hussey in the dugout. And the talk was we had to somehow get Kohli. Despite the early wickets, we knew he was the main man.” Sriram said Kohli’s brilliance earned him the respect of the Aussies. “Although the Aussies were disappointed, there was great admiration for Kohli. In fact, captain Steve Smith said to his men, “We can emulate the way Kohli soaked up the pressure and the manner in which he paced the innings on the chase despite India losing wickets.’” “It was a very clever innings. The boundary on one side of the ground (on the leg-side) was long and Kohli placed the ball in that area and ran the twos incredibly hard. And he attacked the other side of the ground where the boundary square of the wicket was short.”



“We were denied by the brilliance of one batsman. We were very much in the game till the 16th over. We needed a wicket at that point. The game turned in the last four overs. It was an inspired innings.” “Smith was extremely disappointed with the decision he got. He was convinced in his mind that he did not edge the ball. It was a vital moment since he is such a fine player of spin. And it was not an easy wicket to bat on. We needed Smith in the middle.” The Chennai cricketer has a contract that enables Cricket Australia to utilise his services for a minimum of 40 days in 2016. He became the first Indian to be a member of the support staf in the Australian senior cricket team when it visited South Africa for a three-match T20 series this year. Australia came from behind for a 2-1 triumph. Sriram said, “The Australians are very welcoming and receptive to ideas. Coach Darren Lehmann wants me to constantly communicate with him. Smith is a very good student of the game, willing to learn and listen. Many said Glen Maxwell would be difficult to handle but I got along very well with him. He has an open mind.” Sriram’s next assignment for Australia will be a tour of Sri Lanka in July this year. Before that, he is looking forward to working under Rahul Dravid in the Delhi Daredevils team during the IPL.
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FIFA docks Mohammedan SC three points NEW DELHI: FIFA’s disciplinary committee has taken action against Mohammedan Sporting Club for failing to pay the remuneration to its contracted player Samuel Shore. According to the decision taken by the FIFA disciplinary committee, three points have been deducted from Mohammedan Sporting Club’s tally



from the Second Division League season final round. This decision has been taken since Mohammedan Sporting Club failed to pay the contracted remuneration to Shore. Mohammedan Sporting topped the Eastern Conference group with 16 points from eight matches to advance to the final round of the division. — PTI



Delhi HC orders AITA to send entry for seniors World meet



TENNIS



Djokovic in quarterfinals



NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court



has instructed the All India Tennis Association (AITA) to send the team entries for the Seniors World Championship to be held in Helsinki, Finland, from June 19 to 26. The AITA had refused to send the team entries of the senior players competing in the 50 plus, 55 plus and 60 plus age group events, despite repeated requests to the AITA and a representation to the Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Since it was at no cost to the AITA, the players, led by Rakesh Kohli who is No.1 in the 55 plus section in the country, were keen to fight their case, despite the preliminary entry deadline having passed on March 28. With the AITA being adamant that it was in no position to focus on the seniors, despite the fact that Rakesh Kohli himself had represented the country five times in team events since 2008, including once in the company of the former Haryana Chief Minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda, the deadline had elapsed before the court hearing the Civil Writ Petition No.2800. “We are all free to play the individual singles and doubles events on the basis of our world ranking. But, it is a matter of pride to represent the country in the team event, be part of the march past and walk with the national flag”, said Rakesh Kohli.



Vikram in final CHENNAI: It was mixed luck for two Indians, Vikram Malhotra and Ravi Dixit in the Malaysian Tour 2016 leg one, a PSA world tour event being held in Malaka. While the US based Vikram negotiated his way ahead playing two rounds in one day to reach the final, Ravi crashed out in the first round. The 125th ranked Vikram, who is seeded five, got past Tsz Kwan Lau of Hong Kong in the first round and later in the day upset Muhd Asyraf Azan 11-9, 11-5, 8-11, 11-8 to book a semifinal berth. Then in the semifinal on Wednesday, Vikram needed just 28 minutes to down Ben Grindrod of New Zealand 11-5, 11-8, 11-3. Ravi lost to the second seed Muhd Asyraf Azan 11-13, 6-11, 5-11.



Novak Djokovic stretched his Miami win streak to 13 matches when he outplayed Dominic Thiem 6-3, 6-4.— PHOTO: AFP MIAMI: World No. 1 Novak Djo-



kovic was struggling to play his best, but held firm when pressed to the brink on Tuesday and battled into the ATP and WTA Miami Open quarterfinals. The two-time defending champion outplayed Austrian 14th seed Dominic Thiem 6-3, 6-4, stretching his Miami win streak to 13 matches to book a last-eight date against Czech seventh seed Tomas Berdych. “Straight set win but far from easy. It was a tough match,” Djokovic said. “I kept my serves. But I made a lot of double faults and he had me under a lot of pressure.” Djokovic, a five-time Miami winner overall, rescued 13 of 14 break points, four of them in the last game of the first set and four more in a dramatic 14-min-



ute final game before hitting a forehand winner on his fourth match-point opportunity. “I had some luck in that last game where he missed a couple of easy forehands to get the break back and get into the match,” Djokovic said. “I stayed tough when it was most needed. The important moments I tried to make him play, make him run.” The results: Men: Fourth round: David Goffin bt Horacio Zeballos 7-5, 6-3; Tomas Berdych bt Richard Gasquet 6-4, 3-6, 7-5; Gilles Simon bt Lucas Pouille 6-0, 6-1; Nick Kyrgios bt Andrey Kuznetsov 7-6(3), 6-3; Milos Raonic bt Damir Dzumhur 6-0, 6-3; Novak Djokovic bt Dominic Thiem 6-3, 6-4; Gael Monfils bt Grigor Dimitrov 67(5), 6-3, 6-3; Kei Nishikori bt Roberto Bautista Agut 6-2, 6-4. Women: Quarterfinals: Timea Bacsinszky bt Simona Halep 4-6, 6-3, 6-2. — AFP



Paes in quarterfinals NEW DELHI: Multiple Grand Slam champion and former World No.1 doubles star Leander Paes and Sam Groth of Australia made the doubles quarterfinals of the $75,000 men’s Challenger in Leon, Mexico. They squeezed their way past Joao Souza of Brazil and Yuichi Sugita of Japan 6-2, 4-6, 12-10 and will play Andre Ghem and Fabrico Neis of Brazil in the quarterfinals. In the $10,000 ITF men’s Futures in Bahrain, Kunal Anand



survived three matchpoints as he bounced back from being down 3-5 in the decider to beat Aria Harajchi of Switzerland 6-2, 3-6, 7-5 in the pre-quarterfinals. The results: $75,000 Challenger men, Leon, Mexico: Doubles (prequarterfinals): Sam Groth (Aus) & Leander Paes bt Joao Souza (Bra) & Yuichi Sugita (Jpn) 6-2, 4-6, 12-10. $10,000 ITF men, Manama, Bahrain: Singles (pre-quarterfinals): Kunal Anand bt Aria Harajchi (Sui) 6-2, 3-6, 7-5. ND-ND
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Rampaging Roy rockets England past New Zealand The feeling when a shining star gets all the attention RAKESH RAO



SCOREBOARD



NEW DELHI: England opener Ja-



son Roy turned the World T20’s first semifinal into a one-sided contest by shutting the door on New Zealand much before the seven-wicket triumph was achieved at the Ferozeshah Kotla ground. After restricting New Zealand to 153 for eight, England covered the distance by riding on a whirlwind 78 from Roy, the Man of the Match, who brought the 35,000strong crowd repeatedly to its feet by hoisting two sixes and 11 boundaries in a ruthless display of strokeplay. By the time Roy left, bowled by leg-spinner Ish Sodhi, the score was 110. Though skipper Eoin Morgan fell to the first ball he faced and left Sodhi eyeing a hat-trick, Jos Buttler joined Joe Root and the two ensured that Roy’s absence was not felt. Buttler’s four and two sixes of Sodhi in the 17th over that produced 22 runs hastened the end. When the 18th over started, Buttler was again in the midst of action. He signalled England’s entry into the final in style by hoisting Santner for six over mid-wicket. Earlier, unlike the first four matches, Kane Williamson lost the toss. But Morgan dared to field first, letting the Kiwis remain in their comfort zone. After all, New Zealand CM YK



TAKE THAT! Jason Roy swatted aside the Kiwi challenge at the top of the order, allowing England to



canter home with a fair measure of comfort. — PHOTO: R. V. MOORTHY had batted first and won all four times. And if the six overs of PowerPlay were anything to go by, New Zealand was well on way to set a challenging total. Though Martin Guptill could not get going, hitting three boundaries in 15, Williamson and Colin Munro took the score to 51 at the end of the PowerPlay. The duo continued to build on the early momentum and raised 74 runs with New Zealand looking for a big total, having reached 91 in the 11th over. As it turned out, it was at this point that the proceedings took a turn in favour of



앫 Roy hoisted two sixes and



11 boundaries in a ruthless display of strokeplay



앫 Buttler’s four and two sixes off Sodhi in the 17th over hastened the end



England. And there was no other twist. It was England all the way — first the bowlers and then the openers played New Zealand out of the contest. Moeen Ali provided the breakthrough by holding on to a return catch ofered by Williamson. Munro, the more aggressive partner in the sec-



ond-wicket stand, fell 16 runs later with Moeen completing the dismissal of Liam Plunkett. After Ross Taylor failed to play to his reputation once again, New Zealand’s hopes of setting up a challenging total sufered a twin-blow with Ben Stokes sending back Luke Ronchi and a well-set Corey Anderson of successive deliveries in the 18th over. Thereafter, the New Zealand innings crawled to 153, a total that looked below par. And the way England got of to a flier, the target was made to look even smaller.



New Zealand: Martin Guptill c Buttler b Willey 15 (12b, 3x4), Kane Williamson c & b Ali 32 (28b, 3x4, 1x6), Colin Munro c Ali b Plunkett 46 (32b, 7x4, 1x6), Corey Anderson c Jordan b Stokes 28 (23b, 2x4, 1x6), Ross Taylor c Morgan b Jordan 6 (8b), Luke Ronchi c Willey b Stokes 3 (3b), Grant Elliott (not out) 4 (6b), Mitchell Santner c Jordan b Stokes 7 (6b, 1x4), Mitchell McClenaghan run out 1 (2b); Extras (b-1, lb-4, w-6): 1; Total (for eight wkts. in 20 overs): 153. Fall of wickets: 1-17 (Guptill), 2-91 (Williamson), 3-107 (Munro), 4-134 (Taylor), 5-139 (Ronchi), 6-139 (Anderson), 7-150 (Santner), 8-153 (McClenaghan). England bowling: David Willey 20-17-1, Chris Jordan 4-0-24-1, Liam Plunkett 4-0-38-1, Adil Rashid 4-033-0, Ben Stokes 4-0-26-3, Moeen Ali 2-0-10-1. England: Jason Roy b Sodhi 78 (44b, 11x4, 2x6), Alex Hales c Munro b Santner 20 (19b, 1x4, 1x6), Joe Root (not out) 27 (22b, 3x4), Eoin Morgan lbw b Sodhi 0 (1b), Jos Buttler (not out) 32 (17b, 2x4, 3x6); Extras (lb-1, w-1): 2; Total (for three wkts. in 17.1 overs): 159. Fall of wickets: 1-82 (Hales), 2110 (Roy), 3-110 (Morgan). New Zealand bowling: Corey Anderson 1-0-16-0, Adam Milne 3-027-0, Mitchell McClenaghan 3-024-0, Mitchell Santner 3.1-0-28-1, Ish Sodhi 4-0-42-2, Grant Elliott 3-0-21-0. Toss: England. Player of the match: Jason Roy. England won by seven wickets with 2.5 overs remaining.



GAUTAM GAMBHIR



S



ometimes in a team game, the entire spotlight is on one man. Like it is on Virat Kohli now. Everything about him is selling — his cricket, hairstyle, beard, tweets and maybe even his old toothbrush! There is a new term to describe this wave — ‘KOHLIFIED’. I’m loving every bit of this as I feel that young man deserves all of this and more. But at the same time I also feel sad for the others in the team who must be feeling dwarfed in comparison to Virat. I have been a part of teams which had the original great man — Sachin Tendulkar. I remember during the 2007-08 tour of Australia, Sachin paaji would get all the attention from the locals. Attention imbalance Each time he walked onto the field of play he’d get a standing ovation. And also when he walked of the field. Lesser mortals like me didn’t realise what was going on as it was the first time I had seen a batsman being applauded of the field even when he hadn’t scored much. Paaji was a popular man in the team and no one



grudged this attention imbalance. Some individuals relish the fact that they are not drawing attention and can quietly go about their game while others want to show of. I am sure the present dressing-room of the Indian team would be similar. Team management’s role As they prepare to take on the West Indies in the semifinal, there would be some players craving for attention. They’d need to be told/reminded how good they are and the team is not all about Virat. They’d like the media to be talking about them, photographers freezing their frame loaded with an exquisite coverdrive and cricket experts terming their technique exemplary. This is where the team-man-



agement’s role comes in. They need to be proactive in approach. Both the team director Ravi Shastri and batting coach Sanjay Bangar can play a significant role here. They have played in teams replete with stars and would know how the lesser-talented feel when everything is projected as a oneman show. It is extremely crucial to have an inclusive attitude towards the team members rather than being an obsessed father reprimanding the average child and extolling the other. In some ways even the West Indies have a similar challenge. I think they do well to leave Chris Gayle alone while the rest of the bunch have regimented routines. The entire cricketing world is waiting for the contest, which has a lot in store, to begin. There are plenty of theories about the nature of the pitch floating around . I think it will be a flat track full of runs, something which West Indies will enjoy. Having said that, India are clear favourites as I feel my West Indian friends lack the discipline to win. Unless our team gets too carried away by ‘Kohlimania’ and loses the plot. — Hawkeye Communications ND-ND
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Australia stays on course for fourth Chasing 133 for victory, England’s batting capitulates to fall short by by five runs UTHRA GANESAN NEW DELHI: There are matches



that teams win. And then there are games that teams contrive to lose, inexplicably, from a position of strength. The England women’s team would place firmly in the second category after its World T20 semifinal against defending champion Australia, imploding miserably to lose by five runs here on Wednesday. The last time the two met in the semifinals of the competition, England had come of the winner, going on to lift the title in the inaugural edition on 2009. There was to be no repeat this time as the unbeaten side’s middle order was exposed brutally by the Aussies, who booked their fourth straight final spot. Chasing 133, England was only able to reach 127 for seven in 20 overs with a combination of nerves of reckless shots. Aggressive skipper Australia captain Meg Lanning, named Player of the Match, had said her team would be aggressive and she stuck to her promise both with the bat and the ball. Her 50-ball 55 was the highlight of the Aussie innings and her two brilliant catches to dismiss well-set England openers Charlotte Edwards and Tamsin Beaumont ensured the chase would not materialise. England elected to field on a good batting wicket and it looked for a while that Charlotte had taken the right call before her batters failed to cope with the pressure of the climb-



Windies women have the wherewithal to stun New Zealand MUMBAI: On one side, you have a



ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR: Meg Lanning (left) and her team are a happy lot after besting England in the first semifinal on Wednesday. — PHOTO: R.V. MOORTHY



England had the momentum in the first 10 overs but we were able to pick up wickets and that kept us in the game. — Meg Lanning ing run rate. Despite Lanning’s innings, and a quick start by openers Alyssa Healy and Elyse Villani, Australia would have felt at least 15 runs short, thanks mainly to some exceptional fielding from the English including two



direct run outs from the deep by Natalie Scriver and and Anya Shrubsole, the latter sending back Lanning. England’s chase disintegrated in the last seven overs, going from 61 for no loss in nine overs to 127 for seven in 20, losing six wickets for just 39 runs. Australia fought back to prove why it is a three-time defending champion, diving around to save runs and bowling a tight line that forced England to go for the big shots. Those came of occasionally but more often than not, found a fielder in the deep. Edwards and Beaumont farmed the field, the placing and timing of their shots a delight to watch. Batting looked easy and ev-



Narsingh’s winner deflates England



Redemption Mario Gotze brushed of a frustrating season on Bayern Munich’s bench to net in Germany’s 4-1 thumping of Italy on Tuesday as the world champion redeemed its England defeat. Gotze netted Germany’s second goal against Italy at Bayern’s Allianz Arena in Munich after Toni Kroos had put the host ahead.
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LONDON: Substitute Luciano Narsingh’s contested 77thminute winner brought England back down to earth as the Netherlands came from behind to claim a 2-1 victory in Tuesday’s friendly at Wembley. England was looking to build on Saturday’s fine 3-2 win over world champion Germany and went ahead late in the first half when Jamie Vardy completed a neat move to score his second goal in two games. But Vincent Janssen equalised from the spot in the 50th minute and then teed up Narsingh for what proved to be the winner, despite appearing to barge England substitute Phil Jagielka to the ground in the process. It was England’s final game before Hodgson names his squad for Euro 2016 on May 12. Danny Blind’s Netherlands has not qualified for the Euro, but its second-half display saw it extend its unbeaten run against England to seven matches.
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LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL? After enduring a frustrating season on Bayern Munich’s bench, Mario Gotze came good in Germany's friendly against Italy when he sneaked in between two defenders to head home a Thomas Muller cross. — PHOTO: AP



Defender Jonas Hector and Arsenal midfielder Mesut Ozil netted in the second-half before replacement Stephan El Shaarawy scored Italy’s late consolation goal. There was more bad news for the Azzurri as centre-back Leonardo Bonucci was stretchered of in the second-half after clutching his hamstring. The results: Estonia 0 lost to Serbia 1 (Kolarov 81); Montenegro 0 drew with Belarus 0; Macedonia 0 lost to Bulgaria 2 (Rangelov 66, Tonev 88); Georgia 1 (Gelashvili 38) drew with Kazakhstan 1 (Nurgaliyev 36); Greece 2 (Fortounis 19-pen, 31) lost to Iceland 3 (Traustason 34, Ingason 70, Sigthorsson 82). Gibraltar 0 lost to Latvia 5 (Ikaunieks 46, 84, Dubra 53, Sabala 57, Vis-



nakovs 82); Norway 2 (Berget 57, Johansen 83) bt Finland 0; Luxembourg 0 lost to Albania 2 (Sadiku 63, Cikalleshi 75); Sweden 1 (Berg 14) drew with Czech Republic 1 (Vydra 26); Switzerland 0 lost to Bosnia-Herzegovina 2 (Dzeko 14, Pjanic 57). Austria 1 (Junuzovic 22) lost to Turkey 2 (Calhanoglu 43, Turan 56); Germany 4 (Kroos 24, Gotze 45, Hector 59, Ozil 75-pen) bt Italy 1 (El Shaarawy 83); Republic of Ireland 2 (Long 21pen, McClean 24-pen) drew with Slovakia 2 (Stoch 14, McShane 45+1-og); Portugal 2 (Nani 20, Ronaldo 40) bt Belgium 1 (Lukaku 62). France 4 (Kante 8, Gignac 38, Payet 64, Coman 76) bt Russia 2 (Kokorin 56, Zhirkov 68); Scotland 1 (Ritchie 8) bt Denmark 0; England 1 (Vardy 41) lost to Netherlands 2 (Janssen 50pen, Narsingh 77). — AFP



erything Lanning tried in terms of fielding and bowling changes was swept away. With 17 extras, it looked like England would finally exact revenge for its previous two losses in the final. That wasn’t to be as Lanning stepped up to finally break the partnership with a brilliant catch at mid-of to dismiss her opposite number in the 10th over. The scoring rate dropped but the runs kept coming till Beauont was at the crease before Lanning, running in from cover, dived in front to snap up another catch. The rest of the batting just couldn’t measure up to the job at hand as Ellyse Perry and Co. tightened the screws to keep



Australia held its nerve and that was the difference. It was not meant to be for us today. — Charlotte Edwards



the Southern Stars shining. The scores: Australia 132 for six in 20 overs (Meg Lanning 55, Alyssa Healy 25; Natalie Sciver two for 22) bt England 127 for seven in 20 overs (Tamsin Beaumont 32, Charlotte Edwards 31; Megan Schutt two for 15) by five runs. Player-of-the-match: Meg Lanning.



two-time finalist. And, on the other, there is a perennial semifinalist. This means that either New Zealand or the West Indies will sufer another dose of heartbreak at the Wankhede on Thursday. Then again, those are the kind of emotions you associate an enormous contest like an ICC Women’s World Twenty20 semifinal with. Bring it on! Much like their male counterparts, the ‘White Ferns’ won all their group matches, including the big-ticket game against Australia in which of-spinner Leigh Kasperek bowled an astonishing first spell to reduce the arch-rival to an unbelievable four for four in four overs! Apart from that stunning performance in Nagpur, Suzie Bates’s side notched up wins over Sri Lanka, Ireland and South Africa. Never mind the logistical nightmare the team underwent at one stage of the tournament in which it had to undertake a ‘Bharat Darshan’ of sorts to cover the 1,200-km distance from Chandigarh to Nagpur. ‘Good vibes’ Up against New Zealand will be a bustling bunch from the Caribbean. On Wednesday, the West Indies skipper Stefanie Taylor spoke of the “good vibes” she felt during the team’s training session. For a team that’s stumbled at the last-four stage on no less than three occasions in this tournament, those positive sensations mean a lot. If nothing, they indicate the team’s desire to go one step



India team for Asian snooker BENGALURU: Pankaj Advani, Ma-



nan Chandra, Sundeep Gulati and Ishpreet Chadha will represent India at the Asian snooker championship to be held from April 16 to 23 in Doha. Advani, as the defending IBSF World snooker champion, has been given a direct entry while the other three are qualifiers. Aditya Mehta, India’s No. 1, is ineligible as he has just retired from the pro tour and will remain so until the end of the current season. The team will be coached by Manoj Kothari.



Delhi Capitals enters final Delhi Capitals moved into the final of the UBA Pro Basketball League championship with a 78-69 win over Mumbai Challengers recording its second win (2-1) in the best of three semifinal on Wednesday. The star performers for the winner were forward Smithin Setu, point-guard Sachin Sharma with the forward Ajay Pratap Singh proving to be the surprise packet with his speedy runs and making some tough lay-ups. The results: Delhi Capitals 78 (Ramesh 17, Vinay Kaushik 16, Smithin Setu 13) bt Mumbai Challengers 69 (Gagandeep Singh 19, Jagdeep Bains 14, Ravinder 11, Prudhvi Reddy 11); Pune Peshwas 73 (Narender Grewal 26, Gaurav Ohlan 20, Edwin Irwin 18) bt Chennai Slam 71 (Chukwunanu Agu 25, Gopal Ram 17, Cammy Carmel 13).



HYDERABAD:



Stafanie Taylor at the press conference on Wednesday. — PHOTO: VIVEK BENDRE



closer to the trophy. With three wins, including a defining one against Mithali Raj’s India, the West Indies have the wherewithal to stun New Zealand. The boundary ropes have been brought in by a few yards, and with the pitch expected to play true, the ladies will be expected to play out a relatively high-scoring afternoon game. The same pitch will be used for the men’s semifinal in the evening. Both Bates and Taylor acknowledged the contribution of their respective men’s teams in terms of cricketing advice and motivation. While Bates thanked Brendon McCullum for always being there, Taylor left the media in splits by declaring that “Chris Gayle is a hard guy to find”. She, however, expressed her gratitude to Darren Sammy, who she said makes it a point to talk to the girls every now and then.



Messi scores 50th goal, Brazil snatches draw MONTEVIDEO: Lionel Messi scored his 50th international goal as Argentina notched its third straight victory in South America’s 2018 World Cup qualifying tournament, while Brazil snatched a dramatic late draw against Paraguay on Tuesday. Messi swept in an emphatic spot-kick after half an hour to help Argentina to a 2-0 win over Bolivia at the Estadio Mario Kempes in Cordoba, lifting the two-time world champion to third in the overall standings. The Barcelona superstar’s goalscoring exploits make him only the second player in Argentine history to reach a half century of goals. The 28-year-old striker is now closing in on legendary scorer Gabriel Batistuta’s record of 56 goals, set between 1991 and 2002. Messi now also needs only one more goal to reach 500 goals for club and country — raising the prospect that he could achieve that milestone with Barcelona this weekend when the Spanish giants take on Real Madrid in the Clasico. Messi, meanwhile, was satisfied with yet another Argentina win, which suggests its troubled start to qualifying — which began with a shock 2-0 home defeat to Ecuador — is firmly in the rear view mirror. “Beating Bolivia and Chile is what we wanted,” said Messi, referring to last week’s hardfought win over the Chileans in Santiago. “We’ve come from a low position in the standings to a high
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Starc back for WI tri-series SYDNEY: Left-arm fast bowler



Mitchell Starc was on Wednesday included in Australia’s oneday international tri-series squad to face the West Indies and South Africa in the Caribbean in June, while Travis Head also earned a call-up. Starc, 26, has been out of action since fracturing his foot in last November’s historic daynight Test in Adelaide against New Zealand and undergoing ankle surgery. But he has now regained fitness and leads an impressive pace attack which also features Josh Hazlewood, Nathan Coulter-Nile and John Hastings. Australia squad: Steve Smith (capt.), David Warner, George Bailey, Nathan Coulter-Nile, James Faulkner, Aaron Finch, John Hastings, Josh Hazlewood, Travis Head, Usman Khawaja, Nathan Lyon, Mitchell Marsh, Glenn Maxwell, Mitchell Starc, Matthew Wade and Adam Zampa. — AFP



ISL open trials held NEW DELHI: The Indian Super



CHASING BATISTUTA: Lionel Messi became the second player in Argentine history to reach a half-century of goals when he converted a spot-kick against Bolivia. — PHOTO: REUTERS



one, but there is still a long way to go,” Messi added. Messi’s Barcelona team-mate Dani Alves was the hero of Brazil’s 2-2 draw with bogey team Paraguay in Asuncion. Paraguay looked to be on course for another famous victory to set alongside its Copa America wins over Brazil in 2011 and 2015 after taking a 2-0 lead early in the second half via goals from Dario Lezcano and Edgar Benitez. Stoppage-time woe But a Ricardo Oliveira goal on 79 minutes gave Brazil a lifeline as the clock ticked down. Deep



into injury time, Chelsea forward Willian fed Alves and the fullback surged into the area to curl his shot beyond Paraguay goalkeeper Justo Villar. Brazil, missing striker Neymar and defender David Luiz through suspension, might even have grabbed a late winner at the death but Villar saved an Alves shot. It was the second straight game that Paraguay had conceded an injury-time equaliser after Ecuador’s 2-2 draw last week. However, manager Ramon Diaz refused to sound downbeat despite missing out on the



win. Paraguay qualified for four consecutive World Cup tournaments between 1998 and 2010, where it reached the quarterfinals, but missed out in 2014. The results: At Asuncion: Paraguay 2 (Lezcano 40, Benitez 49) drew with Brazil 2 (Oliveira 79, Dani Alves 90+2). At Cordoba: Argentina 2 (Mercado 20, Messi 30-pen) bt Bolivia 0. At Barranquilla: Colombia 3 (Bacca 15, 67, Perez 48) bt Ecuador 1 (Arroyo 90). At Montevideo: Uruguay 1 (Cavani 51) bt Peru 0. At Barina: Venezuela 1 (Otero 9) lost to Chile 4 (Pinilla 33, 52, Vidal 72, 90+2). — AFP



League (ISL) football franchise, Delhi Dynamos, on Wednesday held open trials for boys born in the year 2004 or 2005 at the New Willingdon Ground here. The event saw an impressive turnout of over 350 kids from Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. Around 120, who were shortlisted, will participate in the final round on April 3 in the presence of international coaches from the Reliance Foundation Young Champs Programme and Delhi Dynamos FC. The players will be further shortlisted in Mumbai. Present at the trials was Dynamos player Francisco Fernandes.
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Down
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Across



1 Prepare a report about India's capital city (8) 5 European style (6) 10 Hear about old divorced female becoming a crime boss! (9) 11 Scenes from Eclipse (5) 12 A very bitter dressing to taste (6) CM YK



20 In U.S., coated with lead? Deem unfit (8) 22 You don't need any written material to do this (3-4) 25 Red polish that's mostly expensive (6) 27 Primarily crass and vulgar (5) 28 Bizarre U-turn Alan made (9) 29 Be around to participate in meeting/ discussion (6) 30 Oddly eager to change suppressing envy (8)



13 Manage to rope in our male connoisseur (7) 14 Method followed by an American state, for the most part, to develop uncultivated stretch (8) 15 England's leading trial judge backing/ protecting the rich (3,3) 18 Old follower of street band (6)



with a note on top (4) 14 Misguided MCP ladies thrashed (9) 16 Old desire somehow fulfilled — served in the army (9) 17 Fascinate with approach (8) 19 Offer to host (7) 21 Second suspect, best ringleader, member of a crime syndicate (7) 23 This is what the fruit sounds like when pronounced exactly (5) 24 Down with stroke, beat (4) 26 What is this? Hint to get letters basically in (4)



1 Call out for bellboy (4) 2 Attempt to complete under any circumstances, say (9) 3 Experiencing success without Solution to puzzle 11663 end, having a ball (2,1,4) 4 At home guy takes a break — C O N S E R V E A F F I R M O E X I O B U it's natural (8) L AWR E N C E C R I S I S 6 Stop upcoming company L Y R T T E E K A B O U T O B E D I E N C E getting a hint about the R R R A G T beginning of downtrend (7) S K I M P Y MA N A G E R A E O E R Y 7 Expression coming from B O R E D OM B A R T E R mostly stupid men at the top S E E A A P O V E R R E A C T S I T A R (5) L M N N S E D I 8 Wavered after the date is U P B E A T E M I G R A T E T E R A U N S fixed (9) E R R A T A I N T E R E S T 9 Pull a paper



FAITH



SU | DO | KU



Control the mind If one does not follow the path indicated by the indriyas, self control will come automatically to him, said Valayapet Ramachariar in a discourse. Kulasekara Azhvar, in his Mukunda Mala, calls upon his tongue to sing the praises of Kesava, his mind to praise the Lord who killed Mura, his hands to serve Sridhara, his ears to listen to stories about Achyuta, his eyes to see Krishna, his feet to visit the temples of Hari, his nose to smell tulsi leaves which have adorned the feet of Mukunda and his head to bow before the Lord. Here, Kulasekara Azhvar, while listing out how our senses must be put to use in the worship of the Lord, also invokes the Lord by His diferent names. But the mind is more diicult to control than the senses. It is at once our friend and enemy. Anything gains a value or gets devalued by the use to which it is put. Take a modern example — the Internet. It can be a source of knowledge. But it can also be a source of distraction if we spend hours browsing aimlessly. Likewise, the mind which is under control is a friend to a person. But the same mind when left uncontrolled is also our enemy. A person whose mind is under control will be indiferent to physical discomforts like heat or cold. But can one not feel heat or cold? Here again, an example explains the idea. Suppose one is a temple priest and the processional deity has to be taken out during festival time. The priest has to accompany the deity, whether it is raining or whether it is blazing hot. He has to be indiferent to the weather. Such indiference is what is meant by control of the mind.



A mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. The solution to yesterday’s puzzle is at left. ND-ND
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Delhi Thursday, March 31, 2016



FASHION



MUSIC



TABLE FOR TWO



WENDELL RODRICKS BRINGS A WHIFF OF GOA TO THE CITY P2



SINGER NISHTHA SACHDEVA ON HOW SHE FOUND HER VOICE P3



FITNESS EXPERT RUJUTA DIWEKAR ON HER CULINARY CHOICES P4



Admit two



When Tanu meets Piku The works of Juhi Chaturvedi and Himanshu Sharma reflect the churn of the Indian society ANUJ KUMAR



Selekta In Selekta for a Day, Raasta brings Deepali Gupta and Prashant Kalra who will be sharing their personal playlist with the audience this week. Date: March 31 Time: 9 p.m. onwards Venue: 30 A, First floor, Hauz Khas



“Organised Riots” Def. Col. Social invites you to tap your foot to the rhythm of pulsating music by Midland Sparks, Azadi Records, MC Soopay and UP7T. March 31, 28 A, Defence Colony Market, 9 p.m. to 12.30 a.m.



“Expressions”



“Raag Basant”



The last day of the festival of International Contemporary Dance featureS “Dhrut” by Sumeet Nagdev Dance Arts and “Antatah: The 13th Day” by Sangeeta Sharma. March 31, SRCPA, Mandi House, 7 p.m. onwards.



A group art exhibition of paintings, photographs and sculptures by artists. Date: March 31 Venue: Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhawan, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



Performance Enjoy the evening at La Bodega with the quintet of Mexican and Argentinian artists. Date: April 1 Time: 8.30 p.m. onwards Venue: 29 B, Middle Lane, Khan Market, New Delhi



F



or long Hindi filmmakers and the media have complained about the lack of original stories and writers who can pen screenplays and dialogues with equal felicity. This year’s National Awards for the best original screenplay and dialogues have reminded us that we have not one but two amongst us. Juhi Chaturvedi and Himanshu Sharma have established how regional flavour can become universal, how colloquial dialogues need not be cheap and how female heroes can score at the box office. Piku and Tanu Weds Manu Returns are not just entertainers; they capture the churning that is going on in the Indian society. Interestingly, both Juhi and Himanshu come from Lucknow and give it to the city for their command over their craft. “In places like Lucknow the environment is such that there is time for storytelling. There is time for stories to happen. Metros are too busy. Kahani garhne ka time kiske paas hai,” says Juhi, who earlier won hearts with Vicky Donor. “If you look at writers per se Javed Akthar and Gulzar also came from small towns. It is a great time for writers because the audience can now separate a bad film from a good one. It is in someway posing some expectations on producers, directors and actors. Everybody has to come out of their comfort zones and look for newer conversations and subject-



s…themes that push the boundaries. This recognition for us is a great boost for writers coming from small towns and those who are willing to experiment. Ek hai ki picture dekh kar aa gaye aur ek hota hai cinema. Technically we are savvy now, actors are willing to take risks so it’s time for content to take over,” Juhi tries to makes sense of the times. Himanshu points out that 2015 saw many good scripts. “For a Salman Khan film Bajrangi Bhaijaan managed to CAPTURING THE NUANCES Himanshu Sharma and Juhi Chaturvedi PHOTOS: SHASHI ASHIWAL



It is a great time for writers because the audience can now separate a bad film from a good one. Everybody has to come out of their comfort zones...



,,



say a lot about the intolerance in society. A director like Imtiaz Ali are taking risks to say something new. Tamasha for all its faults shows mirror to today’s urban male. Today the audience can accept a bad film but it is not ready to watch a pretentious film.” Juhi says when the screenplay and dialogues come from the same writer that writing “has seamlessness and an organic flow.” Himanshu says when he was growing up the writers were mostly using Chopras and Kapoors as surnames for the protagonists. “I used to think when somebody will tell the stories of Sharmas, Tiwari and Yadavs of this part of India.” Himanshu maintains that the movement of youngsters from the Northern belt to different parts of the world has led filmmakers and production companies see business sense in their stories. “It is the nostalgia of their roots that is attracting these people to invest their time in these



films.” Both have written strong parts for supporting actors. Be it the brother of Datto in Tanu Weds Manu Returns or the character of Kaaki in Piku, they add layers to the narrative. “I believe supporting actors should support the story and not the stars and if you listen closely I have given a different dialect to each character,” says Himanshu. Juhi says she imbues sophistication to all her characters. “Be it the driver or the maid, they have a voice.” Referring to the obstacles, Juhi says through her screenplay she likes to provide a glimpse of somebody’s life inside out. “I don’t believe in formulaic concepts like here the film is getting too tight let’s introduce a song I don’t like the idea of writing a climax.” Perhaps that’s why it becomes difficult for her to sell her idea. “People often say yeh sab to theek hai par film main kuchh ho nahin raha. You need an intuitive di-



rector like Shoojit Sircar to understand the nuances and not letting it become melodramatic. A lot of stuff in Piku could have become potty humour had it not been dealt with carefully. Even when we narrated the scene where Budhan says shh shh to help Bhaskor relieve himself, Amitji looked at my face as if saying how I can think like this. But I don’t stop myself because I have seen such things in life,” reflects Juhi who grew up in close vicinity of a Bengali family in Lucknow. But from where did she get this gem: motion se hi emotion hai? “Isn’t it the truth of life,” she asks with a smile. For Himanshu the opening was tricky. “I felt if we show how Tanu and Manu got bored of each other through a flashback it would become dreary for the audience. I told Aanand (Rai) sir if the audience buy the farcical opening in the mental asylum they will get the tone of the film. It



looks silly but at the core it talks about an everyday reality where many husbands and wives don’t know why they are separating. Second was the scene which showed the relationship between a rickshawallah and Tanu. The idea was to show the social divide in our society. We wanted to get it absolutely right. When the father asks rikshawallah bhi koi dost hota he represents a generation which will never get it.” Himanshu says every generation has its truth. “Live in relationships were considered taboo a decade back. Today it is normal.” Some write-ups complained about the lack of Piku’s friends in the film. “Her life is such that there is no time for friends – male or female. Everything, including her sex life, is business like. She is waiting for her dream man but in the meantime she gives in to the demands of the body. And it is not filmy. It is happening around us.” Continued on page 2



‘Superstars don’t last, real people do’ Kangana Ranaut feels that the next 10 years are going to be exciting for Bollywood ADITI SHARMA



Blend witty, outspoken and edgy and there you have Kangana Ranaut. Speaking on the topic ‘My Idea, My Belief – Why I Inspire’ at the Confederation of Indian Industry’s (CII) 12th Young Indians Annual National Summit, Kangana spoke about her journey, role model and her perception of marriage. “I think my journey has been quite special because it has been the most unexpected one,” said the actor who has bagged the best actress award for Tanu Weds Manu Returns in the 63rd National Film Awards. She added, “I followed my instincts, and always managed to find a silver lining.” The actress initially parried away the question on having a troubled teenage life but was quick to acknowledge her independent self who did not take refuge in her father’s advice. “He still looks at me doubtfully and wonders do I know what am I doing in life?” Kangana grinned. On what it takes to crack the superstar code in Hindi film industry, Kangana remarked, “The definition of a superstar in today’s society is somebody who can excite or enthral and get people crazy with his or her quirks. It is really disheartening that today’s generation really do not have nice role models. It is a result of undue hype that is created to project the goodfor-nothings as superstars. And I am in no race to be a superstar. Superstars don’t last, real people do,” said Kangana. Kangana expressed that her she looks at her jourCM YK



I don’t understand the legality of this whole process. If a relationship doesn’t work, why do people have to go to lawyers? That’s a bit unfair. Everything’s changing and you can grow out of a relationship



,, IN A ZONE Kangana Ranaut



ney like a role model. “Everyone has a different map to follow. I have certain expectations from myself. I see myself as somebody who can actually go beyond what is expected of her. And that is my role model. That’s exactly the woman who I want to be.” Responding to questions about her contemporaries heading towards Hollywood, the actress quoted facts and figures suggesting Chinese film industry will take over Hollywood in a couple of years. “Hollywood is surviving because of its international territories – mostly Asia and the increased attention to appeal to Asian masses. The Indian film industry hasn’t reached its peak yet. So the next 10 years are going to be extremely exciting for us,” said Kangana. As the conversation shift-



ed to her perception of marriage she laughed at the idea of her advising on the proposition of marriage. “In today’s world, marriages have a very different meaning where a modern woman does not depend on a man for money or social standing. Women are pretty independent and they seek a companion who treats them nicely.” Taking a scrupulous dig at her recent tug-of-war on legal notices with her alleged ex-flame, she said, “I don’t understand the legality of this whole process. If a relationship doesn’t work, why do people have to go to lawyers? That’s a bit unfair. Everything’s changing and you can grow out of a relationship.” Her impish quip, “I have a knack of choosing wrong people” had the audience burst into laughter. ND-ND
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‘I have broken many rules’ Wendell Rodricks on the need to look within for inspiration in fashion VIDHI MITTAL



Starry innovation Kareena Kapoor, Arjun Kapoor, actors of the comedy drama Ki and Ka, were the central attraction when they inaugurated gold class auditoriums at Logix City Center, Noida. R. Balki, director of the film, was also present at the Superplex, a one-stop destination that will provide a holistic, spectacular family entertainment package. PVR is offering a host of international formats including IMAX, 4 DX, Atmos, Gold Class and Playhouse.



T



he ﬂavours of Goa coupled with Indian geometry deﬁne Wendell Rodricks. It is not just the creations of Wendell that speak of purity, ﬂuidity and sanctity; they also reverberate through his personality. Among the over-embellished excesses of Indian fashion today, Wendell’s spare designs in pristine white speak volumes about his sensibilities. Bluntly putting across the technical deﬁnition of fashion, he says that it is when a large group of people wear a particular style of clothing. “Be it the minis in the ‘70s or maxi in the ‘60s and today leggings are a rage. I don’t like the word ‘fashion’. I prefer to use ‘style’,” says Wendell, sparking off a candid conversation. Wendell had the audacity to put linen and cotton on racks when designers were playing zari and gota. In love with white, his collections seem to ﬂow like a Goan breeze. His dexterity was evident in the Gireban collection as well which was showcased at the ongoing



Music festival Shriram Bharatiya Kala Kendra has announced that Shriram Shankarlal Music Festival-2016 will start in the Capital on Thursday. On March 31 there will be a vocal rendition by Pandit Nagaraja Rao Havaldar followed by vocal by Ashwini Bhide Deshpande. While Havaldar is a leading artiste of the kirana gharana and brings to his performances the subtle understanding of a scholar and the finesse of an aesthete, Ashwini Bhide Deshpande is an artiste from the intricate Jaipur-Atrauli khayal gayaki tradition. The 69th edition of the festival will conclude on April 3.



Experts speak Leading academicians, industry insiders and experts in the field of management came together at IMS Noida to discuss latest issues afflicting industries and find solutions towards better cost management strategies. Experts highlighted the importance of striking a balance between cost and quality at the three-day periodic Management Development Programme.



The Everlasting Flame International Programme celebrating multicultural ethos of the Zoroastrian community. “White is my colour and I am not going to get rid of it. Nobody can take it away from me,” Wendell declares. White means different emotions to different people. For Wendell white is the colour of South. “I consider Goa a part of South India. For expressions, cuts and experiment with shapes, white is the best colour,” he elaborates. Both a pioneer and a revivalist, the couturier is one of the rare fashion designers who is bestowed with Padma Shri. “When I got it, I saw they put me under the category of art and in brackets wrote fashion designer. This way they elevated fashion design to arts. I was happy for myself, but more for the fashion fraternity as it went up a notch in and also set the ball rolling,” recollects the WHITE IS RIGHT Models showcasing Wendell Rodricks’ creations in New Delhi PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT AND SURYA SRIDHAR designer. On his fascination with Goa, Wendell says, “No- better than Rohit Bal and “I have broken many is going from one direction body can do Calcutta better nobody dare do Goa better rules,” he laughs. He looked to another). But, I took it than Sabyasachi, Kashmir than me.” However, this at patterns in a way no one from the Indian sari whose was not always the case. else did. “Initially, when drape goes in a diagonal Recollecting his initial people saw an asymmetric line. So, for them I was struggles after studying in hem, they questioned, ‘yeh breaking a rule but for me Los Angeles and Paris, he hem toh idhar se udhar ki it was an inspiration.” Talking about his team, shares an incident that ore jaraha hai’ (the hemline Wendell says every season happened in the French he sits with his studio staff Capital. “When I went and discusses about what is around with my ﬁrst port- Nobody can do done and what needs folio in hand, hoping to get Calcutta better than being to be done. “I explain every a job, a lady at a store smiled looking at my de- Sabyasachi, Kashmir detail. If I need a garment that literally ﬂies like the signs and said, ‘it is obvious better than Rohit Goan breeze on a beach, you will be a good designer Bal and nobody dare they themselves initiate as you have talent. But, and make the hemline so why can’t I see your coun- do Goa better baarik (thin) that it ﬂies try in your clothes?’ It was than me but at same time ensure that moment when I realthat we can control the ised that I have to put ﬂow.” India into my clothes. I He advises youngsters to needed to go back.”



,,



…Tanu meets Piku Continued from page 1 This, says Himanshu, puts men in an uneasy space. “They want to be progressive but are still bound by tradition somewhere. This reﬂects in characters like Raja (Jimmy Shergill). I have seen men in Lucknow who want to be good, who don’t want to be called male chauvinist but still feel insecure when their wives dance in male company after having a drink.” On the social complexity of the ﬁlm, Himanshu says this is a country where “Louis Vuitton and saawan ke solah somwar are coexisting.” There is a section of women who are asking for absolute freedom and then there is another which is still struggling to get even basic education. “Tanu and Datto represent this divide and my favourite line from the ﬁlm is when Datto says that she can earn as well as



rear her family.” Juhi says it is this ﬁnancial independence that is reﬂecting in ﬁlms and advertisements. The latest being the Ariel advertisement where a father apologises to his daughter for not having lent a helping hand to her mother in household chores. “This is an EMI generation where men also know they can’t bulldoze their way.” Juhi calls writers lazy and perhaps that explains her refusal to look beyond Shoojit. “I am again writing a ﬁlm for him because I feel another director will not give me as much space as he does.” Himanshu, on the other hand, wants his characters to be more liberated when it comes to physical proximity something Anand doesn’t allow. “In his universe it is not even required. So I am writing a ﬁlm for him and waiting for my own ﬁlm to take off.”



Tommy Hilfiger pens memoir



try and weave local fabrics and create something new in terms of designs. “Take designs out of your own culture, heart and soul and present something new that makes you stand out from the rest of the world.” Wendell also set the path for open discussion on individual sexual preferences. He has been happily living together with partner Jerome Marrel in Goa. “Either you are truthful about yourself or you become a hypocrite in society. There is no point in marrying a girl and destroying her life by producing one child. I am very ﬁrm about it. The State has no right to peep into my bedroom.”



Ace designer Tommy Hilﬁger found it “therapeutic” to pen his memoir. The 65-year-old, who launched his self-titled fashion house in 1985, found it “interesting” to reﬂect on his over 30-year career in the fashion industry as he penned American Dreamer, reports femaleﬁrst.co.uk. “American Dreamer is a reﬂection on my experiences in the fashion industry. from the last 30—plus years. It has been incredible to look back on the moments that have deﬁned both my career and my personal life. It’s been months and months of writing. It’s like therapy,” Hilﬁger told fashion industry trade magazine WWD.com. The book documents Hilﬁger’s beginnings in Elmira, New York, in a family of nine children, to his foray into the fashion business with his store The People’s Place, bankruptcy at 25 and the creation of his multi-billion-dollar brand. In the book, Hilﬁger also discusses his life with his former wife Susie, with whom he has four children, Alexandria, 31, Elizabeth, 23, Kathleen, 20, and Ricky, 26and current spouse Dee and their young son, Sebastian. Releasing in November, American Dreamer has been written in collaboration with Peter Knobler. IANS



Star track



The organic way Evelyn Sharma believes in working out for a healthy life and not just because her work demands it AISHWARYA KRISHNAN



Having made a mark for herself in Bollywood in a short duration, Evelyn Sharma, the Indo-German actor has just pushed the frontiers by signing a Hollywood movie. With the ﬁrst look of the project to be unveiled shortly, all the details about the project are being kept under wraps. Evelyn too is eager get the feedback. “Even I can’t wait for people to watch it.” All set to leave for Tokyo for her new assignment the actor reveals that she lost ﬁve



kilograms for the role. “The role demanded a very slim ﬁgure, though the director said you are skinny enough but with a few more weights you can do justice to the role. So what the hell! I was anyway not regular with my physical regimen so I took it as an opportunity to get back my daily dosage of ﬁtness.” In tune with philosophy of eating organic and local food and fruits, Evelyn believes in living a healthy lifestyle. This is why organic items are a must in her diet list. She recommends that everyone must buy fresh farm fruits and vegetables and cook at home. According to her it is better than imported stuff which loses its value and nutrition due to miles it travels and storage. The actor adds that following a proper natural minerals enriched diet helps in getting satisfaction needed to overcome the complex towards one’s phy-



sique. The 29-year-old who is also a committed activist, feels a healthy diet can help an individual overcome the stress and live with conﬁdence and positivity. While agreeing that irregular routines can affect one’s body she points out that not doing any exercises leads to accumulation of stress and building pressure harming ones physical and mental well-being. “My work demands perfection. It is essential for me to look perfect in everyway and every time, which is impossible.” The actress maintains daily routine include yoga, pilates and dancing classes where she ﬁnds destressing and the most relaxing way to keep oneself ﬁt. “Pilate classes are the best, you just have to lie down and your amazing trainer just spins you in different directions. It is the most fun way to exercise.”



‘PILATES IS FUN’ Evelyn Sharma PHOTO: PTI



Voicing her concern for physical ﬁtness in ﬁlm industry, Evelyn makes a pertinent observation. “In the industry one shouldn’t be dedicated towards his or her physique just for one role. What about the next offer or an item song



in between two major projects?If you become irregular with your routines you will face the consequences.” She sums up in the end thus: “Work out to lead a healthy life not because your work demands it.”



Wellness



What’s the deal with Indian food? RAJ GANPATH



S Honouring companies The Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India organised summit-cumawards ceremony in the Capital to acknowledge companies which have demonstrated an outstanding commitment to the skills agenda in India. The awards to winners in gold and silver categories were presented by Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Minister of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship. Frankfinn Institute of Air Hostess Training, air hostess training institute, received the Gold award for “Best Higher Vocational Institute for Skill Development”. Some of the other winners were Maruti, Tata Motors, NIMS University. CM YK



ome say carbs are bad. Many say we should not eat much fat. A few say we should eat only raw vegetables and fruits. And some others say eat everything. What is true? What has worked for us in the past? What is YOUR simplest and safest path to good health?  Firstly, nutrition is simple; extremism is unnecessary for general well-being. We have to realise that our ancestors have been eating well and living long for many hundreds of years without obsession or disease. They didn’t quite worry about including olive oil in their poriyals or replacing rice with oats. They ate foods that were in season and available locally, and that gave them everything they needed. This is how our cuisine came into



existence.  Indian cuisine is a result of thousands of years of experimentation. Our ancestors tried and tested various foods to create the perfect mix of nutrients, energy and taste. So, our very own cuisine has everything we need: protein, fat, carbs, vitamins, minerals and whatever else we need to thrive. So, all we need to do is eat per our cuisine. But with a few modiﬁcations.  Indian cuisine was TURN IT AROUND Give vegetables and sides priority on your plate; starch is just a vehicle to get nutrients into your system designed for a different PHOTO: YESUDEEP MANGALAPILLY lifestyle. Life back then wasn’t as convenient as it is is to simply tweak our etc. your main and starch oil and sugar, because we sweet/treat foods much today, and physical work your side. It will feel weird cuisine to match our consume too much of more frequently. Comfort needed to be done to at ﬁrst, but you’ll soon get current lifestyles. That’s it. foods are more easily these.  acquire basic needs. So, the And here is how we should used to it. But why do this? And how do we make available and we don’t way of eating was meant to we go about it: Because the sides have all these changes?  hesitate to over-eat them.  sustain that kind of life — Firstly, what is the nutrients and ﬂavours. Simple: turn the plate So, what changes do we lots of activity, less different between now The starch is merely a around. Just turn it around need to make?  pollution, less sitting, less and back then?  vehicle meant to transport 1. We need more protein, so that the vegetables and processed foods, plenty of Our activity levels are nutrients. This will ensure sides are closer to you and vegetables and water, lifting and moving things much lesser. We sit for the starch is away from you. you eat more nutrients and because we don't get around, 8+ hours of sleep much longer. We sleep fewer total calories, helping In other words, make enough of these.  etc. So, what we need to do much lesser. We consume to get leaner and healthier.  vegetables, protein, beans 2. We need less starch,



And here is a quick tip you'll thank me for later — make your sides less spicy and oily. This will help you eat more of your sides, especially when starch is in short supply.  Again, nutrition is simple. Our cuisine already offers us everything we need. What we need to do is to simply tweak how much of what we eat, without diluting the essence of it all.  



Noted for his passionate, no-nonsense approach to healthy living, the author is a fitness and nutrition expert and entrepreneur.
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Her moment of epiphany It was Michael Jackson who inspired her to sing... Delhi-based Nishtha Sachdeva on her debut album, and how she found her voice DEEPA ALEXANDER



Every one of the songs in “Minor Epiphany” speaks of some moment of realisation in my life. But it all came together one monsoon evening, when I chanced upon a stray puppy



T



Never Apart Authored by Shiven and Mayuri the story revolves around Sagar who is exhilarated when he meets Prakriti, his childhood love, who had mysteriously disappeared from his life 12 years back. With friendship rekindled he wishes to settle down with her. The intriguing love story that keeps the readers bound up in love is published by Stellar Publishers and is priced at Rs.175.



Mohammad Rafi: God's Own Voice Written by Raju Korti and Dhirendra Jain, this biography chronicles the life and times of the the legendary singer Mohammand Rafi comprehensively. Tracing the professional and personal life of the artist the authors have based their book on research and hundreds of songs he sang and the shows he performed. Priced at Rs.795 it is published by Niyogi Books.



he telephone line crackles with static, making it impossible to speak. Singer-songwriter Nishtha Sachdeva steps into the sunshine of her Delhi courtyard and calls back; her ‘hello’ sails through the ether, holding within it the fortunes of a global voice in the making. Nishtha, whose range covers the dulcet notes of pop and the gravelly rhythms of rock with equal flair, waited for nearly a decade before compiling seven of her best songs for her first album Minor Epiphany that released last month. The video of one of the songs, ‘By Your Side’, has made it to Vh1 India’s India Rules category, and has been featured on radio stations across the country. But it is the cover version of the Jackson hit ‘Human Nature’, featured in the album at the insistence of renowned producer Saibal Basu, who also recorded and mixed it, that is close to her heart. “When I was a student at the Los Angeles Music Academy, I was fortunate to be tutored by vocal coach Dorian Holley, who began his professional career as a backing vocalist for Michael Jackson. I was obsessed with Jackson, his music, his genius... I was lucky that someone who had worked so closely with him was now teaching me how to approach good music,” says the 27-year-old, who did her schooling at Delhi’s Convent of Jesus and Mary and DPS Vasant Kunj. “I come from a family that loves music, but knew little about Western genres. So, as a child, I was packed off to train in Hindustani. Later, when I performed under the well-known George Pulinkala, who tutored me for



,,



NOTES FROM THE HEART Nishtha Sachdeva



musicals and Christmas concerts, it was as if I had found my niche in Western music,” says Nishtha. This departure from hardcore academics to heed to a calling in music didn’t go down too well, and although Nishtha taught herself to play the guitar, her lack of a formal grounding in theoretical music led her to rethink an education at



the Berklee College of Music, Boston. She returned to India, to pursue a degree at the National Institute of Fashion Technology, Mumbai, but instead spent her time performing at college festivals and sweaty club gigs. And even in those years, far removed from what she actually wanted to do, it was the King of Pop who



came to her rescue. She often sang his songs, especially ‘Man in the Mirror’, a track Nishtha says, “I love not just for the lyrics, but for its message of change. My years in Mumbai taught me that music was my one true love”. The Jackson years were sealed with influences from other greats such as British rock band Queen, The Doors, Cold-



“Kanan Devi: The First Superstar of Indian Cinema” is the incredible story of an actor's ascent as she went on to star and sing with stalwarts of the era like K. L. Saigal and Ashok Kumar. Mekhala Sengupta's well-researched account brings to life a fearless pioneer who fought stereotypes to live life on her own terms and is a loving ode to a lost era of Indian cinema. The Harper Collins publication is priced at Rs.350.



The Industries Of The Future Leading innovation expert, Alec Ross's book shows us what changes are coming in the next years, highlighting the best opportunities for progress and explaining why countries thrive or sputter. Examining the specific fields that will most shape our economics future, the author addresses the question: How will we adapt to the changing nature of work? Priced at Rs.599 it is published by Simon & Schuster. CM YK



Neeti Palta says when anything goes wrong with comedians, it gives them material for jokes SRAVASTI DATTA



She smiles, takes out her phone and shows a picture of her two adorable dogs: “They are mine, Socks and Punch!” says a beaming Neeti Palta. Voted as the best stand-up comic at the Oz fest and the first Indian to perform at the Melbourne Comedy Festival in 2013, the Delhi-based Neeti says addressing women’s issues in her performances comes naturally to her. “I’ve been a tomboy all my life.” “Though my parents brought me up equally, whenever I prepare for a show, I dig into myself and things come up. Clearly, there’s angst. Which Indian woman doesn’t have angst?! In Delhi, don’t we know what it’s like to feel molested by every pair of eyes in a DTC bus.” She clarifies, though: “I’m not the angry Feminist type. I don’t burn bras because they’re expensive!” Neeti says before any act, she has an idea of the jokes and routines she would be doing. “My natural instinct is to be tongue-in-cheek and sarcastic.” Though she agrees stand-up comics have some lean days, she adds laughing: “I always think, anything bad that happens to comedians gives them material for their jokes.” What’s also unique to Neeti’s style is that she often breaks into Hinglish. “Some punch lines are juicier in Hindi. I think in English, but some lines are better delivered in Hindi.” A good performance, she contends, comes from a good audience response. “We comedians perform for attention,” she



Making a comeback



Let’s talk music



Director Sabiha Sumar on the resurgence of the Pakistani film industry



Ghazal singer Penaz Masani on the changing music scene and helping youngsters appreciate ghazals



S.M.AAMIR



Kanan Devi



play and jazz supremos like Ella Fitzgerald and Duke Ellington, and Nishtha went on to write her first song, ‘Here Right Now’. Over the years, Nishtha dived headlong into pop music, crafting a confessional album. “Every one of the songs in Minor Epiphany speaks of some moment of realisation in my life. But it all came together one monsoon evening, when I chanced upon a stray puppy. I brought her home and my album essentially is a love song for the unadulterated emotions that Ninja and I feel for each other.” ‘By Your Side’, shot in the verdant ghats around Mumbai, swings between sadness and hope, with a ring of irresistible haziness. Nishtha’s voice is the kind that grows on you as you listen to the playlist on SoundCloud and YouTube. Soft at first, it billows into a voice so vast and deep that it is as if you hear her soul speak. She wears heartache on her sleeve, but her lyrics also dwell on an unbearable lightness of being — so much like the man and his music she loves.



When bad becomes good



Sabiha Sumar is a woman on the move. The Pakistani filmmaker agrees for a quick chat on the sidelines of a press conference for Zeal for Unity at the Wagah border. A unique peace initiative by Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. (ZEEL), here 12 prominent filmmakers, six from India and six from Pakistan, have come together on one platform to make short films.These films will be simultaneously showcased in both the countries. Sabiha has directed Chhotay Shah. “This film is about a wealthy landowner with large, ostentatious mansions and parties galore. However, Partition led to him losing out on his wealth. Over generations his fortune began to diminish. Driven by desperation, the man ends up



Give us some time and you will see some very good work from our side. I have heard that this year around 60 films are being made in Pakistan



,, Women power In a clear case of leading by example, Ranvijay in the recent episode of MTV Roadies X4 broke the rule of ‘3 guys and 2 girls’ to make his team. Calling it ‘lead by example’ he wanted to prove that he and the show really mean



JUICER IN HINDI Says Neeti Palta



smiles, “A lot of my jokes are born on stage if the performance is very good.” Neeti transitioned from writing in advertising and TV to standup comic. “I was senior creative director at JWT and exhead writer for Sesame Street USA’s Indian version, Galli Galli Sim Sim. From writing that was the heights of political correctness I became a stand-up comedian. But it is not as if I set out to be a comedian. It just happened,” she shrugs. She says English stand-up comedy has become popular in India over the last six years. “Hindi stand-up comedy existed from the time of Birbal. Stand-up comedy was seen as a hobby, never as a profession. Now people actually quit their jobs to take this up full time.” The conversation veers back to why it is so annoying when terms like women writers and women comedians are coined. “I recently posted an interview of mine on Facebook, which made me feel like an egoist and realist at the same. A realist because if more people found women funny, I wouldn’t make news!”



NEERAJA MURTHY



OPTIMISTIC ABOUT FUTURE Sabiha Sumar



making rash decisions with surprising outcomes.” The duration of the film is 58 minutes and the lead roles are played by Adnan Jaffar, Naveed Shehzad and Tara Mehmood. However, no chat with Sabiha can be complete without talking of Khamosh Pani, a film on Hindus and Sikhs left behind in Pakistan at the time of Partition. It starred Kirron Kher and won many international awards. Sabiha says, “Khamosh Pani would not have been possible during the regime of General Zia-ulHaq, when all the arts were controlled by the government. The film was taken very well by the audiences. Kirron won the best actress award



and the film got seventeen awards internationally.” Talking about the initiative, she says, “We think about art from a monetary point of view. Cinema is a costly art. The idea was purely coming from the heart and with a sense of how to bring the artists closer. Through this initiative we can share each other’s views and experiences.” On the film industry back home, she reflects, “Our industry collapsed when Zia-ulHaq became the president. Cinema halls were demolished and turned into marriage halls, censorship laws were made very strict. People involved in films shifted to other professions. It is in last



4-5 years that we are trying to make a comeback. People in the age group of 35-40 had not seen a movie in a cinema hall till four years back but now we have some very good filmmakers and the scenario is improving by each passing day.” Sabiha is nowadays working on a new script which according to her is a romantic thriller and it’s an Indo-Pak story. Actors from both the countries will be seen working together.” She is confident that soon some good work will come from Pakistan. “Give us some time and you will see some very good work from our side. I have heard that this year around 60 films are being made in Pakistan.”



every word of ‘women power’ and made his team with 3 girls and 2 boys. His team included a cop and a woman body builder besides others. Each of them utilised the 45 days from the days of the audition to meet the requirements and suggestions set by team



leaders.



members state that Lisa did not complain and was overheard telling her colleagues that they should try this diet at least once. Directed by Akashdeep Sabir, Santa Banta Pvt Ltd is produced by Viacom18 Media Private Limited and scheduled to release on April 22.



Lisa on a liquid diet Lisa Haydon went on a special liquid diet to look her part for her forthcoming film Santa Banta Pvt Ltd. For a week, the actress only drank fruit juices. The unit



“Ghazals are about nazhakhat (being delicate and graceful). Except while singing ghazals, I am a non-nazhakhat person in all my other interests. I like my chai, malai maarke,” laughs Penaz Masani. The singer who was recently in Hyderabad was surprised by how the city had changed. “I must have come here eight years ago. I have been touring and travelling to other cities in India and aboard. Sometimes, it is nice to give the city a break. Nothing seems to be the same anymore,” she avers.



More than two decades In a career spanning twoand-half decades, Penaz has carved a niche for herself in ghazal singing. She has been able to hold her sway with a cheerful personality, her voice and the Urdu diction. “I started singing in ’81 and God has been very kind to me. My guru and driving force Maharaniji is now my family because I’ve lost both my parents. Whatever I am today is because of her,” she states. She is practical and realistic when she talks about the present-day ghazal scene. “Eighties were the best time for ghazals because it was new and happening. One could spot men and women dressed elegantly in the shows. Women in their chiffon saris and pearl and diamond necklaces wanted to be seen in this so-called upmarket form of music. The crowd enjoyed the music and samajh mein aaye ya nahin, they said ‘wah wah’ (Whether people understood the words or not, they would appreciate the songs),” she smiles and



IN TUNE Penaz Masani PHOTO: NAGARA GOPAL



adds, “The ’90s were cool but then things changed in the late ’90s. Pop music and different forms of music entered our lives. The masses moved away from ghazal. There is a section of people, who have always loved ghazals and will continue to do so. Ghazals have come back in the form of Sufi music and good poetry.” In the age of instant nirvana, where digitalisation has impacted music sensibilities, Penaz observes the trends have no effect on one’s core. “To say that ‘Ghazal gaayki is gone’ is absolute blasphemy. Music tastes have always changed. There was one time when music lovers said ‘pop, pop, pop’. Now, that pop has gone. Ghazal is one of the important threads of a garment. It is in our culture. Be it ghazal, thumri, or Carnatic music… it will always be there. The only thing is, ghazal singing is not fashionable anymore, but ghazals will always be there. Mirza Ghalib will always be remembered and we will always hum Iqbal.” Penaz dispels the myth that ghazals are not popular with youngsters because they are laced with heavy Urdu words. “Aankh jab band kiya karte hain, aap saamne hua karte hain (When I close my eyes, I see you). Tell me what is difficult about this line?” she asks and adds, “I have performed at a lot of colleges



and you will be surprised to know the wonderful response. Youngsters will enjoy ghazals if they are exposed to it. And, even if is not able to comprehend, one can explain the words and make it an interactive concert.”



On a personal note She talks of how her curly hair is an intrinsic part of her life. “Curly hair is in my genes. Thanks to mama Masani (her mother), who had lovely, curly hair and my father. I tried straightening my hair for one year and looked terrible. I felt like a traitor. Maine apni asliyat ko mitaadi, kisi ke kehene pe (I erased my true identity. because someone asked me to.) I am happy that I have kept my curls,” she smiles. She credits Doordarshan for the huge part it played in her success. “Many young artistes do not approach All India Radio or Doordarshan thinking there is no money in it. It has a very good circle of true artists, who will help you get more concerts. It helps in networking. When I started, there was no Star or Sony. Whatever I am today is because of Doordarshan,” she points out. Any albums? “The years of albums are over. Now, one records a single video and puts it on You Tube. There are no companies who will invest in albums.” ND-ND
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Meals that heal



Table for two



Eat local, be global Rujuta Diwekar’s latest book “The PCOD Thyroid Book” makes a case for choosing the right food and fitness to fight abnormal hormones S. RAVI



R



ujuta Diwekar dismantles complicated matters related to health and fitness with consummate ease. . The latest on her radar is polycystic ovary disease/ syndrome which she has dealt with in her latest book “The PCOD Thyroid Book”. We comfortably settle down in the salubrious environs of the courtyard of Vivanta by Taj – Ambassador’s Yellow Brick Road restaurant. Talking about why the Westland publication on a subject which is of concern to a large section of Indian women, came into being, Rujuta says it was to inform and make them aware. “I wanted to allay their fears about the hormonal imbalance because all they get to hear is how one will not be able to conceive , get diabetes, blood pressure and several other problems.” Besides this, she also suggests in the book as what can be done about food, sleep, exercise and relationship to make one feel good, help in overcoming the conditions of PCOD/S (polycystic ovary disease/ syndrome) and hypothyroid and most importantly get off drugs and stay off them for good. Her earlier book “Women & The Weight Loss Tamasha” had chapters devoted to the two topics eliciting many questions from the people about second and third level STRAIGHT TALK Rujuta Diwekar at Yellow Brick Road restaurant in New Delhi’s Vivanta by Taj – Ambassador information. “Hence, it was PHOTO: SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY decided to bring a book on the two topics not only to provide move their confusion,” she the will to change? “It comes and rice products supple- which is conversational. “My answers to readers’ but also explains. Elaborating Rujuta with the two. If you are edu- mented by jwari, bajra, nach- job profile entails making act as a handy guide to re- shares that much has changed cated and aware of zebra ni and ragi, she adds in jest: people understand that lifesince 2011 when the previous crossing, there is good chance “It will break hearts if I was style is something worth corbook came out. She points out that you will use it and not on a diet which is completely recting. I write the way I talk how an increasing number of run across the road.” opposite of what I talk about.” making it more of a conversaPeople do not girls are confronting the horWe pause to place the orThe latest slim volume by tion between two friends.” monal issues, women finding ders. Rujuta decides on vege- Rujuta provides an overview The aroma of biryani consider lifestyle it tougher to manage food and table biryani and raita and I on hypothyroid and PCOD/S served tempts us to start in correction as a exercise, the drastic change in follow suit. She agrees to try and moves on to how nutri- right earnest. Rujuta relishes serious intervention lifestyle and medicines being palak shami kabab with mint tion, exercise, sleep and rela- it with raita and crisp papad at the drop of a sauce for starters. Approving tionship strategies can help in on the sides. How do the readto help themselves. prescribed hat. “People do not consider it, she takes a second helping. overcoming them concluding ers react to her recommendaEmphasis is laid on lifestyle correction as a seri- I ask her does she follow the with a section on things to tion to eat food stuff which cure than prevention ous intervention to help diet she recommends in her know and FAQs. The case the world says no to? “More themselves. Emphasis is laid books? “Of course, I practise studies, anecdotes and tables than surprise they are reon cure than prevention . what I preach. Belief and con- in the book break the monot- lieved because it is tough eatWhat is lacking is awareness viction cannot come if it is not ony making the narrative in- ing all those vegetables and and education and this book done by self.” Revealing that teresting. All this the writer drinking juices. They are hapaddresses them.” What about her diet is dominated by rice puts across in a language py that they are allowed to eat
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Jugaad Café & Bar presents quirky combinations and innovations



It is getting tougher for restaurants to stand out in a fast swelling crowd of quirky, and Jugaad Cafe & Bar joins this crowd with an approach that just about distinguishes it from the rest. Its loaded name demands a kind of homegrown, earthy resourcefulness, and the cafe and bar meets these requirements in a way that is good, but perhaps could do with a little more punch. The interiors are a jumble of the new and the upcycled, so that while your first impressions are staid, with pretty enough seating and lights, a closer one will reveal more interesting details –– headlights from a truck doubling up as lighting fixtures, chandeliers made out of cycle tyres; tables made from scrap material, a washbasin created out of scooter tyre and glasses made of used beer bottles –– one form of ‘Jugaad’, and a pretty good one too. The space is a large one –– approx. 3000 sq. feet –– and is divided over three different seating styles on three floors. The first two are more conventional bar and dining areas, with dimmer, more sepia toned lights and darker furnishings. The top floor, with the sunlight streaming in, lighter, workmanlike furniture and plug points galore, is fashioned as a working space, with its own special menu and some afternoon coffee and tea pick-me-ups. While the space upstairs is bright and welcoming, we find ourselves a table on the ground floor, and turn to the menu, wondering if it will come with its own hat-tip to the café’s name. A quick look tells us that it doesn't, not really. What the menu does ofCM YK



FUSION FOOD A delicacy on offer at Jugaad Cafe & Bar



fer, though, are entire lists of very quirky combinations, dishes that bring together innovation and fusion and a tad bit of confusion –– how will chilli powder and tamarind paste and vodka taste?



The keema is in the regular, homely style, and the wonton itself is crispy. Coupled with the tamarind chutney this dish is definitely a winner



Does beer and ice tea make for a good drink? And really, who doesn't think some bhutta (corn on the cob) with crumbled Kurkure masala is a good idea? Well, Jugaad certainly does make you think for your meal. The drinks come first. We've opted for a simple pina colada, and then a sharabi nariyal, which comes in coconut shell and really does look quite pretty. The pina colada is disappointing, lacking that sweet punch so typical to this famous cocktail. The sharabi nariyal is slightly warm, which I don't mind, since the taste more than makes up for it. It's a mild drink, the alcohol overpowered by the natural taste of



the coconut water, but it is delicious nevertheless. The service is especially quick, and the servers pleasant. Our starters arrive almost immediately after the drinks, and we turn our attention to the two specials we have opted for –– cheddar cheese bonda and baba ki potli. The aloo bonda, stuffed with cheese, teeters on the edge of bland, but is rescued quite expertly by the achari mayo, which is just tangy and spicy enough. In texture, the bonda is good, great in fact, though perhaps they have been thrifty with the cheese. We move on to the next dish, fried wonton parcels stuffed with keema (minced mutton). It is oily, yes, but also



normally without having to calculate the calories involved,” she replies with gusto. She illustrates how fad had dealt a blow to the age-old tradition of consuming ghee. “We have been using it since Vedic times and until 1970s nobody ever thought about it. Post that came ‘ghee nahi khana chahiye, fried nahi khana chahiye’. Finally in April 2015 the US Food and Drug Administration stated that there is no link between consumption of fat and heart diseases. But by then one entire generation has gone. Our grandparents are still eating ghee, our parents are sceptical and have switched to refined vegetable oil and we are using olive oil and are passing that to the next generation,” she laments. A votary of eating local while thinking global, Rujuta tries local cuisine when travelling within or outside the country. “It gives you a sense of the people, language, culture, history besides revealing many other things.” She tells me how the taste of momos filled with potato dumplings and served with tomatoes and green chillies she had after a 30 kilometre trek in Spiti still lingers on. “All the ingredients were locally grown. The best part is it was prepared by the husband and served to us right in the kitchen located in the centre of the house with a wide variety of activities going on undertaken around it like the host’s wife bathing her infant granddaughter. It was the most amazing experience.”



Fond of Maharashtrian dishes like varan bhaat, modak, puran polis, chaklis and murrukus, Rujuta says, “One cannot explain as to why they are my favourite. It is like falling in love. If you ask me, can I eat varan bhaat for the rest of my life? I will say yes.” She is equally partial to idlis, sundal and homemade dosas. “I can eat idli with milagai podi and ghee 365 days.” The preference for South Indian fare stems from the extensive use of coconut in their dishes a custom similar to her region. While listing she springs a surprise when she mentions the Bengali panch phoron. “The potato preparation in five spices is extraordinary. It hits your senses.” Much to my surprise, the dietician spelled out her love for desserts like gur ka sandesh and Mysore pak and Mumbai’s street food including sev puri, vada pav, pav bhajji and bhelpuri. “The best is the Mumbai sandwich with butter, chutney and vegetables stacked in it,” she says with a grin. At the end of the conversation I ask her how does she react when people tell her that her recommendations are essentially common sense. “When a reader tells me, ‘I always knew how to do it but after reading your book I have started doing it’, I take it as a compliment. So if this book is able to convey the value of eating at home, sleeping on time, exercising regularly and one is able to see how it effects the hormones, what better than that,” she signs off.



Tofu on a platter Simple steps to prepare the nutritious dish MOUSHMI KISHORE



Preparing Tofu can be a fun exercise when it is blended with the right ingredients. When mixed well it can not only be healthy but also tasty. TOFU BREAD ROLL Ingredients: 4 slices of whole wheat bread 1 small onion 1 capsicum 100 gm tofu 1tsp oil 1tsp low-fat butter 2tsp chopped coriander leaves Salt and pepper to taste Method: Cut the crust off the bread slices and flatten it with rolling pin. Finely chop onion, capsicum and grate tofu. Heat oil and fry onion till golden. Add capsicum and fry for 3-4 minutes. Add tofu, salt and pepper. Cook till mixture is dry. Add coriander and cool. Put the filling on the bread slices and roll them from one end to the other. Secure with a toothpick. Brush with butter. Heat the tawa and pu0t these rolls on it. Keep turning occasionally till well roasted. Serve with green chutney.



Make your own energy bites



Some hits, some misses SWATI DAFTUAR



Between the lines On calling herself blunt I say the way things are without beating about the bush. My natural style is to take things head on. On connecting with people You connect when you are open and honest. Everybody appreciates that you are not putting on act and pretending someone you are not. On advising celebrities I deal with them in the same way I do with noncelebrity. They are pretty much like us and like my honesty. They do not want to be pampered as is the popular perception. In fact, they do not require cajoling as being successful their priorities are clear in life.



delicious. The keema is in the regular, homely style, and the wonton itself is crispy. Coupled with the tamarind chutney it comes with, this dish is definitely a winner. Our next appetiser is a platter of beer battered fish fingers, which are, unfortunately, limp. And as any fried food enthusiast will tell you, this is very difficult error to recover from. The fish is cooked well, and by itself, is quite delicious. Inside its soggy fried covering, though, it can't hold its own without losing a little shine. The next dish, a main course, is an onion and chilli stuffed chicken breast in white mushroom, curry and coriander sauce, picked from the list of continental dishes. The main course menu is divided in three sections, Indian, Continental and Chinese. As far as our dish goes, the chicken is beautifully cooked, tender and juicy, and is well infused with the flavours. The sauce that accompanies it light and expertly spiced, and we dig into the dish with relish. When we move on to the dessert menu, it features some brave experiments too, including lichi rabri shots, sakora firni and gooey coconut. All in all, when our meal ends, our reactions are mixed. We've loved the quirky combinations, the innovations and risks that the menu takes. Not every risk has paid out, and its a bit of a hit and miss with the others. The ones that work are indeed delicious, and an adventurous foodie will find little to complain about. Add: 10, Ground floor, Defence Colony main market, New Delhi



Prepare nutritious and energising oats-peanut butter energy bar to avoid unhealthy snacking MANASA RAJAN



Many of us try to eat healthy, but fall into the trap of unhealthy snacking. Maybe because we get caught unawares at work or long meetings and start eating whatever is available – cookies, doughnuts, chips… Often, we also buy into the promise of fat-free or sugar-free packaged foods, which are actually worse for us, considering the hydrogenated oil, preservatives and chemicals that we consume in our biscuits, sweets and savouries. Most snacks are often deep-fried – pakoras, bondas, bhajjis, etc., which are best consumed occasionally. Then the question that arises is what does one snack on, on a regular basis? One wonders if there are foods that provide us with energy (to tide us over the 3 p.m. low), fibre (so there isn’t a blood sugar spike), protein and fat (so that the little snack goes a long way and keeps hunger at bay, till the big meal time). There are some post-workout snacks, which act as a recovery snack after a workout or even a walk. The foods that fulfil the criteria are fruits, nuts, seeds, sprouts and so on. What works better is a combination, of these, that is delicious, healthy and can be carried around, for emergency snacking. Here’s an easy-to-make energy bar, which is perfect to keep in your handbag or car and makes for that nutritious and energising snack. Also, the recipe is quite flexible and can be customised, as per



your taste and preference.



prefer a sweeter taste) 1 cup Healthy Oats-Peanut Extra virgin coconut oil 2 Butter Energy Bar tbsp Ingredients Seeds scraped from 1 vaPeanut Butter (choose a nilla pod brand A big pinch of sea salt Method without hydrogenated oil In a mixer or food procand essor, grind the dates, with sugar) 1 cup Quick Cooking Oats 1/2 coconut oil to pulp. If the dates are too hard, they can cup Pitted Dates (a bit more, be soaked in a little water for a while. if you Now, add the peanut butter, vanilla, sea salt and oats to the mixer. Let everything Most snacks are be well incorporated. Scoop often deep-fried – out the mixture, and mix it with your hand. Take a pakoras, bondas, tablespoon of the mix and bhajjis, etc., which roll them into a tiny ball. are best consumed Repeat for the rest of the mix. occasionally Store these in the fridge. They last a couple of weeks. Now you have the perfect on-the-go-nutrition. ND-ND
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